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WE ARE AM BIT IOU S. We live for the day

when grizzlies in Chihuahua have an unbroken

connection to grizzlies in Alaska; when wolf

populations are restored from Mexico to the

Yukon to Maine; when vast forests and flowing

prairies again thrive and support their full range

of native plants and animals; when humans dwell

on the land with respect, humility, and affection.

Toward this end, the Wildlands Project is working

to restore and protect the natural heritage of

North America . Through advocacy, education,

scientific consultation, and cooperation with .

many partners, we are designing and helping

create systems of interconnected wilderness

areas that can sustain the diversity of life.
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ARO UND THE CAM PF IRE with Dave Foreman

A Brief History of the Federal Land Managing
Agencies' Refusal to Control Wheels

I N T H IS ISS U E OF 'Vild Earth, we

offer cont rasti ng views on mountain

bikes in wilderness areas. It would be

worth our while to backtrack th e his

torical trail to look at th e larger issue

of wheels in wilderness-in part icular

at th e federal land manag ing agen

cies' historic failure to cont rol off

road vehicles .

Paul Sutter clearly shows in

Driven 'Vild that th e wilderness area

movement after World War I came

about because of the invasion of the

national forests by automobiles. I Back

in 1979, historian Susan Flader made

the same point. From 1919 to 1923,

Aldo Leopold was Chief of Operations

for the Forest Service in the South

west . Part of that job was overseeing

roads. Based on his on-the-g round
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knowledge of how roads and auto mo

biles were invad ing th e backcountry,

he developed his proposal for a Gila

Wil derness Area. H e asked:

Who wants to stalk his buck to the
music of a motor? Or track his turkey
on the trail of the knobby tread?
Who that is called to the high hills
for a realpasear wants to wranglehis
packsalong a gravelled highway? Yet
that is what we are headed for, at
least in the Southwest. Carsign in
every canyon, car dust on everybush,
a parking ground at every waterhole,
and Fordson a thousand hills!'

In the 1970s, the Forest Service

and Bureau of Land Management

worked hard to limi t wilderness desig

nation to as few areas as possible.

Closely tied to the agencies' opposi-

rion to wilderness areas was their

refusal to restr ict damaging motor ized

recreation, which was then beginning

to boom with the wider availability

of four-wheel-drive vehicles and the

invention of dirt bikes. In 197 I,

President Richard N ixon ordered the

federal land managing agencies to sur

vey their lands and formally close or

open them for off-road vehicle CO RY)

use. Off-road vehicle areas and routes

were to be "located to minimize dam

age to soil, watershed, vegeta tion, or

other resources of rhe public lands. . .to

minimize harassment of wildlife or

significant disrup tion of wildlife habi

tats. .. [and] to minimize conflicts

[with] other. . .recreational uses.. . ." 3

The agencies did their level best to

ignore N ixon's ORV execut ive order.

pen-and -ink by Valerie Cohen



For example, the Forest Service's ORV

issue paper in 1974 stated that "T he

question should not be, should we

close an area to ORV use? but-can

ORV use, in some form , be permitted .'

on the area?"4 Th e Bureau of land

Management held simi lar views in

di rect conflict wit h the spirit of the

execut ive order.

Opposed as they were to the exec

utive order, the agencies did conduc t

studies- slip-shod at best-to assess

the ecological effects of motor ized

recreation. In a report for the Presi

dent 's Council on Environmental

Qual ity (CEQ), David Sheridan quot

ed Dr. Howard W ilshire of the U.S.

Geological Survey, the acknowledged

scient ific expert on the damage done

to wildlands by ORVs. After studying

62 Forest Service environmenta l analy

ses of ORV plans, Wilshire found th at

60 of them were "virtually worthless

when it comes to assessing the imp act

of ORV use on soils due to their lack

of specific criteria and data.")

In April 1974 , the Bl.M 'issued

regul ations leaving its lands open to

ORV use until open or closed designa

tions were made. However, in direct

violation of the executive order, BLM

did not "set a date for completing

the designation of its lands."6 Th e

Na tional Wildlife Federation sued

the BLM, and Federal Distr ict Judge

W illiam B. J ones found the agency in

violation of the executive order. Even

after this judgment, the Bureau of

land Management continued to

evade its responsibilities.'

The Council on Environmental

Qual iry prepared draft language to

strengthen the executive order in

March 1977, after J immy Carter

became president. It suggested that

public lands be closed to ORVs

"except areas and trails which are

suitable and specifically designated as

open.... After the CEQ issue paper went

out to federal agencies, it was leaked

to motorcycle groups, who bellowed to

their members that ORVs were going

to be banned from federal lands. Th is

was a lie; indeed, it was a knowing lie.

It was also a hugely successful ploy.

Unforrun ately, conservationists

were asleep, while th e motorcyclists

and snowmob ilers were wide awake.

Th e federal government was deluged

with opposit ion. Of the 80,000 letters

and telegrams received, 78,000 sup

ported wide-open ORV use on the

public lands . Cart er issued watered

down Execut ive Order 1198 9, adding

a new section to N ixon's order that

nonetheless direc ted federal agencies

to immediately close areas if they

determ ined that "the use of off-road

vehicles will cause or is causing con

siderable adverse effects on the soil,

vegetation, wildlife, wild life habitat or

cultura l or historic resources." It also

aut horized agency heads "to adopt the

policy th at porti ons of the public

lands.. .shall be closed to use by off

road vehicles except those areas or

trails which are suit able and specifical

ly designated as open."

However, Secretary of the Int erior

Cecil Andrus quickly sandbagged any

. meaningful implementa tion of the

new ORV execut ive order, sending a

signal of capitulation to motorheads in

a Department of Int erior news release."

Agency managers generally threw

their lands wide open to dirt bikes,

four-wheel-drive rigs, and snowmo

biles, and designated few areas as

closed. In his detailed study of ORV

management for CEQ, David Sheridan

wrote, "The Interior and Forest

Service's reluctance to apply the avail-

J

able facts [numerous scientific studies

quant ifying ORV damage] may arise

in part at least from a reluctance to

take actions which are necessary to pro

tect public resources but would cause

all manner of polit ical headaches.?!"

As the southwestern representa

tive for the Wilderness Society in the

197os , I worked my butt off to get

national forests and BLM distr icts to

allow ORV use 0111y on routes and in

areas 'specifically open. I could not

und erstand why Forest Service and

BLM staff resisted followin g th e exec

uti ve orders. Not cont rolling off-road

vehicles caused erosion, created man

agement chaos, harmed wildl ife, and

led to conflict between hikers and dirt

bikers (and between grazing perm it

tees and dirt bikers). Following the

orders, it seemed to me, was not only

good management , but would relieve

headaches for the managers (after the

initial fight with the motorcycle and

snowmobile lobby).

It was only later that I realized the

reason agency managers did not follow

orders was because they-as individu

als- were four-wheelers, dirt bikers,

and snowmobilers themselves. Few

Forest Service or BLM line officers

were ever hikers or backpackers, but,

until the 1970s, many had been

wilderness horsepackers. The new gen

eration of managers in the 1970s was

not even that. They liked dirt bikes

and J eeps. I should not have been sur

prised. As I've written before in this

column, the ideology of resourcism is

dr iven to tame self-willed land (wilder

ness) and bring it under human will.

By its very nature , dr iving a vehicle

off-road roars of dom ination , whereas

walking whispers humbleness.

C ONTINUES PAGE 73 ~
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A WI L RNESS VI EW

A primary job of conservation is toprotect wildlands from

whateverthreatens a parcel's existing level of integrity.

HOWIE WOLKE, wr it in g in thi s issue

What Bears Want

SOM E MONT'HS AGO I spent a glori

ous autumn weekend exploring a

wilderness not far from my home in

Vermont. Like many eastern wilder

ness areas, it is relatively small (about

46 ,000 acres), and recovering well

from historical logging and mining

operations. A friend and I shouldered

packs and hiked several miles toward

a remote lake at the base of the

wilderness area's namesake mountain.

After a few hours of hiking, we

reached the shoreline . There, on a

rocky spit jutting into the lapping

waters , was another wilderness travel

er, sitting alone, enjoying the beauty

of the scene.

We stopped and chatted amiabl y.

Wasn't the day lovely? He agreed it

4 WILD EA RT H SPR ING 2003

was. Had he heard loons? He had.

What was his route? He'd come from

the south and would be making a loop

over the mountain and out to another

trailhead that afternoon . Was he aware

that he was in the heart of a designat

ed wilderness area, where the bicycle

at his feet was prohibited? Here , the

conversation grew more wary; the

biker feigned ignorance . We suggested

that he be more careful where he rode,

noting that the surrounding region

contained hundreds of thousands of

acres of non-wilderness public land

where mountain biking is allowed. He

listened politely enough , and we went

off to find a campsite for the night.

To be sure, my compan ion and

I would have been far angrier. to find

the fellow astride a dirt bike or ATV,

throwing mud. Illegal (and legal) off

road vehicle use is indeed a large and

growing problem throughout North

America, and the direct impacts

caused by mountain biking pale in

compari son. But the biker's disregard

for wilderness convention was still

annoying, and the next day, when we

followed his route and climbed the

nearby mountain I was peeved again.

The trail was steep, ascending to a

rocky summit with sublime views and

fragile vegetation. My doughy middle

aged frame could never have pedaled

a bike over it, but my anger didn't

spring from envy of the biker's steely

quadriceps. I simply thought-this

is no place for a bike.

fron t cove r detail by Laura Cun ningham
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BUT WH Y DID I think so? Am I a

snobby hiker ? Was the biker doing

any more damage to the trail network

than our feet ? Was my atti tude a ves

tige of historically accepted wilderness

recreation that needs updat ing for the

modern era? Or are there good rea

sons-historical, ecological, and ethi

cal-to oppose mechanized intrusion

int o Nature's last strongholds?

I've been th ink ing about these

questions as we put together thi s Wild

Earth's expanded forum on mountain

bikin g and wilderness, which begins

on page 20. Every group of conserva

tionists working to see wilderness

legislation introduced or passed by

Congress must now factor the moun

tain biking comm uni ty into the polit

ical equation. W ith bikers organizing

to oppose some new wilderness desig

nations in California and elsewhere,

the conservation community is faced

with the vexing issue of how to

accommodate a growing recreationa l

constituency without compromising

the wild places we love.

Would opening designated

wilderness areas to biking exacerbate

the "creeping degradation " of the

National Wilderness Preservation

System that Howie Wolke decries in

this issue? Or would the wilderness

movement , swelled by millions of

mountain bikers, stimulate Congress

to designate vast new swaths of

wilderness on federal public lands?

Th e latter argument is argued cogent 

ly herein by Ji m Hasenauer, a long

time board member of the Interna

tional Mountain Biking Association.

Conservation strategist Andy Kerr

expands on th is point, dissects the

polit ical opt ions, and suggests that

wilderness advocates should fully

emb race cyclists in an expanded

wilderness movement, propell ed by

muscle-powered recreationi sts.

Deeply immersed in conservation

realpolit ik, Kerr's argument is, essen

tially: Congress design ates wilderness.

Congress responds to constituent pres

sure. Mountain bikers, who are tru ly

wilderness lovers at heart , are a huge

potent ial const ituency to support--or

oppose-wilderness. Thus the wilder

ness movement (and wilderness areas)

should accommodate them. (This line

of reasoning adopts the Bush doctrine

that "either you are with us, or you are

with the terrorists," although in th is

case the "terrorists" are the off-road

vehicle enthusiasts, clear-cutters, ana

min ers who would terrorize wildlife

and degrade the ecological health of

America's public lands.)

Other commentators in the forum

take a more skept ical and arguably

more traditional view of what consti

tutes appropriate wilderness recre

ation . There is far from consensus

on how wilderness advocates should

approach the opportunity--or

threat--embodied in the mountain

biking lobby. Wild Earth's role, of

course, is to help foster spirited,

respectfu l debate. We have tried to

present a balanced spectrum of views

and hope conservationists of all stripes

will read them with an open mind

and then keep talking .

I've certainly tried to keep an

open mind, although admit to being

skeptical about just how actively the

mountain biking community will

work for new wilderness designations.

Moreover, I'm dubious of Andy Kerr 's

assertion that "no case [against bik

ing} has been made on ecological

grounds." Really? Opening the
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[VIEWPOINTS ]

by Jay Griffiths
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TH ERE IS CLOC KLESSNESS, for sure, bur no such th ing as

"timelessness." The wilderness is full of the phases of time

itself, its qualiti es, its changes, its bear births , eagle marriages,

and salmon deaths. It isn't Western time, bur a wild and

unt amed time-and perhaps just as wilderness describes this

land, so "wildertime" or "wild time" could describe time here.

I left]uneau to go into the Taku, one of the world 's great

wildernesses; four and a half million acres of wild land and

four and a half mill ion years of wild time. We rafted down the

Taku River watershed- three rivers, the Sheslay, Inklin, and

Taku Rivers, running 280 kilometers through British

Columbia and Alaska-and I am writing this now, seven days

later, from a valleyside high above the Inklin. On the oppo

site valley, a half-mile swath of spruce has been felled, scat

tered like matchsticks by a brief and petulant tornado. I sit

writ ing this on a dead-straight fallen aspen tree, silver, soft

ened by ice and searing sun , softened so its bark is a silver pelt ,

polished, smooth as silence.

In the raft-days behind me were volcanic peaks echoing

with thunder; grassy pastures zippin g with cicadas; pastures

where roses, sage, alpine strawberries, and juniper, with

foggy-purple berries and a smell of sweet extravagance,

bloomed; and the river ran through box-canyons of gargantu

an Homeric water which hurls rafts against cliffs and sucks

them round whirlpools. In the raft-days ahead will come the

mystery of a massive limestone mountain with underground

screams; a r600-foot waterfall that runs so fast and falls so

slow; and finally the ancient glaciers, place of blue ice and

inexplicably-ladybugs. (As red and as evanescent as ladybugs

are popp ies, and they too can bloom along the ice foot of gla

ciers.) Here, across the valley, is a vast, curving , unimpeded

parabola of a world , in uninterrupted flow.

What is wilderness ? Nature without Audience. Th at

which describes itself, bur which is unnamed by man . The

British poet Robert Service wrote of the neighboring

Yukon province:

Th ere's a land where {he mountains are nameless,

And {he rivers all run god knows where.

. The act of naming is an act of taming and in the Taku

some rivers and mountains are named, some not . Some have

Western names, some Tlingit, and the difference between

them is telling. The Western names include Mount Lester

]o?es, or Wright Peaks. Tlingit names include The Sleeping

Giants, and Taku itself is the onomatopoeic representation of

"where the swans or geese touch down to land."

As AN UNNAMED PLACE is an untamed place, so an unnamed

tim e is a wild time . Th e Taku is a wild river and, as rivers by

almost universal analogy represent tim e, a wild river is a perfect

setting for wild time. Things happen here, it is far from

uneventful, bur the trees torn up and tossed to the river-bank

are unregistered and unrecorded. A whole forest falls withour

anyone ascribing a date. Entire cliffs fold their stone robes and

slide into rivers withour anyone clocking the time it happened.

As an English woman too confined in a tame and long

enclosed land , I have for years wondered what it feels like to

be in a wilderness. Wilderness is a ferocious intoxi cation

which sweeps over your senses with rinsing vitality, leaving

you scripped to the vivid , your senses rubbed until they shine .

It is an untouched place which touches you deeply and its

aftermath-when landscape becomes innerscape- leaves you

elated, awed, and changed utterly. Forget the lullaby balm of

Nature tame as a well-fed lawn, here Nature has a lean and

violent waking g randeur which will not let you sleep. Cultural

synonyms for wilderness in dictionaries and thesauruses lise:

waste, space, useless, barren , virgin land , and seclusion. Th ese

are perniciously inaccurate. It is an aphrodisiac; it is a place of

furious fecundity; not one of waste empty space, bur of such

ripe fullness that not four and a half million acres will concain

it; not a place of seclusion bur of rough engagement; not vir

ginal, bur erupting with the unenclosable passion at the vol

canic heart of life.

But perhaps there is a reason for the mismatch between

my perception and that of the editors of the Oxford English

Dictionary and Roget's Thesaurus. Th eirs is a once-correct, but

now.antique, conception, reporting back from a disappeared

world. For, in the past, "wilderness" was something huge and

vast that surrounded humanity. Wilderness was the Condition

of the world within which mank ind lived in perplexed pock

ets, plotting our little patches of garden plots hard by the great

forests of wilderness. Bur then the human race gigancized in

development, exploded in population across the world so that,

past a critical point, wilderness and mankind changed places.

It is now someth ing we surround; there are pitiful pockets of

wilderness dotted across the world; wilderness is now the

Exception, and mank ind the Condition of landscape.

To me, this is a model for our relationship with time: for,

once, humans were surrounded by wild time and the stretch

of time was everlasting, undefined, unenclosed , unnamed,

uncharted , a mystery lasting longer in all directions than even

the longest evening which never ends here in the land of the

midnight light, and into this eternity mank ind was dotted ,
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pitiful with our perplexed pocket watches and our brief lives,

plotti ng our little watches of hours hard by the great eterni

ties of wild time. Then we began to chart time, to clock it ,

plot it, measure and mark it, buy and sell it. As wilderness

and humanity changed places, so too have wild time and

mankind now swapped positions. Past a critical mom ent of

moment-measuring , Western society's peculiar time-marking

has become standard , a norm; th e Western clock the

Condition of time and wild tim e the Exception.

WILD LAND AND WILD TIME were both charted , logged,

and discovered with the aid of theodolites, chronometers, and

telescopes; inventions all made, incidentally, in the same peri

od of history; objects of finding in an unfoundland , inventions

design ed to find and log an unfound time. "Logging" is a

heavy word today, its meanings are many; to log is "to find

and make inventory" and "to fell forests." Once it possessed

such resonance of security in a pitil ess world (a log cabin and

a log fire), but it has now, past our critical moment , picked up

the overtones of pitil essness itself, as rainforests are logged and

wildernesses brought to the ir knees. Th e Taku is threatened

by th is. A mining company, form erly called Redfern

Resources, now Redcorp Ventures Ltd ., wishes to build a road

across the wilderness to truck our copper ore, and logging

companies are stampeding to negotiate the use of the road to

log-in all senses-the Taku ; both to find and make invenro

ty, and to fell its forests; to find the land and to lose it at a

stroke . Logging has become a threat to wilderness rather than

a security from it. Likewise, roads and tracks, once paths of

safety across a hostile world are, past a critical point of devel

opment, themselves a threat. As literal tracks, paths , and

roads shrink remaining wilderness , so similarly clocks make

endless tracks across hours , shrinking wild time. Robert

.Marshall wrote passionately against proposals for roads in

undeveloped areas in order to preserve a "certain precious

value of the timeless, the mysterious, and the primordial. . .in

a world overrun by split-second schedules.. . ."

Would you look at a river and say it was running our ?

Rivers don't run our-that 's the point of rivers. The runn ing

of rivers was a definition of eternity to the Indians of the Six

N ations federation . When the Engl ish first arrived in

Pennsylvania, people from the Six Nations met them with

meat , food, and animal hides. Th e people made a treaty ~ith

William Penn, promising their friendship "as long as the Sun

should shine , or the Waters run in the Rivers." Today, time is
spoken of as running our, and for all the familiarity of the
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expression, it betrays an ugly, strange attitude that, for the

sake of modernity's exploitat ive money-making , time may be

considered a finite th ing .

Here by the Taku , time and the river are run ning out, for

the government of British Columbia in 1998 rushed through

app roval for the road. (In June 2000, the BC Supreme Court

ruled to halt the project , bur it could still go ahead as both the

province and Redcorp are appealing the judgement (see side

bar for updatej. ) Ian Kean, a Canadian who has led a cam

paign against the road, says, "I've got a sense of urgency. In 10

years' time, there's not going to be a river like this to prote ct."

Th e Tlingit peoples, with a riverine respect for time and for

the Taku, made a poig nant statement of their potential loss,

describing the "premature" and "speedy" attitude of the white

rulers who "fast-tracked" the project , and speaking of the

"regulated tirneline" for decisions that will rob "futu re gener

at ions" of Tlingi ts of their river righ t. Th e Tlingirs, who have

lived here for hundreds of years, were g iven 48 hours to

respond to the decision. What is 48 hours to a river?

IN WILDERNESS, tim e is as diverse as the play oflight across

a year of landscape. Just as the human need for wilderness

becomes more acute with increasing development and a cock

roaching population, so our need for wild tim e gets greater as

the encroaching clock shunts its way across the mind. If we

lose wilderness we lose the visible picture of wild time; the

futur e will never know the time of snow and fire, time which

thinks in grandeur like an ancient tree, which moves in pas

sages of stature like a mountain, which knows the long white

wait of a waterfall, running so fast and falling so slowly.

Here , the Taku is one of the most seasonally time-full

places on Earth ; in winter all bear-den-dark, while in summer

the light stretches itself thin over the top of midnight so you

cannot tell if it is the end of the longest of sunfalls or the

beginning of the longest of sunrises. In the Taku, you can

know the dredge of a primeval age enduring, or the sheer

shine ofliquid instantaneity in a salmon's leap. Here , time has

a variety no clock will ever know or mark , where an eagle's

veering flight puts time on pause as it unfurls to hover before

you, wind made majestic, time held in a scroll of wings .

Nothing lolls like a bear ~an loll; here bears on the

mooch snuffle huckleberries. Nothing moves quicker than the

flash of claw in water as a bear catches fish in its paws.

Nothing can compete for the sheer diversity of time ; here a

five-minute tornado can fell a forest and a scamp of a sudden

current can skim a log a mile downriver. And then time can



stop on a glacier, leaving the signatu re of 10,000 years ago to

last 10,000 years, written in the sheets of ice of an ancient

frozen river, running now at the speed of never. From that gla

cial time, massive-macro--time you move to the minute

micro--time; in the insect world, an hour is like a season, and

a season like a generation.

Red is, symbolically, the color of mortality; blood of life

and of death: blue, the color of eterni ty. Here in this time

diversity, they are found side by side. Th e blue of a glacier, the

red of a ladybug. Noth ing is older than the blue glacier,

1 0 ,0 0 0 years in the making , 1 0 ,0 0 0 years in the unm elt ing .

WILD TAKU

After eight years of struggle by conservationists and the

Taku River Tlingit First Nation, the majestic and wild

Taku watershed is still at risk. The British Columbia provincial

government's decis ion in December 2002 to approve the

Tulsequah Chief Mine could result in the construction of a

100-mile road into the wilderness heart of the watershed

and the operation of a gold and copper mine in some of the

richest salmon habitat in the Taku system.

The Taku Riverwatershed is a 7,000-square-mile, essen

tially pristine river basin draining the far northwest corner of

British Columbia into southeast Alaska and the Pacific Ocean

near Juneau . It is the largest undeveloped and unprotected

watershed on the Pacific shore of North America and one of

the most important salmon producing rivers in the British

Columbia-Alaska transboundary region . It is home to globally

mountain goat, graph ite by Martin Ring

N othing is younger than the brig ht red button of a ladybug

hatched at the beg inning of this sentence: here is the chasmic

grandeur of wild time-a ladybug 's little red-lett er day tick

ling for a minute the glacial blue ice of eternity. «

WriterJay Griffiths' work has appeared in periodicals such as the

London Review of Books, The Guardian, Th e Ecologist , and

Resurgence. She lives in \Vales, and ispresently working ona book

about wilderness. This essay is adaptedfrom thefinal chapter of her

new book A Sideways Look at Time (2002) and is used by per

mission ofJ eremy P. TarcherlPutnam.

significant populations of carnivores such as grizzly bears, black

bears, wolves, wolverines, and lynx, and ungulates such as

moose, mountain goats, stone and Dall sheep, and woodland

caribou. The road threatens to degrade outstanding wildlife

habitat, harm wildlife directly through pollut ion and roadkill,

fragment an intact landscape, and undermine the culture and

economy of the Taku RiverTlingit Nation. Perhaps worst of all,

the road may commence a rush by industrial resou rce interests

to develop this astonishing wilderness watershed.

The Tulsequah Chief project was first approved by British

Columbia in 1997, but that approval was quashed in a court

challenge by the Taku River Tlingit Nation . British Columbia

re-approved the mi.ne in 2002 using dated and substandard

fish and wildlife data from 1997. The access road route that

was approved has been identified by BC government scien

tists as the worst option in terms of wildlife and fish impacts.

BC has consistently claimed that adverse impacts will be miti

gated by decommission ing the road upon mine closure, but

has rejected leg islation ensuring road decommissioning and

has been act ively marketing the Tulsequah Chief road to other

resource interests before the project is even approved . The

current primary obstacle to the mine going ahead is an ongo

ing Canadian federal assessment of the project, which could

be completed later this year. Through the federal govern

ment's review process-and beyond, if necessary-conserva

tion ists will fight the industrial exploitation of the wild Taku.

David Mackinnon, Canadian Field Coordinator for the

Transboundary Watershed Alliance' For inform ation on how to
help stop the Tulsequah Chief Mine project and support the Toku River

Tlingit's right to determine what happens on their traditional territary,

visit www.riverswithoutborders.arg or contact nola@earthwild.ca or

david@riverswithoutborders.org. .
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[ V IE W P O I N T S]

uman
Cultural
Agency in
Extinction

by K. Alden Pet erson

W~EN DID I LAST T A KE TIM E to look up from the cracked mud and fingers of

sand passing incessantly beneath my feet to notice the diminishing snowfields on

the High Steens or the cloud-shadow mosaic painted on the Pueblo Mountains?

Our transect line stops as a member of the team, 60 meters to

my right, records the position of a scatter of cultural stone

flakes. I take the moment to shift my focus from traces of

human passage across the landscape to the landscape itself. I'm

working the summer as an archaeologist in southeastern

Oregon searching prescribed sections of the Alvord Desert for

signs of the earliest inhabitants of North America. We search

for fluted projectile points knapped from obsidian or fine

grained basalt-the lithic signature of the Clovis culture. As I

watch a dust-devil twist through the greasewood north of

Black Point, it occurs to me that I am on a personal quest as

well: the search for confirmation of a preconceived idea.
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When the Clovis people wandered the Alvord, this

desert looked radically different-shallow lakes filled these

empty basins; mammoths, camels, horses, bison, lions, and

sabertooth cats wandered the shores; and forest flora extend 

ed from the mountains down to the valley floors. However,

the Clovis people discovered a world in transformation. The

expansion of the Clovis culture across North America coin

cided with the clima tic upheaval associated with the transi

tion from the Pleistocene to the Holocene . Glaciers retreated

and vanished, global atmospheric and oceanic circulation

patterns shifted, and seasonal temperatures became more

extreme . The Pleistocene-Holocene transi tion also produced

mammoth he rd, alkyd on panel by l aura Cunn ingh am



,.

a world , outside of Africa, deplete in the largest mamm als

an event known as the Late Quaternary Extinction (LQE).

Throughout the Americas and Eurasia, the loss of mammals

during th is time can be correlated directly to size: lOO% of

mega-m amm als (over lOOO kilograms); 7 6 % of large mam

mals (lOO kg to lOOO kg); 41 % of intermediate-size mam 

mals (5 kg to 100 kg); and 1.3% of small mammals (0.01 kg

to 5 kg) became extinct.' In North America , the LQE meant

that of the 3 5 genera of mega and large mammals roaming

the cont inent at the end of the Pleistocene, 29 disappeared

from the fossil record by 10,000 years ago.'

Pollen records from the Pleistocene-Holocene indicate

that vegetat ion zones shifted and plant associations changed

so completely that in many cases there is no modern analogy

for what vegetat ion may have looked like in the late

Pleistocene. It would be easy to indict climate-induced

changes in vegetat ion as the most probable cause for the Late

Quaternary Extinct ion were it not for two facts: I) most of the

fauna that became extinct at the Pleistocene-Holocene transi

tion survived previous inte rglacial oscillations equal to or even

more extreme than the climatic process leading to the

Holocene;' and 2) the LQE, in North America, coincided with

the arrival of fully modern human hunters. ' As I struggle to

see the Alvord through Clovis eyes, I cannot help wonder

whether these earliest Americans were passive observers of, or

active agents in, the Late Quaternary Extinction.

At 11 ,5 0 0 years ago, the Clovis culture reveals the first

conclusive archaeological signarure in North Amer ica, a sig

nature that is continent-wide and presents strong evidence for

direct human predation on extinct mammals . Twenty Clovis

sites indicate indisputable associations of mammoths with

human hunting or butchering .' Th ese 20 human predation

sites represent only 15 % of the 61 confirmed end-Pleistocene

fossil records for mammoths, but th is small percentage pro

vides overwhelming evidence for paleobiologist John Alroy,

who has determined.' through his overkill simulations, that
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humans needed to be responsible for only 9% of mammoth

deaths to cons ign the species to extinction.

This earliesr group of hu nt ers in N orth America may be

implicated in th e extinctio n of ma mmo ths; however, no sim

ilarly compelling fossil evidence exists for human associatio n

with any of the other non-mammoth herbivores' that went

extinct in the late Pleistocene. Owen-Sm ith proposes the

"keystone megaherbivore hypothesis" to provide a mechanism

by which human predation on mammoths alone may have

contributed to the extinction of the other 28 genera that suc

cumbed during the LQE.8 According to Owen-Sm ith , the

largest herbivores can and do mod ify vegetation in such a

mann er as to increase habitat and forage for other grazing and

browsing species." The implication of th e keystone rnegaher

bivore hypot hesis in context with the LQE is that humans

need only kill the megaherbivo res, which would start a cas

cading vegetation disruption capable of reducing available

habitat for other non -prey herbivore species .

D uring the climatic changes of the Pleistocene-Holocene

transition, the additional ecological stress created by the loss

of th e megaherbivores may have sufficed to push ma ny othe r

species towa rd extinctio n. An addi tio nal implicatio n of the

keystone m egaherbivore hypothesis for the Pleistocene

H olocene transition is that a percentage of the vege tation

changes noted in the fossil pollen record for this period may

be of cultural rather than climatic origin as a resul t of the

-hurnan role in the extinction of the megaherbivores. If left

unrecognized, this human-induced vegetation change may

exaggerate the interpreted effects of clima te as an agent in the

Late Quatern ary Ext inct ion of N orth America.

After the Late Quaternary Extinc tion roughly 10,000 years

ago, extinction of species in N orth America seems to have ceased

for a period of nearly 9,600 years. I like to imagine that this

change requires the replacement of the megafauna-hunting

Clovis culture with a new, ecologically aware culture. However,

the more I study anthropology, the further from my grasp this

vision flees. At 10,000 years ago, the Clovis people disappear

from the archaeological record as rapidly as they appeared. The

Folsom culture that followed util ized simi lar versions of fluted

lithi c points and primari ly hunted bison; however, while the

Folsom culture apparen tly replaces the Clovis culture in the

archaeological record, it is never found in association with extinct

fauna. After an equally brief period, the Folsom culture also van

ishes along with fluted point technology and is replaced in the

archaeological record by regional variations oflithic technologies;

it is assumed that regional cultural diversity also existed.
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Ethnographic litera ture contains many stories and exam

ples of Native American resource conservation. H owever, I

now believe th at th e key development responsible for the

9,600-year hiatus in extinc tio n was cultural d iversificat ion

and subsequent contes ted territories rather th an a concerted

effort towa rd conservation. This th eory is supported by

reports from the earliest European explorers into the interior

of North America, who found that the largest concentration

of ungulates (hoofed mammals) existed in the disputed

boundaries between the various Ind ian nat ions." U nlike the

Clovis people, who were free to hu nt and follow a preferred

prey into that anima l's refug ium , later Native Am ericans may

have been denied access to the final sanctuary of chosen prey

if those locat ions existed within the terr ito ry of another peo

p le, or in the disputed lands betwee n territories. N ative

Americans kept ungulate populations reduced by hunting

pressures, II but were not able to escalate that 'pressure into

extinction because of cultural geographic restriction."

From an ecological perspective, the Late Q uaternary

Extinction in North America may have resulted from the eco

log ical release of a new predator upon the conti nent. In order

to describe human interactio n with th e environme nt in bio

log ical ter ms, however, th e un ique role of cult ural transm is

sion in the human species must be 'considered . Berringer"

proposes that to think of culture in terms of ecological theo

ry, cul tural groups need to be considered as pseudo-species. In

these terms, the Clovis culture represents not only a new

species, but a new pseudo-species as well-a new culture, a

new technology, and a new predatio n strategy unleashed upon

a continent previously un inhabited by hu ma ns. Freed from

th eir pr im ary constraint on preda tion, cultural geographical

restr iction" (or in biological terms, interpseudo-specific com

petition), the Clovis people hu nt ed mam moth s to extinction

completely unaware of the catastrophic consequences of

removing ' the megaherbivores from the North American

landscape. As a result, this "ecologically released predator"

precipi tated the collapse of the Pleistocene fauna in N orth

America and perhaps Sout h Am erica as well.

European imperialism , wi th its com mon goa ls of domi 

nat ion of ind igenous people, acq uisi t ion of land, establishing

agriculture, and resources procurement, defined yet another

pseudo-species. When this rnonoculture arrive d in the

Americas 500 years ago, its technolog ical superiority overrode

the cultural dive rsity of the New Worl d and unleashed, once

agai n, an ecologically released predator. This new European

pseudo-species invalidated th e cultural geographical con-



straints that limited the hunting and resource exploitation of

the N ative Americans. Europeans began a new wave ofextinc

tion in the Am ericas.

Today, we have again re-invented a variation of the Clovis

and Imperialisti c European pseudo-species, releasing yet

anothe r predator. As we move toward an even broader defini

tion of monoculture---:the sing le world market economy

our various form s of market-demand predati on become

increasingl y less constrained by cultu ral boundaries on a glob

al scale. Cultural diversity produces refug ia for natural d iver

sity-be it the highl y contested ground of the northern Plains

in the early 19th century and th e Korean Peninsula DMZ of

the late 20th century" or the culturally divergent resource

utilization of the prehistor ic Great Basin." Creat ing a single

world community and a global market economy may result

from high humanistic ideals; however, it will also produce a

. new mon ocultural pseudo-species. When rnonocultures pre

vail, the pursuit of resources becomes unopposed and a new

predator is ecologically released. This time, even the most

remote refugium will no longer fall beyond the range of the

2 I st century ecologically released predator. Like the Clovis

people before us, we may not recognize the ecological conse

quences of our desires and innovations until it is too late.

TH E RADIO AT THE END of the line crackles and word

comes down that we are on the move again. I came to thi s

desert seeking the origins of ecological awareness, but have

only found anot her link in the long human history of ecolog-
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ical naivete . I finish record ing my thoughts in my notebook

and stuff them back into my pocke t. Turning my eyes to the

ground , I focus for th e glint of obsidian or jagged outline of a

knapped edge in the rhythmic patterns of sun-baked silt and

long sinuous trails of sand passing relentlessly beneath my

feet. I will leave my obsession with a prehisto ric precedent for

ecological awareness in the desert. Ecological awareness and

environmental conservation may not be evolutionary viable

strategies." Ecological awareness, as a culture paradigm, may

be an ent irely new idea.

I g lance up at th e hori zon and think. I see th ree possi

bil it ies for th e future: first , continual mod ificat ion and

homogeniz ation of human cultures without considering

ecological consequences; second, directi on of human cul

tural change away from monoculture and toward true cul

tural di versit y characterized by di fferential resourc e utiliza

tion ; or third , recognition of the marvelous plast icit y inher

ent within human cult ure and the creation of a n ew global

pseudo-species, whi ch tr anscends biologi cal paradigms by

incorporati ng ecological awareness and environme ntal con 

servation. Cultural evolution depends not on the vagaries of

biologi cal mutation. Cultural pseudo-species can and often

do change instantaneousl y. «
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PO ETRY

In the Last Oak Meadows

The Large Afarble is extinct, unknown

why, probably fed on wild mustard.

Thirteen specimens are held

around the world: last taken , 1908 .

The Zerene Fritillary ate violets

as a larva. It can't be found.

It 's a name no one can trace.

Propertius Dusky \Vtngs hides in ground debris

over winter. They 're raked

and bagged, they're burned

with trash from urban forests.

Moss's Elfin lives with rocks.

The Ringlet prefers grass.

Where we see such empty space

we build.

The Common BandedSkipper-bur try

to find one.

The last meadows are fenced.

The min istry would like to spray, and will,

and will we know .

when iridescent wings,

qu iet as oaks,
are gone?

Look close by lupines

lcaroides Bille is possible.

They say one lives

in a recent clearcur near Shawnigan.

~ Greg Darrns

Poet's note: In addition to Larg. Marbl., there art several common
namesf or tbe specits mentioned in thefirststanza, Euchloe ausonides,
including Creamy Marbl. and Creamy Marbl. Wing. The exciting part
of this storyis the rediscovery of thepwumed extinct soutbem Vancoum"
Island subspecits, which I alluded to in thepoem, in theSanJ uan
Islandsbauee« Vancou,...,. Island and the Washington State mainland
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Butterfly Mind

Already Nympbalis antiopa, mourning cloaks

cut from velveteen,

dark chocolate trimmed in gold and

indigo, drift sunlit

above the frozen path, folding themselves

at evening behind the red bark

of the ponderosas. By June

painted ladies abandon

their pursuit of the lengthening day

to settle on the scattered

thistle. Then the California sisters

with their fiery wing spots,

and the so-called blues, violet and copper,

I thum bnail sketches of dawn,

andat last those elegant dandiesv v
the swallowtails. Th e company

floats in the shafts of sunshine

like insights too dazzling and elusive

to pin down, examine,

use to advantage. When they light on

a flower or

a bit of excrement

they draw their wings together

displaying the less-admired unders ides

as subtle and intricare. My friend,

the entomologist, keeps butterflies

skewered in boxes, a tiny flag inscribed

in .Latin on each black pin. When I can

I beg their names and habits from him.

Still, so much is lost

with our the drift and tilt ,

the lift of the wing ,

the delicate tap tapping on scat or nectary.

~ Ann Weller Walka



[ C O N S E RV A T I O N STRATEGY ]

Nati onal Wi lderness Preservation System

UN E SI GE

b y HOWIE WOLKE

FAR BELOW AND ANOTHER MILE across our final stretch of tu ndra, a patch of scrawny

black spruce rises from the willow bush. Th ese are the first trees we've seen in a week

of backpacking th rough the wild passes and valleys of the Arct ic N ational Wildlife

Refuge. From this Brooks Range slope, the nearest road to the south is about 250 miles away.

To the west , the Alaska pipeline and haul road loom a mere hundred miles distant . Follow the

69th parallel eastward and about the only microcosms of civilization all the way to Lapland are

a few wilderness-encased villages on the west coast of Greenland . Better still , look to the north:

nothing but sparse forest, wild mountains, tundra, ocean, and ice across the pole and "down" to

northern Eurasia. Nowadays, there's probably no wilderness more remote than this .

Upper St. Vrain, Ind ian Peaks Wilderness Area, Colorado, scratch bo ard by Evan Canto r SPRING 2 0 03 W I LD EA RT H



In a few mi les we end our trek at a landing strip along

the Sheenjek River. Th ere, we discover a "hunti ng camp"

with various furn ished, heated tents, including one as large as

my house. Tundra is trampled and compacted . Two Cessnas

are parked; takeoffs and landings are frequent. Our pilot

who is a conservationist--comp lains that the hunting out fit

ter illegally but with impunity uses his Cessnas to locate Dall

sheep rams for his client s. So the actua l "hunt" becomes pri

marily a hike to the sheep-flecked mountainside. All of th is

takes place within designated wilderness-and it 's no anom

aly. It is, in fact, the tip of an iceberg of wilde rness abuse that

impa irs ecosystem integrity and nat ive biodiversity- and

permeates and degrad es ' the ent ire N ational Wilderness

Preservation System (NWPS). And partly because many con

servationists th ink that their responsibiliti es end when a tract

becomes designated wilderness, the iceberg grows.

In general terms, threats to the NWPS can be boiled

down to three broad categories:

1) EXTERNAL. Global warming, air pollution, and other

broad envi ronme nta l threa ts generally stemmi ng from

human overpopulation.

2) STRUCTURAL. Fragmented wilderness units lack adequate

size, proximity, and connect ivity to protect native species and

ecosystem processes. Also, the NWPS is biased toward mon

umentallands of rock and ice, deep canyons, and other unusu

al or spectacular features, and thus fails to represent a full

range of native ecosystems.

3) INTERNAL. Thi s neglected arena is the focus of th is art icle

and includ es:

);0- violat ions of the spirit and intent of the Wilderness Act

associated with agency malfeasance

);0- non-conforming uses (livestock grazing, airstrips, motor

boats, dams , erc.) grandfathered in by the Wil derness Act

or other leg islation

);0- exot ic species

);0- fire and insect suppression

);0- poor law enforcement of overt violations such as motor

vehicle trespass

);0- creeping degradation, the huge category of often small

abuses that cumulatively degrad e the Wilderness System.

Despite the problems, I believe that the Wilderness Act

of 1964 is the best law ever enacted-and possibly the most

radical. After all, isn't civilization's history primarily one of

will imposition, targeting among other th ings, self-willed
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(wilderness) land ? Thus the very concept of wilderness preser

vat ion is the anti thesis of civilization's ign oble quest, the ult i

mate roadblock to the civilized juggernaut.

In my own anti thetical quest to elude walls and conven

tional employment, for 25 years I've worked primari ly as a

wilderness guide and out fitte r. Having led backpackers

through design ated and proposed wilderness from the Cabeza

in Arizona to the Brooks Range in Alaska and from the

Appalachians to the Pacific rainforest , I can confidently report

that designated wildernesses areas are our health iest lands.

Roadblocks work. But the woes within the NWPS are wors

ening , and as neglect cont inues, the wild in the wilderness

retreats to nosralgia. (This also applies, by the way, to other

wildlands with obvious wilderness potent ial, such as non

wilderness nat ional park and wildli fe refuge backcountry, and

national forest and BLM roadless areas.)

N early every wilde rness enthusiast can share horror sto

ries about assaults on design ated wilderness. Wild Earth pub

lisher Dave Foreman once discovered a Forest Service crew

cut ting down old-g rowth snags in the Gila Wilderness. My

stories includ e IO-Iane pack trails in the Teton (Wyoming)

and Bob Marshall (Montana) Wildernesses, with some heavi

ly horsed trails in "The Bob" becoming deep stinking quag

mires of eroded mud and horseshit . For miles. Elsewhere,

eroding , ever-widening trails foul streams and fragment habi

tat throughout the Wilderness System.

I've tried to stop a zo-person Boy Scout troop from cut

ting live trees and eating frogs (seriously!) while transforming

a fragile subalpine Selway-Bitterroot lakeshore into a dust

bowl. I've seen meadow after meadow in Wyoming's Washakie

W ilderness transformed by horses and cows into ditt gardens

of unpalatable cinquefoil. Thousands of acres of Wyom ing 's

Gros Ventre Wilderness have been grazed to dirt with multi

ple hoof-gouged trails--some eroded 6-8 feet deep-thanks

to a wealthy hobby rancher's cattl e. Here, streams run thick

with red silt every spring and each downpour. Similar livestock

scenarios blight numerous western wilderness areas.

In the Sierras, the "J ohn Muir Trench" winds among

hundreds of denuded lakeshore campsi tes. In the Olympics

some trails are absurdly overbu ilt , with compacted bare-dirt

camps every couple hundred yards. And in some of the more

popular wilderness areas of the Appalachians, Sierras, and

Cascades, peak season is so crowded that some wildlife popu

lations no longer ut ilize the habitat . Motor boats and mercu

ry pollute lakes of the Boundary Waters. The Everglades

W ilderness is a complex ecological mess of water diversions,



pollution, and exotic species. Speakin g of which, cheatgrass

and knapweed bedevil tens of thousands of acres of western

wilderness, and exotic fish wreak havoc upon aqua tic ecosys

tems throughout the NWPS. We face a tough dilemma

deciding how agg ressively to fight exotics, for chemical fixes

and biolog ical controls ate intrusive. Sometimes, the cure may

be worse than the problem.

Perhaps the greatest insult to western wilderness is fire

suppressio n, despi te "fire management plans" for some larger

wildernesses. Cont inued wilderness wildfire suppression will

elicit a dreadful ecological price , even as managers give lip

service, and usually lip service only, to wildfire's essentia l eco

logical role.

Th ere's much more. On Georgia's Cumberland Island,

the N ational Park Service allows a private hotel to transport

their gues ts in tru cks through the desig nated wilderness, and

cond ucts its own bus tours through the wilderness. And at

Smith Gulch on Idaho's Salm on River (a national wild and

scenic river within the Frank Church River of No Return

Wil derness), the Forest Service has allowed an out fitter to

bu ild a multi-cabin resort complex, und er the guise of "out 

fitter camp ." Both of these travesties are the subject of ongo 

ing litigat ion, and both illustrate blatant and bold violations

of the Wi lderness and Wild and Scenic Rivers Acts.

Yet th e bold violatio n is an easier nut to crack than are

th e countless small ongo ing insul ts. Eroded trails and denud

ed camps, overgrazed meadows, exoti c wildlife and weeds, air

and water pollution, litter, fecal conta mi natio n, fire suppres

sion, overzealous prescribed fire ignit ions, motorized incur

sions (legal and not), overcrowding, low overflights, jetboa rs,

air strips, overbuilt outfi tter camps, dams and diversions,

large careless Boy Scout gro ups, competitive sporting events,

admi nistrative use of motor vehicles and oth er machines, cab

ins, inhold ings, and more are taking a toll. Let 's be clear.

Despite th e bold violat ions which often elicit at least some

response from conservatio nists, it 's th e cumulative effect of

th ousands of small insul ts that ult imately degrade th e

Wilderness System . Th is creeping degradation is insidious

because many individual abuses seem minor, Given a chance,

. land does heal. But th e price of neglecting all th e little insults
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is the gradual cumulative loss of core wilderness values: the

natural processes of self-willed land , ecosystem integrity and

wildness, native biodiversity, soil and water qualit y, and soli

tude for the soul of many souls.

Clearly, the aut hors of the Wilderness Act instructed

managing agencies to prevent degradation of the Wilderness

System. Much has been written about the Wilderness Act 's

flexible definition of wilderness (section 2-C). What most peo

ple don 't realize is that the definition-which includes the

phrase "which generally appears to have been affected prima

rily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's work

substantia lly unnoticeable"-was primarily a blueprint for

maintaining wilderness conditions. Moreover, section 2-a

states that wilderness areas "shall be administered . .. in such a

manner as will leave them unimpaired . . .and so as to provide

for .. .the preservat ion of their wilderness character." Section

4-b further instructs agencies to be "responsible for preserv

ing the wilderness character of the area," with thi s additional

caveat: "and shall so administer such area for such other pur

poses for which it may have been established as also to pre

serve its wildern ess character."

In my early years as a "wild preservative" (an Abbyism), I

viewed wilderness 'stewardship as a body of issues that could

wait, since bulldozers and chainsaws aimed at potential wilder

ness seemed more pressing. So my conservation efforts focused

on roadless area defense, wilderness designations, and rewild

ing . "Eroded trails can wait, " thought I. But a lifetime of

wilderness exploration has convinced me that in the face of per

ceptible systemic decline, taking care of existing designated

wilderness is urgent. Yes, roodless area defense, rewilding , and

securing substantial additions to the Wilderness System must

remain cornerstones of wildland conservation. But neglect of

the existing NWPS must not be the price for our more tradi

tional advocacy. We need another cornerstone.

Sometimes we conservat ionists fail to view our various

campaigns as a dynamic continuum. Too many of us view our

issue atop an importance hierarchy pyramid, which enables

some to belittle others' work. Th is is ironic, since we so quick

ly pontificate on the inter-relatedness of ecosystem components .

This duality-the ability to appreciate the ecological model

and the failure to appreciate interrelated efforts to protect

ecosystems-extracts severecosts. Intra-movement bickering is

one, as is our tendency to see issues too much in a linear tem

poral continuum. Thus we wait unt il we solve the bulldozer

and ATV problems--which may be a long wait indeed-before

we worry about what's supposed to be already protected. By the
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same token with which our movement tragically fails to con

front human overpopulation, we fail to see that continued

wilderness neglect will doom 'the future of wilderness.

I discussed degradation with Wilderness Watch founder

and board president Bill Worf. Wilderness Watch is a

Missoula, Montana-based non-p rofit that fights degradation

within the Nationa l Wilderness Preservation System. Wort

explains that und er the Wilderness Act , conditions within a

wilderness area must not degrade beyond conditions at the

time of designation. Given the alternative---descent down a

slippery slope into perpetually less wild realms-Worf s view

seems to make sense. Wilderness Watch rarely compromises

its comm itment to non-degrada tion within the NWPS.

By contrast, some conservationists believe that, at least for

now, uncompromised opposition to all degradation will

dim inish support for further wilderness designat ions. I th ink

that 's a valid fear, particularly if we allow minor skirm ishes to

dominate the headlines, and especially if we fail to educate the

public about why it's so important to draw the line on degra

dation. Certainly, if non-degradation is confused with the idea

that wilderness should be ent irely "pure," there is great poten

tial to alienate wilderness allies. Many folks already (wrongly)

see wilderness defenders as ant i-people; thus , increased restric- .

tions on wilderness area use can be a tough sell. So there lies

our challenge, naked as Utah sandstone: to protect wilderness

integrity while maintaining and expanding publ ic support.

Dave Foreman worries that setting too high a purity stan

dard for designated wilderness "creates the potent ial of alien

ating almost everybody who uses wilderness." He believes that

too many required perm its and too many lawsuits over minor

insults will damage efforts to gath er support for expanding the

NWPS. He argues that "we have to recognize that in some

wildernesses, you're not going to have a whole lot of solitude.

Solitude is important , but it should n't be the main thing driv

ing wilderness managem ent ." Foreman has a point. Solitude

probably shouldn't be the main goal for small wildernesses

permeated by outside motor noise or popular wilderness areas

near large urban areas. In other words, solitude is important ,

but ecosystem integrity is a better yardstick with which to

measure the need for perm its and use quotas.

Like Foreman, Wilderness Watch Executive Director

George N ickas also sees the expansion of the NWPS as eco

logically essential. But he argues, "Saving real wilderness

requires action and education , not degradation . Political expe

diency is-a sorry excuse for compromising wilderness. Most

people who visit wildernessand support more wilderness don't
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want to harm it , and they don't want others to. Given the

information and the opportu nity, they'll support the intent

stated in the Wi lderness Act-to leave areas unimpaired for

futu re generations." Unfortunately, too often we don 't provide

the public with essential information. So the question remains:

where in the wild sands to draw the line against inappropriate

uses of wilderness, and what is the cost or benefit of that line

to public support and to the wilderness itself?

No doubt today's Wilderness System-small, fragment

ed, disconnected, and incomplete-would fail to fully protect

wildness and natu ral integrity even if all were well with in;

thus my conviction that dram atic expansion is essent ial, start

ing with every pub lic wildland that qualifies. And that won't

happen without the publi c on our bandwagon. I am equally

convinced, though , that our movement 's failure to defend

existing designated wilderness puts the very concept of wilder

ness at risk. Despite some important exceptions such as

restored wolf populations and term ination of some grazing

allotments, my regular wilderness visits have given me a clear

view of widespread systemic degradation. And when Congress

enacts poor legislation with non-conforming uses (special live

stock privileges, motorboats, motor corridors, dams, cell tow

ers, mandated trails, erc.), it creates a backlog of management

nightmares that can only worsen an already troubl ed system.

I suggested earlier that an integrated understanding

that accounts for both division of labor and time-of the var

ious facets of wildland conservation would bette r serve the

ideal of wild natu ral wilderness. Yet for those of us who lack

a functioning crystal ball, the futu re looks fuzzy indeed. No

one can say how the wild cards of hum an demographics, glob 

al warming, and global trade will ult imately impact wilder

ness. Maybe, with increasing numbers of humans and exotics

zipping around an increasingly warm and wounded planet ,

degraded, exotic-infested wilderness is inevitable. Bur I'm not

ready to passively accept that , grasping to the hope that in

lieu of an unlikely surge of human wisdom (social and eco

nomic empowerment of women, rejection of industrial dom 

inat ion and religious orthodoxy, burgeoning biocentrism,

etc.), some great cosmic belch might somehow reduce human

biomass or cool things down so that wild wilderness with

native species and natural processes can thrive.

Whatever the future, a primary job of conservation is to

protect wildlands from whatever threatens a parcel's existing

level 0/ integrity. Thus, non-degradation is fundamental to

wildlands conservation, not JUSt to wilderness. Roadless areas

shouldn 't degrade into roaded multiple-use lands; mult iple-

use lands shouldn't degrade into clearcur monocultures, erod

ed wastes, or stri p malls. And so on.

If we view our landscape as a cont inuum of land uses,

with designated wilderness managed for the high est levels of

wildness and natural int egrity, the non-d egradation principle

for wilderness becomes a logical extension of the conservation

movement's traditional effort to prevent degradation of the

natu ral world . Similarly, if we see our movement's division of

labor in thi s context , it's logical for conservation organizations

to make some room in their agendas for wilderness steward

ship. Wilderness Watch is a small organization with limited

resources, and its four-person staff needs more help from fel

low conservationists in limiting wilderness degradation.

Moreover, to view the National Wilderness Preservation

System in the holistic landscape sense is to realize that when

we embrace or accept non-conforming uses of wilderness, we

allow our most pr istine lands to become more ordinary, to

more closely resemble lands that represent many of the rea

sons for today's globa l ecological crisis.

Earlier thi s fall, I scraped together three days for the kind

of trek that I now experience too infrequently-a solo wilder

ness walk with no clients in my wake. Early one morning atop

an obscure Selway-Bitterroot peak, I enjoyed a 36o-degree

view. Around the compass, the illusion of pure ecological

wilderness gripped me: noth ing but unspoi led mountains and

forests, recent burns and old growth, plunging canyons and

gentle basins, with howling wolves and bugling elk. All

appeared perfect.

Of course, familiar with the details of a wilderness more

or less degraded throughout, I knew the illusion . But for the

moment, I was content to simply enjoy the beauty and wild

ness that , despite the problems, make "big W " designated

wilde rness the best idea and the best landscape that

humankind has ever pondered. As humans, we live by the sto

ries that best illustrate and reinforce our worldview. To the

extent that the pure wilderness illusion serves to inspire the

defense of wilderness areas and the wilderness idea, long may

it prosper. To the extent that it creates an excuse to neglect

wilderness area stewardship, may we develop the wisdom to

see that unimaginable beaury and eternal vigilance can and

must go hand in hand. «

Howle Wolke is a wilderness guidewho is activewith several con

servation groups. Theauthoro/ Wi lderness on the Rocks and a

co-author o/The Big Outside, he lives in western Montana near

theSelway-Bitterroot Wilderness.
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A Niche for Bicycles
by Jim Hasenauer

LAST YEAR , in a conversation with a California wilderness

advocate, I suggested that a bound ary adjustment placing a

popular multi-use trail outsid e a proposed wilderness would

enable the mountain bike community to support designation

for that parcel. She said, "but then, there wouldn 't be any trail

in there to hike."

There's the rub. If wilderness advocates are out to save

wild places and the wildlife that depend on them, the moun

tain bike commu nity is wit h you. If you're out to secure hik

ing trails or to enjoy the wilderness experience at our expense,

we've got a probl em.

There 's a natu ral affinity between the mountain bike and

the mainstream environmental communities. Our bond is a

great love of wild places, both the ones we visit for renewal

and reinvigoration and the ones that we'll never visit, bur

know are there . We love living in a world that is still wild .

According to an Outdoor Industry of America report, there

are 46 million Americans who rode bikes on a single track trail

at least once in 2 00 I. These are people inclined to work for

habitat, open space, and public land protection-and do.

When it comes to federal wilderness- what bike advo

cates call "Big W Wilderness"-though , mountain bicyclists

are troubled. Current regulati ons ban bicycles in designated

wilderness. Th at ban distorts the debate. Whenever a wilder

ness proposal contains a significant riding trail , cyclists work

to ensure that the trail does not receive a wilderness designa

tion. We advocate boundary adjustments or alterna tive land

designations. Since wilderness advocates see other land use

designations as flawed, any whittling down of a proposal is

viewed as a loss. Publicly, wilderness advocates rypically dis

count the cyclists' loss of a trail. We suspect that privatel y,

many are happy to see us removed. This opposition positions

cyclists and wilderness advocates as adversaries.

Both sides get strategic. \XTilderness proponents suggest

clearly unacceptable proposals in their packages so that they

can withdraw them and cite compromise with cyclists. When

cyclists fight to maintain access to trails they're riding, they're

accused of being selfish. Some mountain bike organizations

have already decided that the conservation community is the

enemy. Th ey've adop ted the Blue Ribbon Coalition language

of the "environmental industry" "locking out citi zens from

their lands." These distortions happen at the extremes , but

those extremes bring pressures on already fragile relation

ships. Suspicion replaces trust ; hostility blocks cooperation.

This negative energy and divisiveness is tragic. But there

is a daring yet conservative way out of th is dilemma. The 1964

Wilderness Act did not ban bikes; it banned "mechanical

transport" which in 1965 was defined as "propelled by a non

living power source." Bikes were allowed in wilderness unti l

1984 when regulations first offered in 1977 went into effect.

Revising regulations to accept bicycling as an appropriate use

of some trails in some wildernesses would completely trans

form the wilderness coalition and the wilderness debate .

Thi s would not be an amendment to the Wilderness Act ,

nor need 'it be a foot in the door to allowing a numb er of

unwanted activi ties. It 's a regulatory change that recognizes

bicycles for what they are: muscle-powered , human -scale,

low-impact devices not sign ificantly different from other

recreational equipment that is allowed in wilderness. It's a

regulatory change that acknowledges that responsible bicy

clists , like other responsible wilderness visitors , can enjoy the

solitude, splendor, adventure, discovery, and awe of traveling

through untrammeled land .

The early wilderness philo sophers probably didn't even

consider bicycle use in the years leading to the Wi lderness

Act. Bikes then were seen as toys. W hat is likely is that the

1977 and 1984 bans on bicycles were rooted not so much in

wilderness philosophy, but in the chilly reception bicyclists

received at that time when they first showed up on hiking and

equestrian trails.

The mountain bike was invented in the mid-ror os and

first mass-produced in 1981. As they became popular, deci-
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sion-makers were justifiably cautious about their use.

Environmental impacts weren't known. There were com

plaints from existing trail users, especially on the urban fringe.

It was often these hikers and equestrians, in concert with envi

ronmental groups, that succeeded in closing a number of trails

to bikes. Th e most frequent claim used to demo nize bikes was

that they were essentially moto rcycles. That led to the pre

ferred management tools of separate facilities or outright bans.

The dates suggest that the wilderness prohibition was merely

one of several early trail closures during this period.

Since then, bicyclists have organized and become ardent

supporters of public lands. Many of the early closures have

been reversed. Studies show that bike impacts are similar to

those of other non-m otori zed trail users. Some land managers

now have more than 25 years of experience managing bikes.

Although relations between bicyclists and other trail

users have improved considerably, user conflict remains an

issue. Irresponsible behavior by some mountain bikers cer

tainly cont ributes to this. So do media images of stu nts and

bike racing. Some people, not used to sharing trails, have

vagu e concerns and fears when approached by a bicyclist .

Th ese are human problems that are manageable. Experience

and trail etiquette can mitigate th is conflict.

Unfortunately, there's a small but vocal number of trail

users for whom the very sight of a bicycle ruins their solitude.

Many of the wilderness advocates who don' t want bikes in

wilderness don't want them anywhere. These folks are enri-

tled to thei r point of view, but that prejudice shouldn't guide

a movement committed to protecting No rth America's

quickly dwind ling wild land .

Th ere's been a lot of talk recentl y about new approaches

to wilderness and the impo rtance of compro mise and new

coalitions. A regul at ion change would certainly empower the

wilderness movement in a new way: it would create a new

coalition without compromising the fundamental wilderness

ph ilosophy of wild land for its own sake, of rich and diverse

habitat , of appropriate recreation , "of stewardship that is

thoughtful and appreciative.

A regul ation change allowing bicycles would raise new

managem ent issues of both biological and visitor carrying

capacity, but there are well-established ways of making those

decisions. It would also requ ire a kind of local decision-mak

ing that many wilderness advocates histo rically fear. W hich

trails in which areas should be open to bikes? How best to dis

perse visitors ? These debates would be lively, but they would

take place inside the councils of the wilderness movement ,

and when decided , we could speak with one political voice.

Th ere are other advantages. Bicyclists volunteer. Often,

equestrian groups oppose new wilderness because of concerns

that trail maint enance couldn't be sustained. One of the

irrefutab le cont ributions of the mountain bike community

has been the commi tme nt to trail maintenance. That 's a sig

nificant benefit. Wilderness advocates often promise wary

gateway communities that there are economic rewards to be

gained from nearby wilderness recreation. Tha t factor would

be mu lt iplied by bicyclist numb ers.

In many proposed wilderness areas, there are real people

riding real trails. Th ey should not have to g ive them up. Th ey

will especially reject argume nts that rnischaracterize their

trail use as inappropriate.

To allow the natural comm uniry to th rive, we must work

through challenges in our social communiry. The ban on bicy

cles is an unnecessary impedi ment to a wilderness constituency

and that 'san unnecessary impedi ment to wilderness. Lifting the

ban would invigorate that constituency. It would mean bikeson

some trails in wilderness-and much more wilderness for all. «

Jim Hasen auer isa professor ofcommunication studies at California

State University at Northridge and has served on the International

Mountain Bicycling Association's Board of Directors since [988.

He'sa member of theCalifornia Recreational Trails Committee and

theCalifornia Roundtable on Recreation, Parks and Tourism. These

opinions arehis own.
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Some History
by Douglas W. Scott

IN D ECEMBER 1933, the director of the N ational Park

Service floated the idea that construction of th e Skyline Drive

parkway along the wild ridgetops of Shenand oah N ational

Park would be a terrific opportunity for that section of the

Appalachian Trail to "be made wide and smooth enough that

it could serve as a bicycle parh ."!

Benton MacKaye, father of the Appalachian Trail, was

apoplectic. Th e Appalachian Trail was to be a "real wilderness

footpath," he told the director, and one of the prerequisites was

"that it is to be a footway and not a wheelway.'? MacKaye was

an ent husiastic bicyclist but believed that like any form of

mechanization, bicycles did not belong in wilderness. He "first

saw the true wilderness" in 1897, he wrote in his journal, dur

ing a long ramb le through the White Mountains of New

Hampshire, preceded by a ro -day bicycle trip from Shirley

Center, Massachusetts . As he and his companions set out on the

wilderness hike, he wrote: "The count ry we are about to traverse

is one, I am rold , undisrurbed by civilization in any form.. . .We

have said 'good-bye' to the bicycles and civilization and will

now pursu e our way on foot through the White Mountains," }

As these episodes illust rate , from their earliest thinking

about a practical program for preserving wild erness, wilder

ness pioneers were intent on excluding all vestiges of "mech

anization" from such areas. And that includes anything with

wheels, such as bicycles or wheeled game carriers.

In 1930, Robert Marsh all defined wilderness as "a

regi on wh ich .. .possesses no possibility of conveyance by any

mechanical means,"

In 1949, Aldo Leopold wrote, "Recreation is valuable in

proportion to the intensity of its exper iences, and to the

degree to which it differsf rom and contrasts with workaday life.

By these criteria, mechanized outings are at best a mi lk-and

water affair," )

In 1964, the Wilderness Act set out the essence of feder

ally designated wild erness as being its "contrast with those

areas where man and his works dominate the landscape" with

"increasing population, accompanied by expanding settle

ment and growing mechanization."

MacKaye, Marshall , Leopold, and th e others who found

ed the W ilderness Society in 1935 saw wilderness as "a seri

ous human need rather than a luxury and plaything," con

cluding that " . . .this need is being sacrificed to the mechanical

invasion in its various killing forms," Expressing their concern

about human intrusions that bring "into the wilderness a fea

ture of th e mechanical Twentieth Century world," the society's

founders' ident ified wilderness areas as "regio ns which possess

no means of mechanical conveyance." 7

The words of the Wilderness Act
As histori an Paul Sutter not es, "for Leopold the essenti al qu al

ity of wilderness was how one trave led and lived within its

confines," a view shared by the other founders of the

Wilderness Society," As he drafted the Wilderness Act in

1956, H oward Zahniser, execut ive d irector of the society,

dr ew on this well-understood and fund amental concept of

wilderness. In a nationwide radio broadcast in 1949, he had

emphasized that "wilderness will not survive where there is

mechanical transportation ." 9

As defined in the dictionary, and as reflected in this who le

line of twentieth century wilderness thinking, the term

"mechanization" embraces a broader category than just the

term "motor vehicles.l'" Congress adopted thi s crucial dis

tinction when it enacted th e .Wilderness Act . Sect ion 4(C) of

the act prohibits certai n uses, some absolutely and others with

limited exceptions:

Except as specifically provided for in this Act, and sub
ject to existing private rights, there shall be no commer
cial enterprise and no permanent road within any wilder
nessarea designated by this Act and, except as necessary
to meet minimum requirements for the administration of
the area for the purpose of this Act (including measures
required in emergencies involving the health and safety
of persons within the area), there shall be no temporary
road, no use of motor vehicles, motorized equipment or
motorboats, no landing of aircraft, no other form of
mechanical transport, and no structure or installation
within any such area.11

The plain words of the statute distinguish between the

use of motor vehicles and any "other form of mechan ical trans

port"-and separately prohibit both. The canons of statutory

construction require d ist inct meaning be given to each provi

sion and each item in a list of items, preventing the assump

tion that when Congress chose to use two different words or

phrases, these were intended to have the same meaning."
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Thus, distin ct from the phrases involving motors per se, the

prohibitio n on any "other form of mechanical transport"

mu st mean some class of tran sport devices other than those

with motors .

The Fore st Service initially got it wrong
Despite the clear words of the law, the first Department of

Agri culture regu lations (drafted by the U.S. Forest Service

and finalized in 1966) violated the canons of statutory con

struction on thi s point. Thi s error was highl ighted in the first

law review analysis of the Wilderness Act , published just a

month later.

Commenting on the identical wordin g as it appeared in

the draft form of the regulations, Michael McCloskey noted:

In its regul at ions to implemen t the act, th e Forest

Service has defined "mechanical transporr" as "any con

tri vance. .. propelled by a non living power source," As a

nonliving power source is th e same as a motor, mechan

ical transporr is thus defined as being th e same as

"motorized transport ," and there is no exclusion of

horse-drawn vehicles, bicycles, or cargo carri ers. Th e

word ing of section 4 (C) is th ar th ere shall be "no use of

motor vehicles, motorized equipmem or mot orboats, no

landing of aircraft , no other form of mechanical trans

porr . .. ,'· In an efforr ro gi ve meani ng to each item enu 

merated , the rules of sta tutory construction would sug 

gest that duplicate definitions should be avoided . For

th is reason, the Forest Service would appea r to be in

error in saying that th e phrase "mechanical transport"

means no more than the precedin g phrase "motor vehi

cles." The meaning of rhe sentence would appear ro be

that the final phrase refers ro modes of mechanical tran s

porr th ar are not motor vehicles, motorboats, or moror

dr iven aircraft. By a process of elimination, th is would

seem ro leave only items such as bicycles, wagons, and

cargo carriers as the referent for th e phrase."

Respond ing to the draft regul ations in September 1965 ,

both the Wilderness Society and Sierra Club--the national

organizations most intimately involved in the drafting and

enactment of the Wilderness Act-had puc the Forest Service

on notice of its error. In comments for the Wilderness Society,

its execucive director wrote:

The definit ion of mechanical transporr . .. should specifi

cally include contrivances powered by living power

sources (such as wagons drawn by horses, bicycles, and

wheeled cargo carriers) as well as contrivances propelled

by nonliving power sources. (See Paragraph 4(C) of the
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Act, which distingui shes between motor vehicles, motor

boats, and "other forms of mechanical transport ation

[sic}.") The use of various types of wheeled equipment

.should be specifically prohibited with in the regularions to

conform with this provision of the Aer.14

To correct their obvious error and clarify exactly what is

included within the phrase "other form of mechanical trans

port ," the Forest Service subsequently perfected its regul atory

definition in the sections of the Forest Service Manual that

direct its impl ementation of the Wilderness Act:

Mechanical Transport. Any contrivance for moving people

or material in or over land, water, or air, having moving

parts , that provides a mechanical advantage to the user,

and that is powered by a living or nonliving power source.

This includ es, but is not limited to, sailboats, hang glid 

ers, parachutes, bicycles, game carriers, cart s, and wagons.

It does not include wheelchairs when used as necessary

medical appliances. It also does not include skis, snow

shoes, rafts, canoes, sleds, rravois, or similar primitive

devices without moving parts."

Other agencies that manage wilderness never made this

mistake . In its original regulations , the Bureau of Land

Management expressly listed bicycles as a prohibited form of

mechanical transport."
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Mountain bikes: Exactly the sort of mechanical
transport the law intended to prohibit in wilderness
Mountain bicyclesdid not exist until long after the Wild erness

Act became law. It is understandable that drafters of the earli

est Forest Service regulations did not name bicycles as a likely

form of mechanical transport. At the time, they could not rea

sonably have been expected to foresee technological develop

ments that would adapt bicycles to mountainous terrain, both

on and off trails. In any case, the words of the statute itself are

the controlling law, not the agency's interpretation." A bicycle

is obviously a mechanical device and obviously a f orm of tramport.

The plain words of section 4(c) of the Wilderness Act prohibit

bicycles in wilderness areas. Ditto for wheeled game carriers.

The Wi lderness Act 's prohibition of any "other form of

mechanical transpo rt " was deliberately written as a broad cat

egorical exclusion intended to prohibit any form of mechani

cal transport, precisely to guard against the later inventi on of

new technologies-like the mountain bike. «

A long-time student of the history of wilderness preservation, Doug

Scott has been a lobbyist and strategist for the Wilderness Society,

Sierra Club, and AlaskaCoalition. Heispolicy director ofCampaign

for America'sWilderness. His briefingpapers on Wilderness Act inter

pretation and precedents and a longer paper on mechanization and

wilderness can be found at http;llleaveitwild.orglreports.
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Mountain bike impacts
The impacts of mountain bikes on wilderness can be catego

rized as (1) human safery, (2) social, (3) ecological, and (4)

IN OUR EFFORT to designate additional federal wilderness

areas, conservationists face a fork in the trail. The political

alliance of traditional, muscle-powered recreationists who

have historically supported wilderness preservation is split

ting. W hile this constituency is united in opposing motorized

recreation in wildlands, new technology now allows the

enjoyment of che backcountry using non-motorized mountain

bikes, a mechanized form of transport prohibited by the

Wilderness Act .

The proliferation of mountain bikes in the backcoun

try-including many areas conservationists are proposing for

wilderness protection-is resulting in mountain bikers

organizing to oppose new wilderness desig nations . If not han

dled prope rly, this important faction of che human-powered

recreation constituency may be driven into the willing arms

of off-road vehicle enthusiasts.

Wilderness advocates have several options to address this

challenge: (1) advocate to maintain the current prohibition

against "mechanical transport" in the Wilderness Act; (2) cre

ate or modify proposed wilderness boundaries to avoid moun

tain bike conflicts; (3) amend the Wilderness Act to allow

bicycle use; (4) except the Wilderness Acr prohibition against

mountai n bikes on a trail-by-t rail basis (while mai ntaining

the abiliry of wilderness managers to regulate such use); (5)

propose alternative congressionally sanctioned protective land

designations chat avoid the wilderness-mountain bike con

flict; or (6) propose a new congressional designation of

"wilderness lite ."

Every choice, including maintaining the status quo, has

consequences and involves tradeoffs. However, I suggesc that

alternative 4 is the best strategy and political choice to maxi

mize both the number and size of new wilderness areas and

more importantly-maximize the protection against greater,

impending chreacs to public wildlands.

,

Which Way?
by Andy Kerr

,. J'
political. All are distinct, though sometimes confused in the

minds of wilderness advocates and users.

HUMAN SAFETY. My casual interviews of other wilderness

users often yielded concerns about the safety of mountain

bikes. Many feared collisions between hikers and careening

mountain bikers. W hen prodded, most did not volunteer a

similar fear about a human runner or fast-moving equestrian.

Nevertheless, the interviews uncovered no actual casesof colli

sions of any kind, but "close calls" with runners or equestrians .

SOCIAL. Not unlike the social differences between

human-powered pedestrians and horse-powered equestrians

in wilderness, there are also differences between human-pow

ered pedestria ns and hu man-powered bicyclists . Because it is

socially unacceptable to simply state chat one doesn't like a

general kind of people (e.g., "ceo-jocks"), dislike is often

expressed as disdain for their activity, whether mountain bik

ing, horsepacking, dirt-biking, etc. Adding a new, popular

recreational use of designated wilderness may lead to addi

tional cultural schism between user groups.

ECOLOGICAL. Little research has been done, and the few

studies that exist are inconclusive, wit h most researchers sug

gesting that the impact of heavy boots or a fat tire on a wilder

ness trail is comparab le and mostly depends on how the

devices are used.1 At most , mountain bikes might cause more

erosion than hiking boots, bue less than horseshoes. The con

cern chat too many tire tracks cause environmental damage is

no different than too many boots or coo many horseshoes.

POLITICAL. The potential political contributions of the

mou ntain biking communi ty to wilderness designation are

very significant and the topic of the remainder of this art icle.

Who are these mountain bikers?
A natio nal study concludes:

Mountain bike leaders are overwhelmingly biocentric

in their thinking, believ ing that nature has intrinsic

value exclus ive of what it does for humans, that humans

do not have the moral license to infringe on this right,

and thac many of our environmental prob lems are root

ed in our societal tendency to dom ina te, control and

exploit nature.'

Mounta in bikers are. essentially the same as many other

wilderness advocates. They love Nature; they hate exploita

tion of the land. They grieve when they see clearcuts like

other wilderness advocates. They simply prefer a somewhat

quicker crip into and out of wilderness areas than do wilder

ness traditionalists. (The above excerpc may be somewhat less
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appli cable to the equestrian community, but they nonetheless

are usually allies with conservationists in wilderness politics.)

Facing the real enemies
Conservationists face enough real enemies when working to

preserve and protect wilderness: loggers, road-builders, min 

ers, grazing permittees, and off-road vehicle users are the pri

mary destroyers of wildlands, not mountain bikers.

Mountain bikers, hikers, and horseback riders are all

produc ts of different times. Fewer people ride horses today,

but it was once a common method of traveling through wild

country. Lighter camping equipment and more leisure time

facilitated the explosion in wilderness hiking beginning in

the 1960s. Most recently, new technologies have facilitated

another kind of muscle-powered access to the wilds . The

"mountain bike" was reportedly invented in 1979. Their pop

ularity has since exploded . (Have you noticed the floor space

devoted to mountain bikes at your local REI or EMS store

lately?)New wilderness proposals in many states include areas

with trails increasingly used by mountain bikers . Since moun

tain bikes are prohibited in designated wilderness, it is logi

cal that mountain bike use would have become established in

de facto wilderness (wildlands that are as wild and as important

as designated wilderness, but without legislative protection).

Some cit izen wilderness proposals include roadless units

of 1,000 acres in size. This doesn't leave many remaining nat

ural recreation opportu nities for mountain bikers. Do we

want the public to view the wilderness debate as one of rapa

cious loggers, voracious road-builders, gluttonous miners , and

obnoxious off-road vehiclists versus water quality and quanti

ty, fish and wildlife, and future generations of young children

or a pissing match between elit ist hikers and equally elitist

mountain bikers? We may be forced to choose.

Alternative courses of action
As mountain bikers become increasingly organized and

understandably concerned about their access to federal public

lands, the wilderness movement will be forced to respond.

The threshold question for wilderness activists is: with whom

do you want mountai n bikers to ally in futu re wilderness bat

tles? If you really don' t like them (for social reasons and per

haps concerns about human safety, because no case has been

made on ecological grounds) , and you believe that you can

win new and adequately sized wilderness areas without the

mountain bikers-then do nothing. Sit back and watch to see

if the ORV c;owd can make common cause with cyclists.

.- - -

Wilderness advocates should

embrace the mountain biking.,,,
..,. i!, I

community as full partners in
.. " " ";f~

the wilderness movement.
/¥" '



However, if you believe that the mountain biker lobby is

expanding in size and clout and that th is major pro-wilder

ness const ituency mu st be accommodated-or if you believe

that bikers aren't now a major player but it would be politi

cally disastrous for them to join anti -wilderness forces, and /or

you believe that mountain bikers could be important allies in

defeating ant i-wilderness efforts- then you must choose

another approach.

I am aware of at least one national conservation organiza

tion that has the goal of keeping mountain bikers "neutral" on

wilderness designation. Usually in politics (as often in war), a

constituency remaining neut ral undoubtedly benefits one side

more than the other (the "neutral " Swiss were more useful to

Germany during World War II, while "neut ral" Sweden was

more helpful to the Allies). Neutral ity is easiest for the neutral

if the party no has interest in any particular outcome. However,

when a neutral party does have an interest in the outcome, they

can be expected to (quietly) support one outcome over all oth

ers even as they continue to publicly affirm their neutrality.

The politi cal neutrality of the mountain biking cornmu

nity generally harms wilderness advocates and aids ant i

wilderness forces. Indeed, how can wildern ess advocates

expect mountain bikers to remain neutral about legislation

that could exclude them from the wild places they love?

Mountain biker interests, as manifested th rough the

Internati onal Mountain Biking Association (IMBA),3 have

generally shown patience, th us far, in dealing with wilderness

advocates and their proposals that could elimi nate mountain

biking from tens of mill ions of acres of public land .

1MBA's strategy regarding wildland s protection con

sist s of engaging mountain bikers on th e issue by broad

cast ing popular mountain bike routes th at would be lost by

wild erness design at ion and advocati ng for alte rna tive non

wilderness protect ive design at ions that would both retain

mountain biking and preserve N ature. 1MBA has been

restrained in its oppositi on to wilderness because most of

its members are wilderness lovers. Ho wever, how long can

mountain bik ers support a law and concept th at rejects

their chosen form of enjoying wildlands, especia lly in cases

where wilderness proposals include lots of favorite moun

tain biking areas?

Beloware six alternative coursesof action open to wilderness

advocatesregarding mountain bikesand the cases for and against.

1) MAINTAIN THE STATUS QUO. Wilderness advocates could

simply lobby for new wilderness areas and ign ore any conflicts
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with the mountain biking community.

Case For: The Wilderness Act bans "mechanized trans

port ." Wilderness management agencies have interpreted this

provision as banning mountain bikes in wilderness. Later,

three agencies modified their regu lations to explicitly ban

bicycle use. Perhaps fewer wilderness acres will be protected

under this alternative, but the integ rity of the National

W ilderness Preservation System will be maint ained.

Case Against: The Wilderness Act is neither the I I rh

Commandment nor the 28th Amendm ent . It is a law with

flaws that has allowed livestock grazing in most western

wilderness areas, min ing in many, even road-bu ilding and

logging in extraordin ary circumstances. W ilderness advocates

need to work to concentrate on closing the loopholes that

allow bulldozers, chainsaws, and bovines into designated and

defacto wilderness, rath er than defend a provision that keeps

relatively harml ess mountain bikes out . Wilderness needs

mountain bikers as defenders, not oppone nts or "neut rals."

Wilderness advocates will end up with fewer areas, and less

protected acreage, if we let ourselves be diverted by this triv

ial collateral issue.

2) MODIFY WILDERNESS PROPOSAL BOUNDARIES TO AVOID

MOUNTAIN BIKE CONFLICTS. Wilderness advocates could

propose new wilderness boundaries that exclude popular

mountain bike routes.

Case For: Excluding high -conflict mountain bike areas

avoids the fight with the mountain bike community. The

integrity of the Wilderness Act is maintained. Mountain bik

ers could then join wilderness advocates in seeking protection

for these areas.

Case 'Against: Cherry-stemming and building corridors

into and through wilderness proposals to exclude popular

mountain biking routes will leave the wildlands more vulner

able to road-building , min ing , logging , and off-road vehicle

use. Un less the corridors are very, very narrow (wide enough

for a mountain bike, but too narrow for a motorbike), four

wheeled motorized vehicles could use them. In addition, if

wide enough to contain timber, the corridors could be l~gged

as well. Whatever the width, mischievous mining claims

could be filed and cause problems.

3) AM END THE W ILDERNESS ACT TO AVOID GENERAL

CONFLICT WITH MOUNTAIN BIKERS. W ilderness advocates

could support an amendment to the Wilderness Act allowing

mountain bikes.



Case For: W ilderness advocates must focus all of their

attention on the real th reats to wilde rness (logging , mining ,

off-road vehicles, erc.). Mountain bikes are likely no worse

than hiking boots and less damaging to trails and watersheds

than horses. We need the mountain biki ng community to be

wilderness champions-not sit ting out the fight, or worse,

joining the other side .

CaseAgainst: The Wi lderness Act has never been ame nd

ed . Re-opening the law for th is issue is risky (because it could

also result in further changes to the act) and unworthy

because mountain bikes are inconsistent with the wi lderness

ideal. It is bet ter to proceed on a case-by-case basis with the

mountain bike comm unity to minimize or avoid conflicts in

wilderness proposals.

4) EXCEPT THE WILDERNESS ACT PROHIBITION AGAINST

MOUNTAIN BIKES FOR CERTAIN EXISTING ROUTES WHEN

DESIGNATING NEW WILDERNESS AREAS. Wi lderness advo

cates could agree that specific mountain bike routes be inclu,

ed in new wilderness areas by providing for their continued

use in designating leg islation, subjec t to direc tion by wilder

ness managers to further regulate use, including banning

mountain bikes if necessary to prevent resource damage.

Case For: Legislating mountain bikers' int erests into

future wilderness areas would convert mountain bikers in to

advocates for new wilderness . It avoids a political confronta

t ion with mountain bikers that the wilderness movement can

not afford. Congress now makes statutory reference to maps to

depict official wi lderness boundaries. A new color could be

added to depict specific exist ing trails that would be open to

mountain bikes in new wilderness areas with speci fic statu to

ry language defining the width of the routes .

Case Against: Legislating exceptions to the Wi lderness

Act is a slippery slope that could open the law to further

ame ndme nt. It is better to designate less, but more pure,

wi lderness if pol itic s d ictat e that mountain bike roures

must be left outsi de of wilde rness bou nd aries. Conser

vationis ts may have to choose quality over quanti ty for our

Wi lderness System.

5) PROPOSE AND SUPPORT OTHER PROTECTIVE DESIG

NATIONS AS ALTERNATIVES TO WILDERNESS. Wildern ess

advoca tes could avoid the conflict by proposi ng existi ng

congressionally sanctio ned alte rna tive design at ions such as

national recrea tion area , national conservation area, nat ion

al scenic area, wild and scenic river, or national monument

to protect areas where mountain biker conflicts cannot be

avoided or resolved .

Case For: The integ riry of the Wilderness Act is maintained.

Case Against: Alternat ive protective designations should

be in addition to (or overlay)--not in place of-wilderness

designation and should pro tect and restore adjacent non

wilderness quality lands that still have natural and other pub

lic values worth conserving. W ilderness quality lands should

be designated as wilderness.

6) PROPOSE AND SUPPORT A NEW CONGRESSIONAL

DESIGNATION, PROBABLY NOT CALLED, BUT ESSENTIALLY,

" W ILDERNESS LITE." Wilderness advocates could propose a

new conservation design at ion th at is wilderness in every way

except as pertains to mountain bikes .

.Case For: The integ rity of the National Wilderness

Preservat ion System is maintained.

Case Against: If a "wilderness lite" category was accepted

by Congress to accommodate mountain bikes, what else could

such a desig nation allow that is not allowed in wi lderness

(logging, roads, mi ning, off-road vehicle use, aerial trans

portation)? If a weaker, politically easier compromise designa

tion to wilderness becomes availab le to Congress, few, if any,

addi tional wilderness areas will be established in th e future.

The debate in context
The ramifications of any of these choices are many and varied .

Below are some issues to bear in mi nd.

THE PRISTINE WILDERNESS ACT MYTH. Some wilderness

activists assert with pride th at the W ildern ess Act has never

been amended. Cong ress has periodi cally ame nded most

environmental protec tion laws such as 'the Endangered

'Species Act , Clean Ai r Act, and Clean Water Act , but the

original Wilderness Act rem ains as orig inally enacted by

Congress in the United States Code. H owever, whi le not

exp licitly ame nding th e sta tute, num erous provisions in

subsequent wilderness bills do affect certai n provisions in

the Wi lderness Act on an area-by-area basis. Exceptions

have been made for water developments, livestock grazing,

mini ng, motorized access, relig ious and cultural purposes,

fire prevention , t rail maintenance, management of hydro

log ical, meteorolog ical , and com m unica tio n facilit ies, law

enforceme nt, and other uses."

THE ROLE OF WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT PLANNING. If

allowed in wilderness, mountain biki ng-like hiking or

equestrian use--would be subject to agency management
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planning. So, if mou ntain .bikes are too numerous and cause

harm where they are legally allowed, then management

restric tions would be appropriate to preserve wilderness char

acter (just as for hikers and horsepackers).

OVERPOPULATION. An often unacknowledged factor in

wildern ess issues is the excessive number of people who use

designated or defacto wilderness areas. Popul ation growth is

increasing while wildlands are decreasing . Our attempts to

preserve more wilderness , without simultaneously addressing

popul ation growth, will preclude our efforts to protect , as the

Wilderness Act calls for, "an enduring resource of wilderness ."

The reluctance of wilderness advocates to also be population

contro l advocates results in our appeari ng elitist by atte mp t

ing to limi t the number people who enjoy wilderness areas.

Recommendation

Wilderness advocates should embrace the mountain biking

community as full partne rs in the wilderness movement. Like

the hiking and equest rian comm uni ties, mountain bikers are

.natu ral wilderness supporters.

Edward Abbey famousl y noted that wilderness needed no

defense, but only more defenders . It is a disservice to the wild

and to the future of wilderness advocacy to get embroiled in a

petty di spute between hiking and biking interests.

Wi lderness has real enemies that must be defended against.

Th e people who would build roads, dig rrunes, log wild

forests, graze cows, and drive off-road vehicles in the last

strongholds of wild country on our public lands are the true

wilderness enemies. They are powerful, but not as powerful as

the rest of us-if we can only avoid internecine cat fighting.

Culturally, mountain bikers are much closer to hikers

than to motorized recreationists. However, if the wilderness

tent isn't large enoug h to accommoda te mountain bikers,

what choice do they have but to oppose wilderness to pro tect

their interests? The enemies of wilderness are trying to exploit

the mountain biking issue for their own gain. The Blue

Ribbon Coalition would love to peel mountain bikers away

from the wilderness advocacy camp.' Representative J im

Hansen (R-UT), former chair of the H ouse Resources

Committee, has attempted ro amend the Wi lderness Act to

allow mountain bikes, and other politicians could try again in

yet another cynical attempt to divide wilderness advocates."

Wi lderness advocates should ask themselves thi s ques

tion: Am I first a recreationist ora conservationist? If you answer

"conservationist, " then you should embrace mountain bikers

as political allies. If you are a "recreationisr" first , then you

need to decide if you prefer automobi le-filled roads, stump

dot ted clearcuts, open-pi t mines, cow-bombed meadows, and

screaming two-stroke engines over having to step aside for an

occasional mountai n biker dude puffing by. «

Andy Kerr (www.andyken: net) was in thefourth grade when the

\Vrldemess Act was passed. He has been involvedin every oneof the

sevenwilderness bills creating new wilderness areas in Oregon in the

past quarter century. He has a "citified" mountain bikefor use in

town, and has nointentions to ever bike in thewilds.
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Don't Tread Here

by Brian O'Donnell and Michael Carroll

R EC ENTLY A N UMBER of mountain bike organ izations , a

few members of Congress, and even som e long-time wilder

ness activis ts have suggested th at mountain bikin g should

be permitted in congressionally designated wi lderness

areas. Such a change wou ld require Congress to amend the

Wilderness Act . Even if such excep tions to the Wi lderness

Act 's proh ib it ion on mechanized use were narrow, and not

a wholesale opening of the N at ional W ilderness Preser

vation System to cyclist s, we believe the notion is danger

ous: Mountain bikes are simply incompatible wi th desig

nat ed wild erness.

We may seem like an unlikely duo to be making th is

argument. After all, we live in what is arguably the mountain

bike capital of the world-Durango, Colorado. O ur friends ,

colleagu es, and neighbors are mountain bik ers. Both of us are

avid trail users and one of us is an active mountain biker.

N either of us comes from the "pur ist" camp of the wild erness

movement. That being said, this debate has implications

beyond mou ntain bikes and 'wilderness. It addresses a more

fundamental question: Will we keep some parts of the

American landscape natural and wild and free-s-or must every

acre be easily accessible to people and their toys?

Mechanization is not consistent with wilderness
W ilderness areas not only protect Nature, but also provide an

oppo rtunity for people to experience and connect with wild

places at a basic level, using muscles, not machi nes.

Wilderness values-the reasons for protecting wilderness

go far beyond the traditional recreational uses of wilderness

such as hiking, hunting, fishing, and camping , despite these

activit ies' importance to millions of Americans.

.We need to keep in mind what the Wi lderness Act says.

In its definition of wilderness, the act refers to protecting the

"earth and its communiry of life" and "outstanding opportu

nities for solitude" before mentioning the word "recreation."

Fur the r, it refers to "primitive recreation," not just "recre

ation." This is no accident or oversight, but the very heart of

the Wilderness Act.

Protecting a portion of our land from mechani zed recre

ation was one of th e main reasons that th e N ati onal

Wilderness Preservat ion System and the wild erness move

ment .were created . As Aldo Leopold (a founder of the

Wilderness Society) wrote in A Sand County Almanac in 1949,

"Mechanized recreation already has seized nine-tenths of the

woods and mountains; a decent respect for minori ties should

dedica te the other tenth to wilderness ." While mountain

bikes were not around in Leopold 's era, dramatically increased

mechanized use in the backcountry was. Wi lderness areas

offer an escape ~nd provide a primeval experience for the

wild erness visitor .

Some argue that allowing mountain bikes in wilderness

is a decision that is open to the discretion of area managers .

Howe ver, Section 2 of the Wilderness Act of 1964 , which

established the National Wilderness Preservation System , was

clear about th e intent of the system:

In order to assure that an increasing population, accom
panied by expanding settlement and growing mecbaniza

tion [emphasis added], does not occupy and modify all
areas within the United States and its possessions, leaving
no lands designated for preservation and protection in
their natural condition, it is hereby declared to be the pol
icy of the Congress to secure for the American people of
present and future generations the benefits ofan enduring
resource of wilderness.

Once wilderness areas are designated, the Wi lderness Act

requires that the areas be managed in a manner that "will

leave them unimpaired for future use" and ensures the

"preservation of their wilderness character." The mechanized

nature of bicycles runs cont rary to the concept of "wild erness

character." This is especially true with toda y's high-perform

ance, off-trail mountain bikes .

Not your father's mountain bikes
Mountain bikes ' impacts on the land are large and getting

worse. Since mountain bicycles were invented, technological

changes have compl etely transformed the cycling industry.

These changes include the development of lighter and stronger

mate rials for frames, wheels, and components; suspension sys

tems similar to those on dirt bikes, all-terrain vehicles, and

SUVs; and gearing that enables riders to conquer slopes once

thought too steep to ride. This new technology has made ter

rain previously open only to experts accessible to average rid

ers, enabl ing more than just top athletes to ride through high

ly technical terrain deeper and deeper into the backcountry.
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While most mountain bikers have conti nued to ride on

dirt roads and well-established mult iple-use trails, technologi

cal innovations have enabled bicyclists ro engage in off-road and

off-trai l activities similar to those of dirt bikers and off-road

vehicle users. This new style of riding has resulted in a dramat

ic cultural shift in the mountain bicycling community rowards

the "extreme" aspects of the sport including "downhilling" and

"freeriding ." This shift from the "backpackers with wheels"

image to the extreme is appare nt in all aspects of the sport . One

need only to flip through the pages of the latest mountain bicy

cling magazine to see examples of th is shift-a shift in how and ,

more impo rtantly, where people are riding . From downhillers

dropping off cliffs to freeriders skidding down steep washes like

extreme skiers, the image and direction of mountain biking is

being shaped by this new trend .

Coupled with this shift toward extreme riding , many

mountain bicycling organizations have also launched aggressive

trail construction programs . Like other trail-building groups,

mountain bikers identify one-way loop trails as the ideal sys

tems for their users. Loop trails are design ed ro have one contro l

point or trailhead where the system begins with a wide variety

of trails buil t off of that point that vary in length, terrain, and

difficulty. Th e aggressive push of mountain bike organizations

to build ever-growi ng webs of trails poses serious problems of

habitat fragmentation, increased erosion, and wildlife conflicts.

As inte rest in extreme rid ing cont inues to grow, as trail

networks burgeon, and as new techno logy makes it possible

for ever-more mountain bicyclis ts to part icipa te, even the

most remo te wild landscapes may become trammeled- and

trampled-by knobb y tires.

Mountain bikers are not excluded
from wilderness areas

In a recent let ter ti tled , "Mount ain Bikers Beware," former

U .S. H ouse Resources Committ ee Chairm an J im Hansen (R

UT) wrote, "Mountain bikers would be prohibited to visit

these areas if they are made wilderness." N ot true.

While admittedly the technol ogy has advanced, moun

tain bikers are not yet cyborgs. They are not welded to their

bikes. W ilderness designation does not exclude mountain

bik ers, wilderness only excludes mountain bikes. This is an

important dis tincti on. Most mount ain bike rs pursue num er

ous recreational activities such as skiing , climbing , and hik

ing . They are not shut out of wilderness. W ilderness is meant

to remain free from mechanical recreation, whet her it is con

du cted on an ATV, motorcycle, or mountain bike.
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Political landscape

Mountain bik e organ izat ions have on several occasions

proven adep t at organizing th eir members against new

wilderness areas when they have feared a loss of access for

bicycles. It would be a m istake, however, to believe that th is



organizing work would be transferable to advocacy for

wilderness shou ld the Wi lderness Act be modified to permit

bicycles in wilderness areas.

Would this new biking constituency swell the ranks of

wilderness advocates, directly leading to congressional desig

nation of significantly more wilderness? We contend tha t

mountain bikers are, for the most part, more passionate about

biking than creating new wilderness areas. They have organ

ized most effectively when their individual riding opportuni

ties on specific trails are at risk of being eliminated. It is a

major stretch to argue that bikers, when not facing the imme

diate threat of closed trails, would participate in the politi cal

wilderness process (in favor of wilderness) with equal passion

and effectiveness as they have previously demons tra ted in

opposing wilderness.

We must not forget the current political climate. Some

congressmen who would amend the Wilderness Act or change

its origi nal meaning have an ambi tious anti-wilderness agen

da aimed far beyond the issue of mountain bike access.

Opening the Wi lderness Act to amendments that allow

mountain bikes would provide a smokescreen behind which

.all manner of extractive industries and off-road vehicle organ

izations-think Blue Ribbon Coalition-would sneak in

their own gut ting amendments .

Th ere is a better approach to resolving th is issue than

amending the Wilderness Act. Leaders of the mountain bik

ing community and grassroots wilderness advocates have

built a solid and mutually respectful dialogue . After a series

of meetings, key leaders of the International Mountain Biking

Association and of state and national wilderness groups have

recently issued a joint stateme nt of agreements . While we

will not agree over every acre sought by both bikers and

wilderness advocates, we can talk and find a reasonable meet

ing of minds . All over the country, local dialogue is proving

successful. As a result , mountain bikers are a part of coalitions

supporting numero us wilderness proposals, while key trails

(often along the edges of the wilderness) offer accessfor bikers

to enjoy wilderness vistas.

Increasing emphasis on habitat protection
With the growing sophistication of the ecological sciences

we have learned a great deal in recent years. Conservation

biology has righ tfully entered the wilderness movement . In

many states conservationists are prioritizing the protection

of biologically diverse places over areas with scenic or recre

ational qua lities . Wil derness areas are now seen as cores in

connecte d networks of wild lands that serve many values, but

with ecological integrity as the central goal.

The destruction of wilderness and the fragmentation of

habitats and ecosystems is death by a thousand cuts . Will

introduction of mountain bikes-and their penetration far

ther into wilderness-promote addi tional fragmentation

and hum an conflicts with th e nat ura l world? Yes. In a time

when ecosystem protection and wild life habitat conserva

tion has become the overriding rationale for saving wilder 

ness it is inappropriate to consider weakening wilderness

protections. The need is for more wilderness , protected all

the more strongly.

Wilderness requires humility
Dave Foreman has written, "No other challenge calls for self

restraint, generosity, and humility more than Wilderness

preservation." Protecting wilderness is truly about humility.

Public lands policy should not be driven 'by a "what's in it for

me?" ethos-for backpackers or bikers or any other recre

ationa l constituency. It should be about sustaining the health

of the land community.

An ecological revision of President Kennedy's famous

words should guide us: "Ask not what wilderness can do for

you, but what you can do for wilderness ."

Some have argued that the Wilderness Act needs

updating. Yet this one piece of legisla tion has been a pow

erful, effective bulwark for nearly 40 years. It is folly to

imagine a wilderness law that simultaneously protects

wilderness ecosystems and provides the opportunity for a

primeval wilderness experience but does not exclude mech

anized uses:

A line must be drawn somewhere between which activi

ties are appropriate in wilderness and which are not. The

Wilderness Act correctly drew that line based on mechaniza

tion . We will grant that mountain bikes are much closer to

that line than dirt bikes and other off-road vehicles .

None theless, a strong line has been drawn in the Wi lderness

Act, and it must be strongly defended. «

Brian O'Donnell is associate director and Michael Carroll

is communications director for the Wilderness Support Center

in Durango, Colorado. The Wi lderness Support Center

(www.wilderness.org/ourissues/wilderness/wsc.cfm) works with grass

roots groups across the nation to build and implement successful

wilderness protectioncampaigns.
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A Modest Proposal
by Dave Foreman

SOME THINGS ARE OBVIOUS: mountain bikes do more

damage to the land than hikers. To th ink otherwise ignores

th e story told by the gro und . Although I have never ridd en a

mountain bike, I am very familiar with th eir impacts. For the

last seven years I have regul arly run three to six miles several

times a week on a network of trails in the Sand ia Mountain

footh ills two blocks from my home (recently, I've been walk

ing these trails because of a back injury). Th ese trai ls receive

use from walkers, runners, and mountain bikers; th ey are

closed to motorized vehicles.

Because I'm clumsy, I keep my eyes on the trail in front

of me. I run or walk in all seasons, in all .kinds of weather. I

have watched the growing erosion on th ese trails from moun

tain bike use. The basic difference between feet and tire s is

th at tire tracks are cont inuous and foot tracks are discontinu

ous. Water finds that narrow, conti nuous rire tracks are a rill

in which to flow. Also, because many mountain bikers are

after thrills and speed, th eir tires cut into the ground.

Slamming on the brakes after zooming downhill, slidi ng

around sharp corners, and diggi ng in to go uphill: I see the

resul ts of th is behavior weekly.

Some advocates claim that mountain bikes don 't cause

significant erosion on trails designed and engineered for their

use. This may be true. On the one trail I run that seems to

have been buil t for bikes, th ere is much less damage from

tires. But what ·percentage of t rails meets such standards?

Few. Moreover, I regularly see mou ntain bikers cutting off

cross-country, even on steep slopes, for more of a challenge.

They seem blind and deaf to the damage they cause.

Admittedly, backpackers and horsepackers can cause

damage to wilderness trails. But this is a poor argument to

sugg est that we add another source of damage to those trails.

Are mountain bikers conservationists, a powerful politi

cal consti tue ncy ripe to become wilderness advocates? I smell

wishful thinki ng here. I suspect that most bicyclists don't go

into the backcountry for contemplation or to experience self

willed land. They want an outdoor gymnasium. They're after

speed and thri lls. Th is doesn 't mean they are bad people or
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can't be responsible when they pay attention. Some mountain

bikers are conservationists and even support wilderness areas.

I know a few of these folks. Th ey are perfectl y happy to walk

in wilderness; th ey do not want to open wilderness areas to

bicycles any more than th ey want th em open to snowmobiles

or ATVs. This is another point. W ilderness areas are not

closed to mountai n bikers any more than they are closed to

me. Any mountain biker can hike in wilderness as easily as I

can. (O n the othe r hand, some of th e macho fellows who ride

motors in the backcount ry have arte ries that look like cheese

filled manicotti. T hey might be able to walk into wilderness,

but will th ey walk out?)

Th en there are active mountain bikers who are part of the

ant i-wi lderness movement . On e sout hern California moun

tain bike website spouts the J ohn Birch Society lies about the

Wildlands Project. One prominent mountain biking maga

zine is published by H i Torque Publications, which also pub

lishes five dirt bike and ATV magazines with strong ant i

wilderness editorial policies.

Nonetheless, th e growing number of backcountry bicy

clists is an im portant poli tical issue, and one th at conserva

tionists need to handle with care. (O th er editorials in thi s

forum show th at wheels of any kind have never been con

sidered app rop riate in wilderness 'areas, I need not repeat

their arg uments.) We are faced with the possibi lity of many

mountain bikers opposi ng additio nal wilderness areas. Can

we continue to maintain the int egrity of the wilderness idea,

pro tect tens of mi llions of ecologica lly importa nt acres as

new wilderness areas, and keep most of the mounta in biking

comm uni ty from join ing motorh eads and othe r opponents

of wilderness? I sugges t an open discussion within th e

wilderness communi ty on th e following strategy:

t ) Exis ting wilderness areas m ust remain completely

closed to bicycles and other human-powered wheeled

contraptions.

2) No amendme nts should be made to the Wilderness Act.

3) In leg islat ion establishing new wilderness areas, certain

trails currently in use by mountain bikers and where

resource damage is m inimal may be specifically desig

nated as open to conti nued mount ain bike use in very

narrow corridors excluded from the wilderness, but

closed to motorized vehicles and extrac tive use. There

are precedents for such corridors . For example, the

Ceboll a Wi lde rness Area unde r Bureau of Land



Management jurisd iction in New Mexico has several

narrow vehicle corridors wirh locked gares open only ro

rhe grazing permirree . Such nonwilderness corrido rs are

not ideal, bu t they are bet ter than no new wilderness

area being designated.

4) Such trail use should not be permanently mandated in

law, bur allowed at the discretion of the relevant manag

er so long as damage does not become excessive.

Enforcement against motorized trespass and self-policing

by the mountain bike community will be linked ro con

tinued access.

5) Where there are public land roadless areas laced with

existing and popular mountain bike trails and where the

impact is wit hin acceptable limits, conservationists may

want ro propose designations such as national recreation

areas or national conservation areas, instead of wilderness

areas. (We do not need a new special designation.) These

designa tions should still close the area ro mororized use,

timber cutting, and othe r extractive uses. We should be

very conservative in making these alterna tive designa 

t ions, however. Wilderness-not "wilderness lite"-is

sti ll the best option for protecting wild places for Nature

and tradi tional backcount ry recreation.

Th ese guidelines could form the basis for honest talks

between wilderness conservationists and responsible moun

tain bikers on how ro prote ct and restore the ecological health

of our pu blic lands while allowing reasonable access for mu s

cle-powered recreation. «:

Dave Foreman is publisher of Wi ld Earth and chairman of the

\Vildlands Project.
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I HEADED FOR LONGLEAF pine forest, driving south from the farm , crossing the

state line into Florida at J ennings. From any direction the landscape, agricultural and

silvicultural, wouldn't be muchdifferent. Was there no rest for land anywhere?

Cotton field. Pine plantation. House.

House. Cotton field. Clearcur, Pine plantation. Trailer.House.

Hardly any forest was left. It flew past me. Field .

Plantation. Field. Clearcut . Church. Trailer. Field. I saw th is

everywhere I went.

Across the state line, I pulled over for a roadkill raccoon.

I wanted to make my son Silas a coonskin cap, and I needed

the tail; where the coon had been killed, a hawk was dead, too,

hit on the road, and I moved both of them to the grassy di tch

and sawed off the coon's tail. I felt odd, taking the tail like that ,

dumping the young coon cheerlessly by the road, but the tail

was large and bushy, striped, pretty, and Silas would value it.

Where 1-75 crosses the county road, I stopped at a con

venience store. Th e store was full of cigarett e smoke, and

against my bett er judgment I bought a box of crackers, brush

ing away a coat of dust to read the price.

More fields, more young pines. A few houses. Then ,

when I got to Blue Springs State Forest , where County Road

143 meets State Road 6, there was forest .

Longleaf forest.

It stood out like a kingdom of heaven, suddenly tall and

very green, pra ising the sky. It triggered something in the

back of my mind-some prehistori c, mossy, creaky memory

of what the forest that used to be here, th at once covered th is

land , looked like. It came edged out, th is old memory, as if

I had been suffering from ancestral amn esia and had just

been hit on the head.

You'd have to drive a hundred , two hund red miles to see

anything like th is. I was glad I had.

We have so little left that we're forgetting what it looks

like. In books at home and in files and in my mind I have

pictures of longleaf pine forest . I've seen two virgin tracts,

and .some handsome , mature ones. Still, I forget . What

about people who don 't know how it was-young people

and newcomers?

They may not like it at first. The forest takes some getting

used to, because there'sonly one kind of tree. Some people want

more tree diversity than that-they want to be able to stroll

through a forest and say, "Magnolia. Maple. Hornbeam. Cherry

laurel." I'd send those people about a mile west to the

W ithlacoochee River and have them meander in the floodplain.

But here, in the uplands, that was the way it was sup

posed to look. One kind of tree- longleaf pine--everywhere

I turned. Sometimes I want diversity-I don't want to wear

blue every day-but with these pines, I want stability. I want

them relentl ess in their monotony, the ir monarchy. Onl y a

powerful tree can claim a whole landscape for itself, a piece of

a cont inent , from Virginia through the Southern coastal

plains, clear out to east Texas, 93 million acres. It has to be a

noble, indomitable tree.

GROWING UP in Georgia, I witnessed a fragmented land

scape, with only pieces of true forest left here and there. Th e

landscape, I thought, mirrors our lives. For obvious reasons, .

then, and for reasons not so obvious, I began early to associate

homeland with loss.

Somehow, as the land scape fell apart , so did what bound

humans to it. Perhaps what go t increasing ly lost were the

stories we told each othe r-about the hornet 's nest we found

in the woods while walking , or ghostly flutt erings th rough

a dark wood th at turned out to be phosphorescent moths.

Perhaps we needed each other less to weather th e vagaries of

a life dependent on the world , on rain and trees and sulphur

springs, or to help interpret the mysteries of the world as

they were destroyed.

Decade upon decade, a sassafras stood in the middle of the

upper field at the farm, a record-size sassafras. Carefully, year

after year, my grandfather and my uncle plowed far around it,

and when the tractor chopped its roots into pieces, they gat h

ered them and brought them home for my grandmother to

make tea, a spring tonic. After my grandfather died and the

fields were leased, perhaps the farmer plowed too close to the

tree, and whether this was the reason for its death or whether

it died of some other, natural cause, I do not know. But die it

did, leaving a hole in the middle of the field where it had

stood. Some of us had used the tree as one might use a partic

ular mountain, to orient by, as a landmark. In its dark limbs,

the sassafras held the stories of my family and my people.
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How fragrnenredly we live, in broken families, crippled

communities, landscapes chopped into pieces; we become dis

connected from the sources of our survival, the land and each

other, alienated from the earth and from things that hold

meaning. I had come back to the farm to live in the stories of

my people, to live a life that made sense. Somehow it wasn't

working . Too much had been lost. Instead of wholeness I was

finding scraps. Day after day I stared my life in the face, exam

ining what I was missing. I was desperately lonely in the frag

mentation, which was as much grief as anything, hanging on

to remn ants of beaut y, spi rit, art, touch, truth. For months I
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had felt cut off from the landscape of poetry. W hat else to call

mag ic and spirit and tru th ? I had found only glimpses.

Bit terly now I admitted that I had been torn apart in my

homeland, these coastal plains, separated from intimacy, cut

off from much of what I knew myself to be, waiti ng for the

chance to flourish, to grow again . Wai ting for what mig ht not

happen- for the logging to stop and the land to heal, and

simultaneous ly for the communi ties that depended on the

land to functio n again.

The last summer I lived in Montana I noticed on the

ground by an inte rstate exit a sign tha t had belonged to a

homeless person, ballpoint lett ers on a scrap of cardboard, and

I stoppe d for it. "Anything Wi ll Help," it said, and I hung it

on my apart ment door, seeing it as found art, and a good

reminder to myself to be helpful. Now I felt somet hing of

what that signmaker must have felt.

I WENT TO Blue Springs to write a story. I parked and

walked out into the forest, eating cheese and crackers (they

were stale). I sat on a pine log , eyeing an empty gopher tortoise

shell. Soot from a recent burn soon streaked my pants black.

Th e forester arrived. He worked with the state Division of

Forestry, the lead management agency for this tract , which

was almost 2,000 acres, purchased in 1994. Previously it was

owned by Champion International and managed as a quail

hunting preserve for the timber company's executive guests.

"This was their playground," Doug, the forester, said. He

looked like Dustin Hoffman, clean shaven, with chocolate

eyes and dark eyebrows; his black hair threw gray sparkles in

new sunshine. It had been raining for two days and I was

camp ing that night, so I welcomed the sun.

Dustin Hoffman drove me around the hunting roads. He

answered questions, but he wasn't verbose. The trees were 50 .

to 95 years old, most around 75 . Foresters burned about 600

acres a year. Longleaf restoration was under way in the few

fields on the prope rty. Th e red-cockaded woodpecker cavities

might have been abandoned-the birds hadn 't been seen

since 1994-although one cavity appeared active. He saw a

bobcat there once.

He told me that gop her tortoises in the forest had been

dying. Last year, after a prescribed burn that torched the

waist-high grasses, between 30 and 40 shells were found ,

glaring bone white against the scorched ground . "They were

in different stages of decompos ition," he said. "They didn't

die in one year's time." In the forest across the highway, the

loss was worse. "You could quickly count 50 shells."

red-cockaded woo dpecker, graphi te by David Williams
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Joan Diemer Berish, renowned tortoi se researcher, tested

live animals on the sites for the respiratory virus they can

carry. The tests came back negat ive. W hy, then, were the tor

toises dying? Was it fragmenta tion of a landscape they

depended on?

It wasn't until the forester showed me where to camp and ,

told me the gate combination, just before he left, that I

learned what lay inside him. He confided how mu ch he loved

his job, caring for the state forests. "You're excited about

camp ing out here," he said. "It's kind ofl ike that every day for

me. Work is something I look forward to."

"You' re a lucky man."

"I know," he said. "On every wood desk that 's made, a

skull and crossbones should be carved."

AT BLUE SPRINGS, I hiked for hours, ~iles in the forest ,

and was never bored. I spotted almost every species of wood

pecker possible. A juvenile raccoon scrambled up a sapling

and peered around at me. Deer tracks sprinkled the ground.

In th is one piece-nearly 2 ,000 acres- the longleaf forest

could almost be what it was supposed to be, even while it was

surrounded by clearcuts and pine plantations and fields.

THAT NIGHT, as a young owl made her harrowing cry in the

dark, I was cradled in poetry. The next morning I rose early

and walked again. Before I dismantl ed the tent , I again lay

awake in it, loving the warmth, the quiet , the stillness, my

drowsiness, 2 ,000 lovely acres completely to myself, wonder

ing again why it had been so long since I felt whole.

Most of the longleaf trees in the Blue Springs forest

weren't old growth- their crowns hadn 't begun to flatt en, nor

had they gone to heart pine. But they were close, closer than

anything for hundreds of miles, a forest springing from the

fields, plantations, and clearcurs, I wanted the forest left alone

to be as whole as it could be. I wanted it to be what it had

always been, what it wanted to be. I wanted it for all the years

of my life, and beyond. «

Naturalist, activist, and writerJanlsse Ray returnedto her native

home, the coastal plains of southern Georgia, in 1997. Her experi

ences reconnecting to the land and cultureare described in herforth

coming book, Wild Card Qu ilt : Taking a Chance on Home

(Milkweed Editions, May 2003 ; www.milkweed.org), from which

this essay is excerpted. Her first book, Ecology of a Cracker

Childhood, has won several awards, including the Southern Book

Critics Circle Award.
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Pygmy Owl

You know how strong

fate can be, but can you imagine

the sharp stab of the talons

to the back of the head?

The pygmy owl drops on a steep angle

a collision course with the ground

wings splayed

like an angel.

It falls with fervor

upon Mouse

one of the world 's warm breathers

groceries in a grey sleeve of fur.

Did you not think

the same could happen to you?

And is it any different

than love?

Th e owl pull s hard

tearing at tissue and tendon

it waves the tiny carcass around

like a victory banner.

~ Charles Finn
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[FIELD TALK]

On oons and Language
A Conversation with ]effFair

B I O L O G IST AND W R I TE R Jeff Fair has spent a considerable chunk of his adult life in the com

pany of loons. Beginning in 1978, he was one-halfof the first field team that surveyed common

loons in northern N ew Hampshire for the Audubon Society of New Hampshire's Loon

Preservation Committee. In love with the North Country landscape as much as with loons, he directed

th is recovery effort from 1981-1991. Thereafter, Fair returned to fieldwork as a consulting biologist

studying loon populations on large, hydroelectric reservoirs in northern New Hampshire and Maine.

In 1995, Fair migrated to Alaska, where not one but fivespecies ofloons summer and nest. His focus

now includes the rare yellow-billed loons of extreme northern Alaska, but he returns briefly to N.ew

England each summer to partic ipate in ongoing loon studies.

Jeff Fair is the author of four books, and an essayist whose work has appeared in Natural History,

Alaska magazine, the Christian Science Monitor, Equinox, Wild Earth, and other publications. He is a

cont ribut ing editor to the Appalachian Mountain Club's biannual journal Appalachia.

\Vild Earth editor Tom Butl er arranged to meet and intervi ew Jeff Fair on August 19,2002 , at a place

where they would likely see common loons-New Hampshire 's Second Connect icut Lake. That water

body, just south of the Canadian border, is one of a series of art ificial lakes created by hydroelectric dams

along the Connect icut River's upp er reaches. Th eir wide-ranging conversation on loon ecology, lan

guage, and conservation, part of which is published here, transpired over an afternoon spent paddling a

canoe and sitting on a cobble beach on the lake's far shore.

TOM BUTLER: There are five species of loons?

JEFF FAI R: At last count, yes: the common loon (Gavia immer) that we see around

here, and the red-throated (Gavia stellata), arctic (Gavia aretica), Pacific (Gavia

pacifica), and yellow-billed (Gavia adamsii) loons. The Pacific and arctic loons are

very similar, almost physically identical. Together, they used to be called arctic

loons, but the species was split into two, due to some minor physical differences.

Most of the birds that used to be called arctic loons in the U.S. are'now Pacifies,

Arctics are their Asian counterparts, although a few nest in Alaska. The genus is

holarctic in distribution, with loons nesting across North America, Greenland,

the British Isles, northern Europe, and through Siberia.
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You've spent much of your career working to conserve

common loons in northern New England . Are populations

decreasing in the Northeast?

It appears that they are stable and possibly increasing slight

ly in areas where they were most threatened in the past.

What are the primary threats?

The basic threat to loons is human behavio r and attitude, and

so is the basic answer. Everything flows from tha t, whether it's

water level changes for recreati on or hydropower, disturbance

by boats, disturbance at the nest , or enhanced predato r popu

lat ions. At one t ime shoot ing was a major threat. Fortunately,

we don 't get much of th at anymore. We' re also poisoni ng

th em with heavy metals and other toxi ns.

Do you think that sinker swap programs-getting anglers

to clean out their tackle boxes and exchange their old

lead sinkers for steel-will be helpful?

Definitely. Mark Pokras's research down at Tufts University

suggests that lead poisoning from ingested sinkers is the pri-

1/A lot of what happens biologically

out here really is magical; there's

a great beauty and wonder to it,

and we can't reduce it completely

to statistics and data."

Jeff Fair looks for loon nests ana
backwater off the Yukon River

above Circle, Alaska.
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mary cause of unnatural death for adul t loons in the Northeast.

I don 't know how significant tha t mortality is, relative to the

region's population, bur it's certainly part of the problem. And

we have a solution to it. Sinker swap programs also raise the

issue, educate people about loon ecology, provide an example

of positive management, and give us fishermen-and there 's a

lot of us who love to fish-a chance to help the loons.

People are fascinated with loons. We celebrate their

songs as the voice of the wilderness, and we find them

especially beautiful. You've spent more than two decades

of your life with them. Do you love loons?

I guess you could say that .

They're not just an object of scientific curiosity?

No. I must admit, they were simply an excuse for me to get

into 'the N orth Country when I was first looking for work as

a biologist up here. Now I'm pretty connected to them. I

think peop le always have been . T hey're a high-profile species

in many human cultures. [We have paddleda mileor more and

not seen a loon. Now, in thefar endofa sha1l()UI cove wespot what

appears to be a loon chick. It dives and though we watch closely, we

do notsee it resurface.}

Loons are an icon for conservation action-a flagship

species-but as far as we know, they're not an ecological

keystone, are they?

N o. As far as we know, at least in the short term , this sys

tem would conti nue to function pretty much as it has,

whether loons are on th is lake or not. But the common loon

is an indicator species of hab itat quality-and I don 't mean

simple hum an presence or absence. Loons and humans have

coexisted for millenni a. Bu t if humans are around, we need

to be aware enoug h to avoid behaviors and habi tat changes

that might push the loons out. If loons disappear, look for a

poison in the habi tat, or human activi ty tha t is negatively

affecting them.

So loon persistence is an indication of cultural

accommodation?

Or commensalism of a sort, yes, where humans coexist with

them. You called loons a flagship species; I call them a "jump

ing-off' species- loons ge t people involved. O nce you're

attracted by loons, you begin to consider the fishery, and the

water quality, and where you never gave a whit about a

J efferson salamander, now you' re pro tecting its habitat . Pretty



soon you realize that when you' re prot ecting loons, all of a

sudden you're involved with other species as well. The con

nections become apparent, includ ing those to your own

health . W hen loons are full of mercury from the fish they eat

from these lakes, then you know that when you eat the fish,

you're getting poisoned , too.

But the basic attraction stems from their beauty?

Th at , and as you said before, they represent the wilderness

or the wild character of places that we live in and enjoy, too.

And then there's that haunti ng voice. I've heard a lot of sto

ries of people being afraid, the first time they hear it. And

scary things often become beaut iful to us-high, rugged

mount ains, white-water rivers, grizzly bears, and so on.

Finally, loons are mysterious. Th ey can be right here in front

of us one minute, dive, and we never see them again. [Offa

nearby pointof land, twoadult loons appear, about 100 yards apart

and converging.}

loons seem to embody wildness. It's not possible to keep

them alive in captivity, is it?

N ot for long. Most loons in rehabilitat ion centers die in a few

days or weeks. Th e longest they've been kept is just over a

year. Th ey definitely embody wildness, and parr of that is

their reticence and disappearing acts. Native Americans heard

them as human spiri ts, or auguries of death, voices from the

distant time. I don't think much has changed .

Speaking of distant time, aren't loons the oldest bird lin

eage in North America?

We used to say that, and we know that loon-like birds go back

roughly 60 million years. Th ey are often called "primitive,"

and they are on the first page of taxonomically arranged bird

guides, but they're actually highly specialized in their current

forms, which probably appeared about the same time as many

other bird orders. It hardly matt ers though . It depends on

what you define as a "species" to say how old it is, and that

definition is under scrutiny now. Loons may not be as primi

tive as we thought, but they certainly bring back that pri

mordial time to us hum ans.

There have been humans in this particular landscape for

maybe six or eight thousand years. The loons were here

long before that-so in that respect they are our elders.

Yes, they are our elders. They were here when we first came

and have been here throughout our history.

Are you hopeful that there will be loons here in 10,000 years?

I'm not sure I can even imagine ro,ooo years. If they make

it-if we all make it-another hundred years, I th ink there's

hope. So for now, we'll do what we can, and then it 'll be for our

kids and their children to celebrate and worry about. Of course

I hope they'll survive. I think loons bring out a parr of human

natu re that 's p retty wild, and our interaction with them is one

of the richer parts of our life in this part of the country. [The

loon pair is together now, notfar offourstarboard bow. A bald eagle

materializes from shore andflies over. One oftheloons raises its voice in

a mournful-sounding cry, which echoes aroundus.}

They're calling for their chick?

I believe so.

Tell me a little bit about loon vocalizations.

Bill Barklow, a professor at Framingham State College, did

his Ph .D. work on the meanings of loon calls, which really

advanced our knowledge. [Loon song again in background. }

Common loons use four basic calls, and we know generally

how they function, but there are quite a few variations- loons

may attach part of one call to anothe r at times and do a lot of

jugg ling with the different calls. [Another call from theadult.}

And what we 're hearing now is.. .

That's the wail, sort of like a wolf howl. There's also the tremo

lo, the yodel, and the hoot. And a num ber of whistle-like calls

ut tered by the young chicks. The hoot is a short, one-note

call, usually given quietly, but sometimes you can hear it fair

ly audibly among family members when they are close

together. You might get a loon's attention by making a short

hoot-it may look at you or even move a little closer. Th e

wail, which we're hearing now, is generally about get ting the

family together. You're likely to hear it when one adult leaves

the nest and calls for its mate to take over incubation. In

Alaska, and now here today for the first t ime in N ew

Ha mpshire, I've heard loons wail when an eagle flies over,

which makes sense, because an eagle is a potent ial predator of

loon chicks. Bringing the family together provides group pro

tect ion. Th e tremolo generally indicates excitement or dis

tress, and it 's the only call given in flight.

The yodel is especially complex, and probably conveys a

lot of information. Why else would loons have evolved such a

complex language? So thi nking of merely four calls with four

meanings is sort of like saying that if we have roo words in

our vocabulary, we can only have 1 0 0 thoughts. Seems to me
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it's more infinite than that. It 's reasonable to think that there's

a lot more meaning in the vocalizat ions of loons than we

know, or perhaps can know. Anyway, the yodel is the territo

rial call, given only by males, as far as we know.

Do males hav e non-overlapping territories?

Pairs have non-overlapping nest ing territories. If there's an

incursion by a strange loon, the male will often yodel to estab

lish territorial rights , and if th ings escalate, the female may

tremolo along with him.

You mentioned the complexity of the yodel. What do we

know about it?

Loon vocalization is being studied by a number of people,

including Charlie Walcott at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology

and Dave Evers at the BioDiversity Research Institute in

Maine. In the early days of th is research, biologists were ana

lyzing yodels to see if we could tell individ ual males apart by

their voice prints-aud iospectrog rams. At that time it was

assumed that we couldn't efficiently capture and handle loons.

Dave Evers later developed a technique for safely capturing

and banding them with colored leg bands so that we can rec

ognize individuals .

N ow that the re are hundreds of loons banded, th is group

of researchers is able to record yodels from the same territories

year after year, to answer questions like, Is it always the male

yodeling? Is it the same ind ividual year after year? and so on.

Then a few years ago, they began to notice a surprising phe

nomenon: a different color-band combination appears on the

territorial male-a different male has moved into the territo

ry-but its yodel is statistically ind istingui shable from that of

the origin al male.

And those new loons are not in the same kin group?

They haven't just learned th at song from Dad?

In fact, they have changed their yodel, because some of them

had been recorded on their former territory with a different

yodel; then they move to the new territory and have a yodel

indiscernible from th is territo ry's former male.

So wh ere does the son g come from?

That's the fascinating question. We know that an animal's call

is often developed in relation to its environment . [One of the

loons, n()UJ very near our drifting canoe, delivers a nenous lallgh.}

Many loon calls, like that tremolo we just heard, are about the

same frequency or pitch as the cries ofgull s. It 'sa frequency that
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carries well through the white noise of aquatic environments.

The calls have a specific shape that is molded by the landscape.

I got the idea that , if a male loon 's yodel changes when

he enters a new territory, perhaps he's describing that new ter

rain. J USt as I would come out here on this lake and describe

this place and then go to Manhattan and describe that place,

you would change your description of Manhatt an and here in

a similar way-and our descrip tions of each place would be

similar. I see potent ial in this explanation. I'd been reading

David Abram 's book [Spell of the Sensuous: Language and

Perception in a More-Than-Hmnan \Vorld} just before I first

heard about thi s. I couldn't help wondering, if aborigines in

Australi a map the land with language and songs--could the

loons be doing something similar?

N ow thi nk of thi s: During all the yodel recording we've

done---dozens of loon territories across twent y years- no one

not iced a territory's yodel change. But through natural att ri

tion, we should have expected roughly 5% changeover of

adults each year.

Wh at is the life span of common loons?

We believe it's 2 0 or 3 0 years, probably not more than 20

years as an adult breeder. If we assume 20 years, then each year

one-twentie th of a stable populat ion would be replaced. One

twent ieth of the yodels, if they were peculiar to the ind ividu

als, would have changed. We didn't see it .

Would you expect an individual to return to the same ter

ritory eve ry yea r?

We used to believe that loons were fiercely monogamous and

always returned to the same territory. Wi th Evers' banding

evidence, we now know that it 's more like an 80% fidelity to

the territory. Th at means that we might expect about one

fifth rather than one-twenti eth of those yodels to change. But

they didn 't . Some biologists have speculated that the yodel

might be related to the female, the mate-but now we know

that the mates change about one-fifth of the time. So it seems

to me more likely that-. ..

...They are singing the landscape?

I th ink so.

Or th e landscape is singing through them.

I like to look at it that way. All living th ings are part of the

landscape, after all, made of its elements. [Another loon wail

from one of thepair, and a chick suddenly appears with them.}



What makes thi s landscape language sound so lovely to us?

Well , in biological terms, I'd call it. . .magic.

it , and we can't reduce it comp letely to statistics and data.

There's room for a little bit of magic in our int erpretat ion and

a lot of celebration of the wild creatu res we study.

That's a beautiful way of putting it.

I like the paradox; we need to marry our science to our won

der. All the best scienti sts have th at sense of wond er, or they

wouldn't be int erpreting things in creative ways and explor

ing toward greater tru ths. A lot of what happens biologically

out here really is magical; there's g reat beaut y and wonder to

Anthem for the
.Hiqh North

by Jeff Fair

yellow- billed loon, scratchboard by Dana Gardner

This notion of language being affected by landscape-do

you ever speculate about what the loons are saying

about a particular place?

I don't. In order to speculate on that, you'd have to know how

a loon receives its world , and I don't th ink we can ever know

that . W ithout being anthropomorphic, though , we can put

such a considerat ion in human terms and think about human

cultures in various landscapes and how the landscapes have

affected them . I mean, we're animals too. «

0 F ALL T HE SIGNATUR E VOI C E S of the wild you might hope to hear drifting across

the tu ndra when the wind dies und er an all-night sun, only the song of the yellow

billed loon signifies the arctic nort h alone. The keening of wolves, the clamor of snow

'geese, rlie counterpo int of ravens, th e bellow of brown bears, the cries of lonely petro 

leum geologists, and even the strains of the four other loon species may be heard across

a broader range of latitudes and habitats .-Arnong them , only Tuufl ik, the yellow-bill ed

loon, sings exclusively above 650 north lat itude, here in Alaska. This is the voice of the

high north, shaped by the latitude and the lay of these boreal prairies.

Closest relative to th e common loon (Cavia immer), the yellow-billed loon (Cavia

adamsii) too is a di ver and fish-eater. It first appeared during th e most recent

Pleistocene glaciation, having evolved from common loon stock cordoned off in th e

arctic refugia of northern Alaska and northern Yukon Terr itory, north of th e

\'<7isconsin ice field. Thus its cur rent predi lect ion to tundra nesting grounds, while

th e common loon prefers lakes in th e northern forest. A few millenni a of separat ed

evolution rendered onl y minor differences in the yellow-b ill : an ivory-hued and

upt urned beak, minute variations in markings, a few adjustments in behavioral ecol

ogy, and a slightly huskier voice.

Lorn and stirring, sometimes humanlike in qu alit y, its overtures may well become

the conservation anthem of Alaska's western arctic. For the yellow-billed loon builds its

nest on the margins of deep lakes in th e wild tundra destined to become oilfields over

the coming decade. Few if any nest on the coastal plain of the Arct ic N ational Wildlife

Refuge in northeastern Alaska, the area subj ect to years of content ious national debate

over oil development. Th e great preponderance of its small U.S. population breeds west
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of there, on the Na tional Petroleum Reserve-Alaska, a vast

tract of 23.5 million acres of arct ic prai rie set aside by

Congress for oil extraction and currently being apportio ned

out by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to oil compa

nies for imm ediate development .

Little more is known about this bird except for its scarci

ty. The yellow-bi lled loon is one of the rarest nest ing water

birds in all of North America, as demonstrated by the low

Breedi ng Range~

'''int er Range~

Arctic
Natinnal
'Vi Mlil;,
Rcfugc'

Breeding Range E§)

Above: The appro ximate distribution of the yellow-billed

loon in North Amer ica. Below: The overlap of the yellow

billed loon 's breeding range and federal lands along

Alaska's No rth Slope design ated for oil exp loration and

development is sign ificant .

MAP SOURCE: M. R. NORTH. 1994. YElLOW-BILLED LOON. IN THEBIRDSOF NORTH AMfRlo,
ED. A. POOLEAND F. GILL. NO. 121.
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numbers recorded each year during U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service aerial waterfowl surveys. About 2,400 nest on the

arctic coastal plain of Alaska, perhaps fewer than 3 ,200

statewide. Its current world pop ulation, including Canadian

and Russian birds, may be as low as r6,0 0 0 . Th e yellow

billed loon exhibits the low prod uctivity typical of loons,

raising fewer than two chicks per pai r per year, and accom

plishes this in ' the briefest of open-water seasons. In some

years, due to late thaw or early freeze-up, the season is sim 

ply too brief to allow for nesting, incubation, and comp lete

fledging of chicks.

The yellow-billed loon is also one of the wildest and

most timid of birds, the first to leave its nest when a sing le

it inerant human figure appears on the rolling tundra a mile

away. Th is comes as no surprise. Its voice alone would tell

you this. So would the local Inupiat hunters.

Inspired by the low numbers of th is species, the poten

tial disturbance to its breeding grounds by the activities of

heavy indus try, and the egregiously inadequate treatment in

recent BLM environmental impac t statements for arctic

deve lop ments, age ncy biolog ists have sharpened their

research and conservation focus on the yellow-billed loon in

recent months. A more accurate survey is in the works. The

word "listing" has been whispered . And, in a first -ever satel

lite telemetry tracking attempt, all five yellow-billed loons

instrumented on arctic Alaskan breeding grounds migrated

to Asian offshore waters to overwinter- answering one ques

tion , while raising several more about this myste rious and

precious creature.

In the yellow-billed loon's voice, native Yup'ik, Inupiat ,

and Athapaskan people have heard wisdom, .warnings, the

roots of thei r own traditional songs. Some western scientis ts

are beginning to suspect a description of the land itself in the

loon's music. It may behoove us all to listen, to make

allowance for the survival of these wild callings, perhaps to

learn from them something about our own existence, our

own culture , and the world we live on. Perhaps to learn

something about that wild open northern prairie we think

we own, even though it is Tuulli]: who sings its song . «

Jeff Fair is an independent field biologist and author. His status

report on yelloui-billedloons in Alaska was recently published by the

Wilderness Society and Trustees for Alaska. Last summer, as the lit

erary contingent of a high-arctic loon researchteam, hesleptnear the

nests of these creatures and wrote about them in Alaska magazine

(Augmt 2 0 02).

maps, pen- and- ink by Todd Cummings
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young , slow growth rates, late sexual maturity, and long lives,

all of which result in low rates of population increase.

Moreover, fishing pressure on sharks has increased worldwide,

as poi nted our in a 1998 report by Merry Camhi and col

leagues for th e International Union for Conservation of

Nature and N atural Resources OUCN):

Shark fisheries have expanded in size and number around

the world since the mid- rodos, primar ily in response to

the rapidly increasing demand for shark fins, meat and

carrilage. Despire rhe boom-and-bust nature of virtually

all shark fisheries over the past century, most shark fish

eries today still lack monito ring or management ....As a

result , many shark popul ations are now depleted and

some are considerably threatened.

Am ong th e most numerous of all sharks, the spin y

(pi ked) dogfish (Squa/lIS acanthias) agg regates in large schools

th rough out its cold- and temperate-water range around th e

world . It is fished heavily and used widely, in th e words of

Leonard Compag no (1984), "fresh, fresh frozen, smoked ,

boiled, marinated , dri ed, salted, and in the form of fish cakes

for human consumption; it is also ut ilized in liver oil, pet

food, fishmeal , fert ilizer and leather." It 's no accident, th en,

th at its numbers are in free fall. Castro and his colleag ues

classify th e piked dog fish as a Category 4 species C'subsran

tial historical declines in catches and/o r locally extinct"). The

spiny dogfish has the longest ges tat ion period of any verte

brate-22 months-so removal of adult females (which are

larger than males and th erefore more desirable to fishermen)

is extremely hazardous to th e populat ion .
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Spiny dog fish were long considered trash fish- those

inadvert ently trapped in nets set for other species and some

times destroying th e nets in their unwillingness to be caught.

In the early 1990S, however, N ew England fishermen search

ing for alternatives to dep leted stocks of cod, haddock, and

flounder began fishing for the more plentiful, and unregulat

ed, dogfish . Fishermen teamed up with politicians to promote

dogfish consumption, in the process giving the species the

. more appetizing name of "cape shark." With the help of

steady European demand- particularly in Great Britain,

where the species constitu tes a large prop ort ion of the fish in

fish-and-chips-the dogfish experiment qui ckly grew into a

fully developed fishery, and that soon became a disaster. In

199 8, scientists declared the northwestern Atl anti c spiny

dog fish pop ulation overfished, report ing dramatic declines in

th e number and size of mature females.

After years of sta lling, in March 2000 th e New

Eng land Fishery Managem ent Cou ncil submi tted its final

plan to the Nat ional Marine Fisheries Service to restri ct

fishi ng for this species. Bur by th en , Massach usetts fisher

men had so overfished th e little sharks that th e secretary of

the U .S. Department of Comme rce, W ill iam Daley,

imposed quotas of four mill ion pou nds effective May I ,

2000. Four mill ion pounds may appear to be the opposite

of a reduced qu ota, but the Atl ant ic States Marine Fisheries

Com mission is under pressur e to increase th e quota for

adult fema les after th e eme rgency ruling expi res in 2003 .

In October 2002, despit e alarm ing scientific reports of an

absence of dogfish pups , the commission voted overw helm

ing ly to double current dogfish quot as.

• •• • : !o •• •
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A particularly insidious threat to shark populations is finning,

thepractice of catching sharks, cutting off their dorsal and

pectoral fins, and then throwing them back in the water to die.

So far, Castro and his colleagues (1999) have not placed any

shark species in Category 5 ("rare th rough out th e ranges where

they were form erly abundant "), but several species othe r than

dogfish quali fy for Category 4. These are the thresher shark

(Afopias vufpinus) ; the shortfin mako (lsllms oxyrbincbus); the por

beagle (Lamna nasus); th e tope (Gafeorhinus gafeus); the leopard

shark (Triakis semifasciata); th e dusky shark (CarcharhinltS obscu

rus); the sandbar shark (CarcharhinltS pfumbeus); and the night

shark (Carcharhinus signatus). Individuals of all these species are

relatively large, and all have been the object of a di rected fish

ery. In every case, the sharks are caught for food , bu t some times

leather and liver oil are by-products of their use.

A parti cul arl y insidious threat to shark populati ons is

finni ng, the practice of catching sharks , cutting off th eir

dorsal and pectoral fins, and then throw ing them back in

th e water to die . The fins are used to make shark's fin soup,

an expensive delicacy In Ch in a ,

Singapore, H ong Kong , and ot her Asian

cou ntries . In some restaurants, shark's fin

soup may sell for $100 a bowl. Many

sha rk fisheries aro und the world-in

Mexico, for example-are in business

largely to supply fins to this market. In

some pa rts of the world, finn ing is so wides pread that loca l

shark populations have become endangered. In H onolulu ,

2,289 sha rks were landed in 1991. By 1998, the number

had leapt to 60,857-a 2,500% increase-and of th at total,

99 % was for fins.

Int rodu ct ion of th e Shark Finning Prohibit ion Act on

March 13, 2002, bann ed U.S. fishin g vessels-anywhere in

th e world-and foreign vessels fishing in U .S. waters from

possessing fins unless th e rest of th e shark's carcass is also on

board (Raloff 2002). In August of tha t year, U .S. Coast Guard

officers boarded the H onolulu-based King Diamond II off

Acapulco and found 64,000 pounds (32 tons) of fins and no

other shark pa rts. The King Diamond had not actually caug ht

th e sharks; th e Korean fin broker on board had evidently

bought them from Asian vessels plying th e eastern South

Pacific around Fiji and th e Solomon Island s and was plann ing

to sell th em in Guatemala. The fishing vessel was escorted to

San D iego and th e cargo confiscated. In the Pacific, wher e

most finning takes place, th ere are no restrict ions on finning

or on bring ing in severed fins, with or without the carcasses.

(Fins can sell for a wholesale price of $200 per pound, where

as shark meat m igh t bring 50 cents per pound, demonst rat

ing the unfortunate economics of finning.)

STAR OF FOUR H ollywood m ovies, the g reat whi te

(Carcharodon carcharias) is th e mos t famous shark of all.

Although its anthropophagous inclinations were g reatly exag

ge rated in Jaws, the g reat white actually does attack people

every once in a while. Peter Benchley's 1974 novel (and th e

subse quent movies) assig ned the shark such a reputatio n for

ma levolence that people decided the oceans would be safer if

no g reat whites were arou nd to threaten th em . T he vendetta

agai nst C. carcharias that commenced soon after publica tion of

the novel is sti ll going on . Brave fisherme n set out to cap tu re

"the man-eater" to prove th eir manh ood and to d isp lay

mementos of th eir tr iumph above th eir fireplaces or around

their necks . (A good-quality grea t white shark tooth , wh ich

could be more th an two inches in length, sells today for abou t

$1 50; a set of jaws m ight fetch more th an $3,000 .) A venge

ful, dedicated hunt, conducted on a largely inshore species,

has not benefi ted the scattered populatio ns of Carcharodon car

charias. Castro and colleagues (1999) placed the great white in

Category 3 ("species th at are exploited by directed fisheries or

bycatch and have a limited reproduct ive po tential") and

observed that "populations may be small and highly localized

and very vulnerable to overexploiratio n." Although we sti ll

know too little about th e mig ratory habits of th e g reat white,

it is now pro tected in those waters where it is most lik ely to

show up. W hi te sharks were first pro tected in South M rica in

1992; since then , Nami bia, the Maldives, Malta, Florida, and

California have fully pro tected the species, with fishermen no

longer allowed to catch them.

Because of their cosmopolitan distribution, it m ight be

possible to reduce or even elimi nate a local shark popula tion

without raising the spec ter of global exti nc tion. "Local

exti nction," wrote Cast ro and colleag ues (1999), "refers to

th e disappearance of a species or populati on in a g iven geo

g raphic area, while the species is st ill extant in the rest of its

range. Ext inct ion refers to th e disappearance of th e species on

a global scale. . . .There are few recorded cases of local extinc

tion of sharks or elasmobranc hs in generaL. . .Nevertheless, it

is possible that g iven enough time and sufficient fishing pres

sure, some sharks could become g lobally extinct." J ack
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Musick and Beverly McMillan (2002) asked, "W hat are the

chances that some species of sharks, or many, will go

extinct?" The ir answer:

Some scient ists argue tha t it is impossible to drive widely

distr ibuted coastal shark species, like sand tigers and the

hand some duskies that used co be regular visito rs co the

Virginia coast , co extin ction. [We] believe they are

wrong-that there is a point of no rerum at which rem

nants of populations become so few that there are not

enough breeders to cont inue. We may be on th e brink of

finding out just where that point is.

Perhaps the greatest misconcepti on about sharks is that

they are particularly dangerous to people. The truth is closer

to the opposi te. Twent y-five years after the publication of

jaws, Peter Benchley wrote an article for Audubon magazine

titled "Swimming with Sharks, " in which he noted:

"Somewhere between 40 million and 70 million sharks were

killed in 1994 . The International Shark Attack File estimates

that for every human being killed by a shark , IO million

sharks are killed by huma n beings ." Contrary to conventio n-

.al wisdom, conflicts between man and shark almost always

end in favor of the man, especially if the man is in his own ele

ment and not the shark's. Un der those circumstances, the con

flict is known as "fishing."

Benchley, also in his 1998 Audubonarticle, stated: "Now

it is widely accepted that sharks in general , and great whites in

particular, do not target human beings . When a great white

attacks a person, it is almost always an accident, a case of mis

taken identity." In the summer of 2 0 02, with attendant pub

licity and appearances on every network television talk show,

Benchley published Shark Trouble, in which he commented:

Shark atta cks on human beings generate a tremendous

amount of media coverage, part ly because they occur so

rarely, but mostly, I think, because people are, and always

have been, simultaneously intri gued and terrified by

sharks. Sharks come from a wing of the dark castle where

our nightmares live-s-deep water beyond our sight and

understanding-and so they stimulate our fears and fan

tasies and imaginations.

IN A 197 3 ARTICLE co-authored with his wife Claire, Perry

Gilbert , a shark expert and, later, di rector of Mote Marine

Laboratory in Florida, sang the virtues of sharks:

The shark, with a mod icum of fine traits , rriight be con

sidered one of the most successful animals that has ever

lived. To other animals it is far from delicious. Its cough
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hide makes it almost inedible, and while it has the grace

that sheer power bescows, it is not really beautiful.. . .It

has, however, one enviable att ribute and this has con

tr ibuted greatly to its success.. . .Cancer is virtua lly absent

from its prima l myomeres.

Some researchers decided that shark cartilage contains a

protein tha t inhibits the angiogenes is (development of new

blood vessels) needed to provide nourishment for tumor and

cancer growth. Tum ors need a large supply of blood to sur

vive, and cartilage contains substances that prevent the for

mat ion of blood vessels. Since 1979, at Mote Marine

Laboratory, Carl Luer has been exposing nurse sharks and

clearnose skates to powerful carcinogens, includ ing aflatoxin

Band merhylazoxymerhanol, and has been unable to get

tu mors to grow at all. Working with A. B. Bodine, Luer has

seen that the carcinogens reach the DN A of the elasmobranch

cells, but the cells seem to repair themselves before any sort of

mutation can result. In an article in the j ournal of theNational

Cancer Institute in 1993, James Mathews wrote , "Most

researchers agree that continued study of the shark's intrigu

ing anatomy may yield answers to treating cancer in humans."

Certainly an animal that is so successful in resisting cancer is

worth more to medical and pharmaceutical researchers than to

those who would hack off its fins to make soup .

Despite the tota l absence of evidence, someone, some

where was going to cash in on the possibility that shark car

tilage could prevent cancer in humans. First came a New

Je rsey company called Cart ilage Consultants, Inc., which

obtained a patent for pills made of powdered shark carti lage.

Th e j ournal of the National Cancer Institute announced that

"there is no proof that it is effective when taken this way,"and

Luer, in an article written for Mote Marine Laboratory, assert 

ed, "The statements made by cartilage pill promoters that it

is cartilage that gives sharks the ir immunity to cancer, then,

are inaccurate and irresponsib le." We are still a long way from

finding-s-or even suggesting-a shark-related cure for cancer.

Indeed , although irresponsible medical claims might serve no

useful purpose for humans, it might furthe r endanger the

sharks.

In February 1993, the television program 60 Minutes

aired a story on shark cartilage as a treatment for cancer in

humans, bringing forth an outraged response from the people

who were doing the research. In the March 1993 newslette r of

the American Elasmobranch Society, Carl Luer wrote, "We

cannot support the market ing of shark cartilage for this appli 

cation, especially since the promoters of the prod uct inte nd to



The International Shark Attack File estimates

that f or every human being killed by a shark}

IO million sharks are ki lled by human beings,

-PET ER BEN CHL EY

rely on the natural resource as an endless supply of material."

If it were tru e that shark carti lage could somehow prevent

cancer in humans, perhaps the taking of sharks might be jus

tified, but since no such evidence exists, they should not be

caught and ground up for their components. In a letter to the

same newsletter, Kum ar Mahadevan, d irector of Mote Marine

Laboratory, stated, "No evidence-not even a logical connee

tion-s-exiscs at th is stage to assume that shark cartilage test

ed on blood vessel g rowth in the laboratory should produce

significant tumor regression when give n to cancer pat ient s."

Assum ing that we could consume shark carti lage to protect

ourselves from cancer was like believing that we could eat

sawdust made from redwood trees to make ourselves taller.

In 2000, a new chapter opened in the shark cartil age

story. A study published then concluded that sharks not only

get cancer but even get cartilage cancer. Gary Ostrander and

J ohn Harshberger found at least 40 cases of cancer in sharks

and other cartil ag inous fishes after surveying scienti fic papers

and tumor samples from the N at ional Cancer Institute's

Registry of Tumors in Lower Animals. In an article published

in Science magazine on April 14 , 2000, Ostrander is quoted as

saying that he hopes the study will help explode the "huge

myth " that sharks are immune to cancer-a misapprehension

shared even by "people in my own field." It 's hard to believe

that susceptibility to cancer can save your life, but that 's what

happened to the sharks. Chalk up one for the elasmobranchs.

CANCER NOTWITHSTANDING, elasmo branchs (sharks,

skates, and rays) are far from immune to overfishing. The

thornback ray (Raja davata) is now considered close to

spiny dogfish, pen-and-ink

exti nctio n, according to mon itors of th e North Sea popula

tions . With the decline of cod and haddock , fishers have

trawled for bottom dwellers and have virtually eliminated

them-as well as destroying th e seafloor. Replacing th e

ub iquitous fish-and -chips, ska te-and -chips became for a

tim e a popular menu item, as did skate wi th black butter.

W ith overfishi ng, however, th ese di shes have become as rare

as dodo pudding .

Probably th e most surprising and unexpected near

exti nction in recent years has been th at of th e barndoor skate

(Raja laevis), which nobody was fishing for at all. For gener

atio ns, cod fisherm en hauled in these unwant ed elasmo

bran chs, whi ch, at a tot al of 16 square feet, approach th e

dimensions of th eir nam esake. Like many elasmobranchs, R,

laeuis is Kvselected, and thus is slow to mature, reproduces

slowly, and has offspring that are small in number but large

in size. Indeed , newbo rn barndoor skates are already 10 inch 

es across, sizable enoug h to ge t caught in tr awls from th eir

day of birth and therefore never having a hope of ;eproduc

ing. "Forty-five years ago ," Ji ll Casey and Ransom Meyers

noted in a 1998 Science art icle, "research surveys on th e St.

Pierre Bank (off southern N ewfoundland) recorded barnd oor

skates in 10% of th eir tows; in the last 20 years, none has

been caugh t and th is pattern of decline is simi lar throughout

th e range of th e species." What happened? When th e dis

tant-water fleets were scooping up codfish, redfish, and every

thing else that swam in eastern Canadian and N ew England

waters in the 1970s , a large part of the bycarch was barndoor

skates. Fisheries biologists, latel y studying th e decline of

more valuable food fishes, d idn 't not ice the disappearance of
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barndoor skates unt il it was too late. "If current population

trends continue," wrote Casey and Meyers, "the barndoor

skate could become the first well-documented examp le of

extinction in a mari ne fish species."

In a way, sharks are bellwe thers for the conservation of

manne life. Th ey are largely unpopular animals with an

almost completely un founded reputation that includes a

nasty disposition, a mout hful of razor-sharp teeth , and an

inclination to use those teeth on peop le. Most of the known

shark species are small and harml ess; only the g reat white,

mako, tiger, bull , hamm erhead , whale r, and oceanic whiretip

have ever been implicated in deliberate attacks on people.

We mu st always remem ber that th e sea is the sharks'

domain , not ours. To approach the shark's compe tence in

water, we need fins, snorke ls, face masks, scuba gear-and

even with th ese arti ficial aids, we are awkward and un com

fortable inte rlopers. Before we can pro tect a species , in the

sea or out , we need to realize that it has as much righ t to be

there as we do--probably more, if longevity of the species

is factored in . To see any animal as inferior insults that

species and all life on Eart h. A more appropriate way to

look at life was sugges ted by H enry Beston in 1928:
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We need another and a wiser and perhaps a more mystical

concept of animals. Remote from universal nature , and

living by compl icated art ifice, man in civilization surveys

the creature through the glass of his knowledge and sees

thereby a feather magn ified and the whole image in dis

torti on. We patronize them for their incompleteness, for

their tragic fate of having raken form so far below our

selves. And therein we err, we gready err. For the animal

shall not be measured by man. In a world older and more

complex than ours they move finished and complete, gift

ed with extensions of the senses we have lost or never

arrained, living by voices we shall never hear. Th ey are nor

brethren , they are not underlings; they are othe r nations,

caught with ourselves in the net of life and tim e, fellow

prisoners of the splendour and travail of the earth. «

Richard Ellis is research associate at the American Museum of

Natural History in New York. His 14 books about thecreatures of

theocean include The Book of Whales, Monsters of the Sea, and

Aquagenesis. In addition to illustrating his own books, Ellis' art

work hasappeared in publicationssuchas Audubon and National

Geographic andhas beenexhibitedin museumsandgalleries around

the world. t::;::::=9 This essay is excerpted from theforthcoming book

The Empty Ocean: Plundering the World's Marine Life by
Richard Ellis, published by Island Press, and is used by permission

of Brandt & Hochman Literary Agents, Inc. (©20 03 by Richard

Ellis, all rights reserved).
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Paradise
Almost

Lost

by George Rogers N ARTICLE ABOUT a new museum and garden in the Palm Beach Post's "Good

Life" section of June 23 , 2 0 0 2 , proudly reaffirms a tradit ional Florida transfor

mation: "From Pine Scrub to Paradise." W hat a pity in crowded Palm Beach

County to delight still in replacing the oldest and most diverse natural system

in the state-Florida scrub , a dwarfed, gnarly, evergreen, sun-baked, xeric

community on hyper-sterile, highly drained, usually white sands-with an artificial garden .

Florida scrub may be unspectacular to the untrained eye, but it is a natural garden

exquis itely attuned to place. That place usually occupies high, dry, nort h-sout h ridges-
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places that are also just right for railroads, highways, and the

active adult lifestyle. \'V'here I live in coastalJupiter is a devel

oper 's dream. Th e county population has tripled since 1970 .

Golf courses are beyond counting, the landfill rising alongside

the Florida Turnpike needs only a carillon on the sum mit, and

the gated comm unities protect us from the likes of "Mr.

Bear," whose suburban misadventures last sum mer provided

media amusement . From origin s on the scrubby coastal ridge,

low-density sprawl metastasizes ever westward into the north

ern remains of the Everglades. As a result , less than 2% of the

orig inal Palm Beach County scrub survives, chiefly as a str ing

of parks and reserves dotted among the high rises and malls

along U.S. 1. Inadequately protected scrubby places atrract

construction debris, rusting appliances, and off-road vehicles.

Th e statewide scrub picture is similar: patchy, almost 90%

elimi nated, inadequately understood, and eroding into a

grab-bag of remnant tracts , many of which are preserved.

Th e loss of thi s natural community makes each scrubby

patch more precious, though comp ute r-inventoried, porta

pon ied, g lossy-brochured, fenced natural areas-with endan

gered species planted and each Florida scrub-jay banded-feel

at tim es more city park-like than natural. The loss hit per

sonally when a favorite scrap of scrubby flatwoods bowed to

the inevitable last year. Th e patch existed unpr~tentiously

between the Town of Jupiter municipal buildings and a

Wendy's Restaurant , a walking-distance study site for stu

dents at Jupiter H igh School where I lend a hand . A tiny rem

nant persists uncomfortably alongside some big new cultural

asset rising above the irrigated sod.

Extending a bit into neighboring states, the dominant

vegetation in "Florida" scrub is sand pine, Florida rosemary, and

a clique of smallish oaks (mainly scrub oak, myrtle oak, sand

live oak, and Chapman's oak) in the company of varied tough

leafed shrubs, scattered hardy wildflowers, sedges, and lichens.

Florida rosemary is not the culinary herb, but rather a bristly

bush related to the more northern crowberry. The largest

remaining area of pine-dominated scrub in Florida is in and

near Ocala National Forest, where "mult iple-use" management

includes logging for pine pulpwood. Oak-dominated scrub is

besr represented along the Atlant ic Coastal Ridge and the

Central RidgeSystem, including the Lake Wales Ridge, which

is the state's tour ism and citrus spine. Scrub communities also

wrap along the coast around the Gulf into the Panhandle .

Some scrub areas are impe netrably user-unfriendly, at

least to humans, which perhaps makes them a refuge for such

creatures as the Florida panther. Yet when the deerflies go
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away, other remn ants beckon with charms of the sort I imag

ine to remain hard-wired into our primal psycho-circuit s:

open and savannalike with curious views around the next

bend . Th e woody plant s are on a human scale. The bright

white sand can resemble dazzling snow; flowers are often iso

lared like museum pieces on display; and lichen ground cov

ers suggest the flora on Mars.

Th e key to savoring scrub is appreciating its ant iqu ity.

Th e oldest direct evidence of Florida scrub goes back some 2 0

milli on years into the Miocene epoch. Th e scrubby inte rior

ridges probably formed around the Pliocene epoch approxi

mately 5- 2 million years ago. In ancient tim es, scrub vegeta

tion extended continuously from Florida to the more arid

West . Today, Florida creatures with western affinities includ e

scrub-jays, harvester ants, and gopher torto ises as well as sev

eral plants . Rising and falling seas intermittently covered

most of Florida except the scrubby interior ridges during the

early Pleistocene epoch (beginning almost 2 million years

ago). During periods of high water the scrubby ridges were

partially and variably exposed as island archipelagos; they

were living laborator ies of island evolutio n, speciation,

intraspecific variations, and ancient endemism. Th e waters

receded during the Wisconsin glacial period, allowing scrub

to spread widely before retreating to the high dry dunes and

ridges during the last 7,000 comparatively wet years. Thus,

unli ke other Florida biological communities, scrub "islands"

along the southern Lake Wales Ridge have evolved relatively

und isturbed for a very long tim e.

Antiquiry and dynamic fragmentation make scrub the

most diverse terrestrial community type in the state. Over 10 0

plant species are characteristi c of scrub; about half of them are

endemic, and a substant ial port ion of these are formally listed

as threat ened or endangered . About 45 arthropods, the Florida

mouse, the scrub lizard, the blue-tailed mole skink, and the

sand skink belong to the endemic fauna- whose poster child

is the Florida scrub-jay. Th is charismatic creature poses will

ingly for endearing phoro-ops prone to engender enth usiasm

for preserving scrub as habitat for the bird. As positive as this

may be, management oriented roward th is single species favors

a young successional stage at the expense of species and

processes adapted to different condit ions. A step down the

charisma pecking order comes the lizards, as represented by

the sand skink on the Lake Wales Ridge. Thi s oddi ry is a can

didate for "most scrub-adapted animal." Leaving serpenti ne

tracks while swimming through the loose sand, sand skinks

look more like eels than lizards-all tail. The streamlined



fronc end wedges through the sand with the lower jaw hidden

inco the upper. The reduced fronc legs fit inco body recesses.

Transparenc lower eyelids serve as sandproof goggles.

Standing up for the uncharismatic minifauna, the red

widow spider is kin to the infamous black widow and exem

plifies the tangled and subtle eco-webs that must be accom

modated in managem enc stra teg ies. Confined to scrub ,

reportedly dependenc on fire, and nesting almost exclusively

on saw palmetto leaves, the red widow appears to bounce

th rough wide swings in populat ion levels. A multiyear study

at Archbold Biological Station watched the population

plunge l oa -fold and then begin an apparenc uptick. Scrub

jays and at least two species of wasps prey on it , and a third

wasp or cohort of related species probably consumes the eggs.

Th e spider reluctantl y shares its webs with other spiders,

which steal the booty and perhaps attack their host directly.

The lovely fringerree tChionantbus uirginicus) is fami liar to

many readers. Florida botanist John Kunkel Small discovered

the closely related scrub endemic-the pygmy fringetree

tCbionanthns pygmaeus)-in April 1920, and said:

Two species of Cbionantbushave been known for a long tim e.

One, a large shrub or small tree, is native in the southeast

ern United States, and is much cult ivated for orname nt . Th e

other is a nat ive of China and is also in culrivation. Our new

kind grew in mi niature forests, the little trees ranging mosr

ly from a foor to a foot and a half tall. Fortunately, we found

the plant in full flower. The leaves were only part ly devel

oped, so that the myriads of pure white flowers borne in

large panicles on the upper part s of the stems were the most

conspicuous floral feature on the hills.

Fringe trees, scrub-jays, lizard tracks, and spiders are all

visible subjects for conservation. It is more of a trick to extend

General Distribution
of Florida Scrub

Ocala National Forest

Lake Wales Ridge
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the embrace of public apprecianon, management concern,

and educational init iatives to the three I's: the int angible, the

intricate, and the invisible. In other words, how to conserve

the ecological, evolut ionary, and subterranean?

If all truth were known about the underground life of

scrub, the story would surely be remarkable, given the chal

lenges of life in a sun-baked sandbox. Th eft is one way to

acquire scarce resources, and the botanical parasites in scrub

include root parasites such as hogplum, blacksenna, and indi

anpipes. Often mist aken for dodd er, the above-ground para

site lovevine is festooned like spag hetti dropped from a heli

copter over its hosts. This vine reveals its relationship with

cinnamon and sassafras through a faintly spicy fragrance. A

more honorable approach to acquiring water and nutrients is

root specialization. At least in some localities, the small oaks

and some shrubs have brushy root systems branching down 

ward 4-5 feet. Saw palmetto roots plunge to depths of 15 feet

or more. Rosemary, by cont rast, radiates superficial roots 2 0

feet around the shrub, probably out -competing other vegeta

tion for water and possibly committing allelopathic herbi

'cide- a neat trick of altering soil chemistry in a way unfavor

able to its compe ti tors.

As mysterious and delicate as scrub ecology may be, it is

dependent on the indelicate force of fire. As a primary man

ageme nt tool, fire resembl es nineteenth cent ury surgery in

the face of the int ricacy of the human body-well motivat

ed , useful, but slowly recuperated. The natural frequencies of

scrub fires pro bably fall into the range of 2 0-7 0 (or some

times more) years. In the pre-development past , flames typi

cally invaded scrub from more flammable surrounding vege

tation. When the surrounding vegetation is citrus groves and

lawns, however, the fire regime becomes distin ctly unn atural.

And where natural fire regimes are gone and local opposition

preclud es prescribed burning , mechanical and herbicidal dis

turbances are probably not well matched to fire-adapte d

scrub biota.

What if a scrub remains unburned for a thousand years?

Th e prevailing view on th is ques tion sugges ts that scrub

requires the torch to thwart succession to hardwood ham

mock, to elimi nate invasive species, and to maintain an open

canopy and conditions requ ired by fire-dependent , early-suc

cessional endemics. Th e apparent minoriry and cont rasting

view, art iculated by World War II-era biologist Herman

Kurz, suggests that scrub is "static for ages" because "perma

nentl y sterile sand and unfavorable water relations.. .are pro

hibitive to a hammock or climax forest stage." Beyond flames
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and sand , forces helping to keep scrub scrubby include the

ability of sand pine to reseed without burning coupled with a

short life-span, storms, salt spray in places, and possibly

allelopathy. Th ere may be no single truth-point along the

spectrum of outlooks on pyrogenici ty because scrubs are

diverse, humans have been altering habit ats for mill ennia

and fires happen.

Even if scrub can persist in places free of fire, flames have

long played a role in these habitats as evidenced by fire adap

tations, such as the serotin ous cones of some sand pines, which

remain sealed unt il heatin g , or the germi nation boost that fire

provid es to Florida rosemary seeds. W hile acknowledg ing the

naturalness and utility of burning, I personally suspect scrub

has the ability to persist without such benefit, and harbor a

little apprehension about the pot enti al for fiery excess. The

thresholds for prescribed burning and its objectives demand

discipl ined specificity. Is the goal to simul ate a perceived nat

ural fire frequency, and if so, what is that? Or is the goal to

maintain scrub-jays or other distur bance-loving rare species;

what then of species appropriate to later successional stages?

Or to prevent the' build-up of excess fuel load? Or is it to

purge invasive exotic species? Or to promote scrub diversity

on a coordinated regional level, while attempting to retain

intac t ground covers and soil litter, ecological and evolutio n

ary processes, and a full range of successional stages?

The questions, if not the answers, surrounding fire man

agement are more obvious than those around ex situ (off-site)

species preservation and reint roduction. Recentl y on a class

field tr ip we were thrilled to encounte r a rare mint in a nat

ural scrub, only to learn subsequently of the specimen's

importation from another county as part of a "restoration"

effort. When a rare rhinoceros faces imminent extinct ion, the

merits of preserving germ plasm in a zoo are clear enough .

But if a plant species is prot ected in its habitat and not tee

tering over the brink of oblivion, there is a double downside

to propagat ing it horticulturally and spreading it art ificially

into natural areas. A relat ively minor criticism is that of pri

ority-given a choice, it is usually preferable to worry more

about the ecosystem than a single species. But such matt ers

are seldom so either-or. A bigger worry stems from awareness

that any given species is not a uniform ent ity, but rather a

complex mosaic of breeding patterns, distr ibutional histo

ries, and evolved genetic patchiness. DNA technology is just

allowing effective glimpses into this evolut ionary wind ow,

which is particularly interestin g in the case of "island "

species- like those found in Florida scrub. H uman-mediat-



ed spread of garden-reared genotypes und oes the insularity at.

the heart of natu ral processes extendi ng backward and per

haps forward int o deep time.

Consider the odd little four-petal pawpaw, a shrub

endemic to and scatte red in a handfu l of geographically iso

lated scrub habitats in and near Jupiter. Little is known of its

breeding system or its hig hly site-specific geog raphical

genet ic evolutionary history. Yet the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service's South Florida mu lti-s pecies recovery plan calls for

cultivation at a botanical garden as seed sources for reintro

duction. If the shrub can be readily preserved from exti nct ion

in cultivation, why deliberately swamp the last semblance of

its natural history in the name of preservation? No mat ter

what technologies emerge 20, 10 0 , or 10 ,0 0 0 years from

now, it will never again be possible to study the cryptic

int raspecific variation of th is species or its symbi?nts. It will

never be possible for a naturalist to come upon the pawpaw

and wonder how or why it came to be there. From a scient if

ic, deep-t ime, or reverence-for-nature perspective, there's not

much difference between a species reint roduced from a

botanical garde n and one st ill in a botanical garden except for

the int erpret ive sign.

H igh on the scrub vocabulary list is habitat fragmenta

tion. Scrub islands bear witness to the truth of the equili bri

um theory of island biogeography, which predicts that larger

islands support more species. Larger reserves also emb race

greater habitat diversity; are less vulnerable to edge effects

and encroachment; and support the minimum viable popula

tions of more species. Minimum viable populat ion size is con

trolled in part by genetic diversity lost in small popu lations

through inbreeding- and chance events. It relates further to

the home ranges and resource needs of species. Eastern indigo

snakes probably require over 124 acres; at least 55 acres are

reportedly necessary to support a viable gopher tortoise pop

ulat ion. W ho knows how much acreage the pollinators of

some scrub flowers need?

Clearly then, not all scrub residents live free of outs ide

needs, such as migratory pat hways, nesting sites, food sources,

dispersal routes, syrnbionrs, or geneti c refreshment . Thus the

increasingly unnatu ral context surrou nding scrub patches is a

serious matte r. Corridors connecting scrub habitats may help.

Th e Florida gopher frog , for instance, breeds in temporary

grassy ponds and then disperses overland to live commensal

ly with gopher tortoises. Frogs who hop to the golf course

pond face herbicides, fungicides, and insecticides, and need a

bett er pathway through life. Contrived corridors generate

dou bts, however; they may facilitate passage of pestilence,

predators, exotics, and unnatural gene flow. Moreover, their

effectiveness is largely untested, althoug h some recent

research is encouragi ng.

Th e question of corridors exemplifies the big headache

uncontrolled development running ahead of ecological under

standing. In terms of scrub preservation, it is almost too little

too late, but not quite. The good news is that th roughout

much of Florida it remains possible to experience the sensory

combination of the hot Florida sun, blazing whit e sand,

refreshing sea breezes, and acid-resinous fragrance of a scrubb y

ridge; to puzzle over bewildering oak diversity; and to come

face-to-facewith a Florida scrub-jay.J ust direct your gaze away

from the condominium towering above the next dune . «

George Rogers studiedtheflora of thesoutheastern u.s. duringa

post-doctoral fellowship at the Arnold Arboretum oj Harvard

University and laterindulgeda special interest in grasses, sedges, and

agaves whileteaching at the University oj the \Vest Indies, Barbados.

He nowserves as department chairfor environmental borticulture at

Palm Beach Community College and as a guest teacher [orJ upiter

High Schoof's Environmental Magnet Program inJ upiter, Florida.
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[CONSERVATION HISTORY]

G EO GE PERKINS MARS! AND THE

Over the century and a quarter since Marsh's death, we can see

clearly how many benefits have already flowedfrom his astringent but

constructive appraisal ofhumanity's legacy of land use and abuse.

O U R PATH T OWARD stewardship leads through a

landscape shadowed by disasters. Ignorance and

mistakes may become more than errors, though ,

when we find the courage to learn from them . On such occa

sions they open broader vistas on both the wholeness of Nature

and culture and the historical implications of our immediate,

local decisions. For the past thirty years I have lived with my

family in the wounded and recovering terrain of Vermont ,

whi le teaching literature and environmenta l studies at

Middlebury College. Over the course of these decades I have

become more and more impressed by the power, within con

servation thought, of what mig ht be called creative grieving.

By th is term I mean the potential for new ecological insight

and social resolve to grow out of catastrophe .

. The environmental history of Vermont has fostered such

growth. During the early decades of the nineteenth century,

the Green Mountains were deforested with a rapaciousness

equal to any on th is continent. Zadock Th omp son 's r85 3

Natura! History of Vermont described a wasteland of stumps

and gullies. W hole communi ties of farmers failed and emi

grated, and large mamm als became extinc t in most of the

state. Today, Vermont is more heavily forested than at any

time in the past two cent uries and also supports an increas

ing diversity of wildlife. No t just beaver and deer, but also

viable populations of fishers, otte rs, bears, and bobcats have
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been reestablished here. Th e possibility for wolf and cata

mount recovery has even become a realist ic topic for discus

sion among biologists and politicians. Such rewild ing has

been accompanied by a host of sta te and local conservation

ini tiatives. Several of the most notable of these have been

cente red in Woodstock, the town where George Perkins

Marsh was born in rSo r ; they can be related di rectly to his

vision and accomplishments.

While growing up , Marsh saw the slopes of nearby Mt .

Tom denud ed. The resultant slash burn ed in a series of

uncontrollable fires, from which the woods were long in

recoveri ng . Through out h is boyhood , he watched as

unchecked erosion ruined fishing in the streams and drove

many local farme rs off their land . Marsh carried these images

with him for the rest of his life. Years later, when he was sent

first to Turkey and then to Italy as an American diplomat , he

began to investiga te the cent uries of deforestation in the

Mediterranean world. Generally considered the most gifted

Ameri can lingui st of his generation, he was able to carry out

his research in the bibl ical and classical langu ages, as well as

in most of the modern European tongues. Hi s studies con

firmed that many of the exposed, arid, and depopul ated

expanses he visited had once sustained rich civilizations. The

patte rn he observed and conveyed was one in which the

incremental cut ting of trees over generations eradicated a
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resource that had felt inexhaust ible to peop le. He also noted

that modern industrial society, around the world, was accel

erating such destructiveness at an alarmi ng rate.

After his 1861 appoi nt ment as Lincoln 's ambassador to

the N ew U nified Kingd om of Italy, Marsh shifted his opera

tions as the capital was relocated, first from Turin to Florence

and then to Rome. Bur until his death in 1882 he always

retained a home in Florence. Th e connections between the

deforestation and recovery of Tuscany and Vermont intrigu ed

him for the rest of his life. Th ese two regions of a simi lar size

were the landscapes Marsh loved above all others, and in rela

tion to which his thinking about loss and recovery attained

its fullest maturity. At Vallombrosa, one of the most ancient,

beautiful , and culturally prestigious forests in Italy, his final

lett ers reveled in the beauty of that landscape and in the local

legacy of stewardship, both ancient and modern, on behalf of

that forest.

Man and Nature, which Marsh published In 1864, has

been described by Lewis Mumford as "the fountainhead" of

conservation thought. In the book, Marsh demonstrated

humanity's power for long-lasting damage to natural systems

by focusing on deforestat ion, in particular. He cited instances

in which people had already destroyed the fert ilit y of

immense regions for cent uries to come, caused devastating

erosion, altered climates, silted- in harbors, and unwittingly

brought down their own proud civilizations. N o scienti fically

oriented writ er had ever described the result s of human heed

lessness in terms as dire as these:

The earth is fast becoming an unfit home for its noblest
inhabitant, and another era of equal human crime and
human improvidence, and of like duration with that
through which tracesof that crime and that improvidence
extend, would reduce it to such a condition of impover
ished productiveness, of shattered surface, of climatic
excess, as to threaten the depravation, barbarism, and per
haps evenextinction of the species.

As \XTilliam Cronon has noted, Marsh's book was a major

force behind the 1873 Timber Culture Act , the 1885 found

ing of Adirondack State Park, and the 1891 Forest Reserve

Act. Marsh's carefully documented examples and forceful

writing had earlier played a crucial role in the developm ent of

our national parks, during the years between the prot ection of

Yosemite Valley (originally as a state park) in 1864 and the

establishment of Yellowstone in 1872 as the first national

park in the world. Such achievements and their political con-
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text are chronicled in David Lowenth al's authoritative biog ra

phy, George Perkins Marsh, Prophet of Conservation.

Another enduring aspect of Marsh's achievement is the

chastened hopefulness of his voice, which remains a powerful

model for mindfulness and reform. He looks steadfastly at the

gravi ty of our collective errors over the centuries, and at the

darkness of the prospect to which they have brought us, and he

insists that we regard this terrifying spectacle along with him.

Grounded, thus, in the dangers, he can also look forward (in

the titl e of one of his book's subheadings) to a "Restoration of

Disturbed Harmonies." He can envision hum anity becoming

"a coworker with nature in the reconstruction of the damaged

George Perkins Marsh, ca. 1860



fabric which the negligence or the wantonness of former

lodgers has rendered unt enantable. He must aid her in recloth 

ing the mountain slopes with forests and vegetab le mold,

thereby restoring the fountains which she provided to water

them.. .. " If Marsh is, as Lowenth al's subtitle describes him, a

prophet, he is one who echoes J eremiah and Isaiah alike. He

castigates the wasteful practices characterizing so much of our

history and at the same tim e envisions a new era of balanced

wisdom. H is complex tone anticipates the ecological insigh t

and rhetorical power of environmental prop hecy in America.

AT THE CORE of Marsh's environmenta l vision is a yearning

for patr iotic and civic vocation. It wasn't that, as a Vermonter

in Italy, he felt any sense of exile- far from it . Florence, in

particular, agreed with him very well indeed. But both his sci

entific studies and his experience of living abroad seem to

have intensified the democratic values which he imb ibed in

his small-town boyhood. Writing before Haeckl , Marsh

nonetheless expressed the essence of ecology in a way that also

evoked his egalitarian political vision: "T hus all nature is

linked together by invisible bonds and every organic creature,

however low, however feeble, however dependent is necessary

to the well-being of some other among the myriad forms of

life with which the Creator has peopled the earth. " Natural

history and polit ics were never separate for him .

Marsh was an early advocate of preserv ing th e

Adi rondacks, both for the sake of nature lovers hungry for an

experience of the conti nent 's primeval forest and for the pro

tection of the streams flowing into the Hudson River and the

Erie Canal. Thi s kind of dual argument, one side of which

might be described as poet ic or spiritual, the oth er as practi

calor economic, complicated Marsh's already dense writing .

It has sometimes made it hard for twentie th century conser

vat ionists to know just where to place him. A simila r com

plexity continues to challenge and enr ich the ident ity of the

Adirondack Park, the preserve that may express Marsh's influ

ence and vision more directly than any other. In an article in

Sanctuary magazine, Paul Bray wrote:

When a "blue line"was drawnon a maparoundsomemil
lions of acres of land under mixed ownership in the
Adirondack region in 189 2, a verydifferent ideaofa park
from the public estate model of Yellowstone was initiat
ed. The challenge was not only how to reconcile nature
preservation with the demand forrecreational usebur also
how to meet the economic needs of the park's resident
population in an ecologically compatible manner.

Marsh's broad comparative vision reminds us that con

servation must now be pursued within an inclusive, evolu

tionary perspect ive. N ational parks and other protected lands

must conti nue to allow for a higher level of pro tection than

private stewards alone could manage. But th ey mus t do so

increasingly within a context of global environmental aware

ness and offer th eir benefits, as Frederick Law Olmsted wrote,

to visitors "from all parts of th e world. "

U nder Marsh's influence, in 1892 a protective blue line

was drawn around th e "mixed -ownership " Adirondacks. But

we are now beginning to realize that such a line must actual

ly encircle the whole planet, its struggl ing human co:TImuni

ties and its wildlife alike . Marsh's value to us today comes

from his awareness that the be~utiful world at which he

looked so discerning ly had already been damaged in grave

ways by human heedlessness. From his own vision of the

beleaguered heart of N ature grew his hope to promote a more

inclusive, respectful , mutually protective, and progressive

relation ship between hum an communities and the living

earth. Marsh aspired to become himself-and encouraged

each of his readers to become-"a co-worker with nature."

SHADOWS HAVE marked out our path toward a more mature

land ethic. Marsh documents the devastating aftermath of

deforestation; Aldo Leopold shows the cultural as well as the

biological impoverishment that follows from destruction of

wild habitat and extinct ion of predators; Rachel Carson dis

closes how DDT and other pesticides circulate through our

watersheds and through our own bodies; Bill McKibben, in the

present day, relates our fossil-fuel-based mobility and con

sumerism to grave changes in the global climate. The upshot of

such writing, finally, is not lamentation, though. It represents a

balanced proposal for a more hopeful and sustainable way oflife.

As Leopold writes in A Sand County Almanac, an expanded land

eth ic has now become "an evolutionary possibiliry and an eco

logical necessity." Over the century and a quarter since Marsh's

death , we can see clearly how many benefits have already flowed

from his astringent but constructive appraisal of hum anity's

legacy of land use and abuse. H is story encourages us to con

tinue advancing along the path of chastened resolut ion. ({

John Elder is Stewart Prof essor of English and Environmental

Studies at Middlebury Collegein Vl!I7llont. His recent books asauthor

or editor include Th e Frog Run, Reading the Mountains of

Home, and The Return of the Wolf: Reflections on the Future

of Wolves in th e Northeast.
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[POPULATION MATTERS]

Limits-to-Growth and the
Biodiversity Crisis

by Eileen Crist

If the world's air is clean for humans to breathe but supports no birds or

butterflies, if the world 's waters are pure for humans to drink but contain no

fish or crustaceans or diatoms, have we solved our environmen tal problems?

Well, I suppose so, at least as environmentalism is commonly construed. That

clumsy, confused, and presumptuous formulation " the environment" implies

viewing air, water, soil, forests, rivers, swamps, deserts, and oceans as merely

a milieu within which something important is set: human life, human history.

But what's at issue in fact is not an environment; it 's a living world.

David Quammen
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SINCE PAUL EHRLICH'S Population Bomb (1968) and the

Club of Rome's Limits to G rowth (Meadows er al. 1972), many

environ mental analysts have argued that th e assumption of

endless grow th on a finite planet is irrational and dangerous.

Th ey contend that neither the huma~ population nor world

economic productivity can conti nue co increase without invit

ing scarcity--of energy sources, mat erials, water, and soil.

And constraints are not imposed only through finit e

resources, but also by the planet 's limited capacity co absorb

the waste output of an enormous and growing population.

Limits-co-growth proponents cannot predic t exactly when, or

how, industrial civilization-and with jt all humanity-will

become cornered by its obst inate commitment co endless

growth, but ecological modeling makes clear that as limits are

breached, overshoot and collapse are all but inevitab le

(Meadows et al. 1992).

As long as limit s-co-g rowth argume nts have been

around, so have its detractors, known by the happy-go-lucky

name of "cornucopians." Th e most famous among th em is the

late economist Julian Simon. For cornucopia ns, there are no

finite limits co the Earth 's resources or absorptive capacity.

They argue that were "finite limits" a true category, then its

parameters should be measurable. H owever, the argument

cont inues, the quant ity of any resource is not an absolut e: we

cannot be sure that th ere are no treasure-troves of the resource

waiting co be found-a discovery th at would alter its quant i

tative profile; the quanti ty of the resource is a function of th e

technolog ies that extract and process it-more efficient tech

nologies change the "amount" of the resource; recycling can

prolong the life of a resource, or make it last indefinitely; our

interest in any resource involves the services and uses it pro

vides, so if it can be replaced by another or by an invented

substi tute, then the question of the resource's finite ness is

irrelevant; and finally, oute r space "is the limi t ," offering such

futur e prospects as hydroponic farming in spaceships and

ext raterrestr ial mining (see Simon 1999 ; Kahn et al. 1976).

Cornucopians-also und erstandably known as "technological

optimists "--conclude that the idea of finite lim its is a

chimera. When it comes co resources, the real player is not .a

constrai ning set of natural mate rials or variables, but hum an

ingenu ity regarded as the "ultimate resource" (Simon 1996).

Limitations of the debate

In crucial ways, the debate between th e limits-co-g rowth pro

ponents and the cornucopians is extraneous co the ecological

crisis, especially co the pligh t of nonh umans; and it consti-

tutes a digression. The core issue is not the quandary of real

world limits but what kind of real world we desire co live in.

I submit fWO poi nts: (1) the biodiversity crisis is essentially

sidestepped by the lim its-co-growth framework; and (2) what

is invidious about the cornucopian view is not th at it is (nec

essarily) wrong-headed , but the dismal reality it envisions and

would make of the Earth .

According co the Club of Rome's estimations in the early

1970s, the time available co avoid a "monume ntal crisis" was

a matt er of years not decades (Elichirigoity 1999 ). It is indeed

possible (but far from definite) that at some future mom ent a

keystone thresh old of bioph ysical lim its will be violated, back

firing unexpectedly, dram atically, and perhaps apocalyp tically

against humanity's unsust ainable economic und ertakings and

population growth. But we can neither hope that Nature will

come co the rescue nor dread the uncontro llable forces we may

unleash. It is critical cofocus on what is presentl y dead certain:

that overproduction and overpopulation have been driving the

dismantling of complex ecosystems and native life, and leaving

in their widening wake constructed environments, simplified

ecologies, and lost life forms.

A key problem , then, with how the debate is framed is

that it refers co future Otltcomes- be they catastrophes or

prospects. Th e (im)possibility of a growth-caused grand-scale

ecological crisis is posited for an indeterminable morrow.

Limits-co-growth environmental literature falls into th is trap

of future-oriented th ink ing-it is replete with portending

allusions co what will come, such as "humanity is close co lim

its," "hazardous times are just ahead," or "we may/will soon

see [such and such]." But from an ecological present-day vista

such an approach is self-defeati ng , if only because tomorrow

is a slippery idea. While appearing co be a referenti al con

cept-isomorphic with "today" and "yesrerday 't-c- t'rornor

row" is a null set: it never comes, and so essentially refers co

noth ing. What always arrives is today, and in this madly

accelerated world every today is ecologically poorer than yes

terday. But directing attention coward future possible disas

ter(s) can subtly shape how the present moment is experi

enced and understood. As long as the'litmus test for the real

ity of an ecological crisis is in the future, we become inured

against seeing that we are immersed in it , here and now.

Th e environmental crisis is multidimensional but no

facet is more urgent, nor more fundamental, than the biodi 

versity crisis. Th e idea of biodiversity has sometimes been

regarded as vague and political-assessments that miss the

point by a long shot. Far from being vague, "biodiversity" is
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inclusive of all levels: from genes, thro ugh species (as well

subspecies, varieties, and hybrids), popul ations, ecosystems,

and biomes, co processes of ecological interconnectivity and

evolutionary speciation. All are dimensions of biodiversi ty: a

plurality of living states and processes, biological actuality

and potential, that makes the concept exquisitely versatile,

encompassing , and robust. The view, moreover, that "biodi

versity" and "the biodiversity crisis" are political moti fs

skillfully constructed with the aim of crystallizing problems

in order co influence policy-is narrow-minded. Only.those

focused exclusively on human affairs, and conflicting interest s

therein, would mistake the intensity and mandate that infuse

scientific discourse about biodiversity for politics.

Th e various components of biodiversity, presently being

unraveled , required hun dreds, thousands, millions, or billions

of years co reach a breathtaking level of int ricacy and

dynamism. Th e ruinat ion of life that conservation biologists

call "the biodiversity crisis" refers co the global events of

human-driven extinction, contraction of populations , con

striction of organisms' natu ral ranges and movemenr , gene tic

erosion, ecosystem destruction and degradation, habitat frag

mentat ion, the evolutio nary standstill of comp lex life, and

receding wilderness. Looking at the whole picture, we are

today-in the midst of inaugurating a biogeological era of a

decimated biota. Yet there is time co mitigate the worst out

come of th is global simplification.

Does the framework of "breaching limits" address the

momentous event of the biodiversiry crisis? Arguably, it does

not. It is perfectly possible that a mass extinction of 50%,

60%, or more of the Earth's species would not be pragm ati

cally catastrophicfor human beings. Such a destruction would

forever eclipse possibilities for enhancing and prolonging

human life th rough loss of un invest igated medici nes,

unknown products, and novel food sources- not ro say treas

uries of knowledge and beauty. But loss of unexplored possi

bilities is quite different from breaching lim its . And psycho

log ically speaking, hum an beings experience loss poignantl y

only for what they become dispossessed of, not for something

they never had nor knew. If mass extinc tion proceeds, human

beings will indeed experience loss of a magnitude they do not

yet fathom; that grief, however, will not be about having pos

sibly lost the cure for the common cold.

If biodiversity conti nues co be whittled down daily on a

global scale, the inevitable consequence will be the planet 's

large-scale transformat ion into a human satellite of techno

logical, managed, and constructed landscapes. Again, the
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question of violating lim its is potenti ally moot . Th e conver

sion and leveling of, for example, countless European, North

American , and Asian ecosystems has not been catastrophic for

their human cit izens: on the cont rary, the appropriation of

wild Nature's wealth has been the (profoundly under-recog

nized) source of so-called "affluence." From the limits-co

growth perspective, time-delays in the penalt ies of destruc

tion are precisely what can lead to inadvertent overshoot-so

such delays should not be assumed co signify that extreme

penalties for humans are not forthcoming. Even if this rea

soning is correct, again it is problematic in defining ecologi

cal calamity as a potenti al future state. Focus on the future ,

however, may not only implicitl y normali ze the present , but

also make the evaluation of the present state ult imately con

tingent on whether or not a futur e "monumenta l crisis"

ensues. If no such big-time crisis emerges, are we co conclude

that the comp rehensive conversion of the biosphere co serve a

human materialism gone rampant is benign?

It is realisti cally possible for the Earth co be colonized

by Homosapiens without infraction of basic life-support con

dit ions for the human species. Consider some possibi li ties.

Natural forests could be largely replaced with tree planta 

tions-even genetically engineered co absorb more carbon

dioxide or gro w faster to maturit y. Degraded agricultural

fields might become arable if stocked with crops engin eered

to gro w on them; and extensive co-opta tion of the rat ional

meth ods of agroeco logy, such as cornposting, crop rotat ion,

and inter-cropping , could breathe some life into depleted

soils. Exhausted fisheries and extinct fish might be replaced

with large-scale aquaculture operat ions providing protein

for humans. Problems of water scarcity could be managed

th rough rat ioning, more efficient technologies, or mam

mot h engineering projec ts such as converti ng salt wate r to

fresh water.

In short , over the face of the Earth, wild N ature's origi

nal services might become massively tweaked-and substi

tuted for-by life-support enterprises of engineered Nature.

While the latter world would be a wasteland by any ecologi

cal standard of comparison co the former, it might be capable

of physically sustaining human beings, perhaps even in very

large numbers. And so, while the limits-co-growth debate

keeps questions circling around the reality or chimera of an

upcoming collision with biophysical limits, what can be lost

from sight is an unfolding slow-motion avalanche that is

"ending" the natu ral world, to quote the poet , not with a

bang but a whimper.



Th e limi ts-to-growth entreaty to sustain the world's

"natural capital" in order to provide for human needs by har

vesting its "interest" also leaves the plight of biodiversity by

the wayside. The function of capital is to generate wealth for

its owners, stockholders, and customers; by analogy, the func

tion of natural capital is to generate wealth for people. Even

ignoring the anthropocentrisrn of identifying the natural

world as capital, the characterization "natural capital" does

not dictate or foreclose what the biological wealth to be sus

tained should, exactly, look like. Extensive tree cover (in lieu of

ancient and/or mature forests) is clearly definable as natura l or

biological capital-not only is it a source of timber products,

bur it also generates oxygen and absorbs carbon dioxide, can

counter erosion on sloping grounds if planted successfully,

and might even function as a wild life refuge and watershed of

sorts. Salmon with growth hormone genes spliced into thei r

DNA- fattened swiftly for slaughter-migh t also be regard

ed as biological capital: this engineered variety can be har

vested in 1 8 months rather than three years (Turner 2 001),

thus generating "interest" faster than the wild and free vari

eties of salmon "natural capital ."

To contend that we need to sustain "natural capital" for

human well-being and survival is not an ecological argument ,

and bears no necessary connection to the conservation mis

sion. At its deepest recesses, th is way of conceptualizing the

biological world can bclsrer-s-despire the best intent ions

the cornucopian worldview for which Nature is nothing bur

raw material to be harnessed and milked for the production of

wealth. If technological opt imists start waving the banner of

"conserving/creating natural capital," it should not come as a

big surprise; the "capital-interest" idiom easily lends itself to

appropriation by the ideology of free-market humanism.

Beyond limits

In conclusion , the limi ts-to -growth framework is inadequate

to address the centra l crisis of our day: ( I) because mass

extinction could conceivably come to pass without jeopard

izing the survival of the human species; and (2) because peo

ple might be mate rially sustained by a techno logically man

aged biota made to yield services and products required for

human life. The crucial question, then, is not whethe r a col

onized world is viable bur rather: W ho (besides Simon and

company) wants to live in such a world? Presented wit h a

port rait of a planet largely divested of native ecosystems,

wildlife, and big wilderness , people might awaken to the

bleak world now taking shape.

If bioph ilia is inborn to the human soul, as E.O. Wilson

has eloquently maintained , then devastatin g the biosphere is

tantamount to the betrayal of love. Such is the treason at the

heart of the biodive rsity crisis. While this can be harped on in

ways that quickly descend into sentimentali ty, there are other

ways to point to it so that more people see it in the present .

One is to be as clear and precise as possible about the conse

quences of the humanized order under construction : in th is

emergi ng realiry it is not our survival and well-bei ng that are

primarily on the line, but everybody else's. «

Eileen Crist is an assistant professor in Science and Technology

Studies at Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Virginia. She is theauthor

of Images of Animals: Anthropomorph ism and Ani mal

Mind (2000). Herlast article for Wild Earth , "Quantifying the

Biodiversity Crisis," appeared in the spring 2002 issue.
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Ray Dasmann: A Credit to His Species by Stephanie Mills

Called by the Wild
The Autobiography of a
Conservationist

by RaymondF. Dasmann

with a [oreuord by Paul R. Ehrlich

Uniiersity of California Press, 2002

255 pages, $27 ·50

EARLY LAST YEAR Raymond

Dasmann's autobiography appeared.

Having known Ray a little in my

California days, and been shaped by

reading his books and hearing him

speak, I read Calledby the \Vild eagerly.

In the midst of reviewing his charac

teristically wry and laconic account of

what was in fact a most original and

illustrious career, I learned to my sad

ness that Ray, 83, had died.

Although he began andconcluded

his working life as a professor, Ray

Dasmann would vent ure far from acad

eme into the organizations where

international conservation policy was

shaped and implemented . He worked

as a senior associate with the Conser

vation Foundation at a tim e when

Frank Fraser Darling , Russell Train,

Fairfield Osborn , and William Vogr

(whose 1948 book RoadtoSurvival had

sounded an early warning on human

overpopulation) were "part of the

team." He also worked with UNESCO

to create the Man and the Biosphere

Program and was senior ecologist at

the IUCN. He was elected a fellow

of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science and received

the Distinguished Service Award from

the Society for Conservation Biology.

To read his autobiograp hy, then,
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was to learn in detail what the world

has lost-in the wilderness Ray

Dasmann knew and strove to save,

and in the person of a great biologist .

Dasmann was born and raised in

San Francisco. Th e wild called and he

responded, from boyhood days birding

in Golden Gate Park to teenaged cow

boying on an uncle's ranch in the

southern Sierra N evada, to becoming a

fire lookout and field biologist and pio

neering inte rnational conservationist.

RAY DASMA NN covered all kinds of

terrain in the course of his life, from

the remote N ew Gu inea highlands

where he served in World War II to

the European and American cities

where his inte rnational conservation

work required his residence. He also

traveled the terrain of the human

. heart . On a blind date while he was on

leave in Sydney, Australia, Ray fell in

love with Elizabeth Sheldon. Elizabeth,

an artis t and newspaperwoman, requit

ed Ray's love till she died, becoming

his partner for life and the mother of

their three daugh ters. A very human

work, Calledby the \Vild is shot

through with Ray's admiration for and

grati tude to Elizabeth , with memori es

of their family life and travels together.

When the war was over, Ray

brough t Elizabeth back home with him

to San Francisco. She went to work in

the city as a newspaper librarian and he

crossed the bay to study forestry at the

University of California at Berkeley. He

wound up as a graduate student under

Starker Leopold, and earned his spurs

by serious number-crunching for a

prescient and controversial stud y of

California's deer populations. One

upshot of the research was that when

Starker Leopold, like his father Aldo

before him, recommend ed a doe hunt

to trim the herd to fit the land's carry

ing capacity, he too was reviled and his

recommendations ignored. Publ ic opin

ion norwirhstanding , the population

crash that Dasmann had helped to

predict came to pass.

The geographer Carl Sauer was

another of Dasrnann 's august profes

sors at the Uni versity of California.

Dasmann describes Sauer as the "ulti

mate interd isciplinarian." Sauer's eru

dition and geni us for articulating pat

terns of physiographic and cultural

interplay surely enlarged Dasrnann's

own scope and understanding. Ray

would become an ecologist in the

fullest sense. He too would span and

integrate existing scient ific disciplines

and help initiate new ones.

By the end of the 1950S, Ray

Dasmann was teaching at H umboldt

State University and had writt en the

classic Environmental Conservation, which

went through fiveeditions before he

retired it. His \Vildlife Biology also

became the standard text and was simi

larly long-lived. In addition to these,

Dasmann wrote a slew of books for

general readers. He credited Starker

Leopold's beautiful English and Spanish

ptose as his inspiration to write well,

and he did. What's more, the fieldwork

under Leopold gave Dasmann "a rare

opportu nity to visit all the wild coun

try in California." This experience

would years later inform his most

successful book, TheDestrtation of

California; published in 1965.



Reading The Destruction of

California in the early eighties really

shook my world . An exemplary work

of what has come to be called environ

mental history, the book detailed,

among its other revelat ions, the biotic

changes wrought by human aerion

in the natu ral landscape of the San

Francisco Bay region that I then called

home. From Dasmann I learned that

the winter green and summer beige

hillslope palette of northern Califor

nia's seasons was an art ifact, a conse

quence of introduced grasses.

Raymond Dasmann had firsthand

knowledge of just how tattered the

remnants of what he once called the

"old, wild world" were becoming. He

was keenly aware of the multifarious

human assaults on the wild, especially

those mounted by industri al civiliza

tion. Yet he was no misanth rope.

Historic and more recent evidence sug

gested that "primitive" human beings

had fit in the wild world. Could our

species find a way to belong again?

In 1959, a Fulbr ight grant took

Dasmann to Rhodesia. There he met a

young game ranger named Alan

Savory in whose eye the Panglossian

Holistic Resource Management

concept may have been a gleam.

Dasrnann 's work in Africa was on

game ranching-getting meat from

native ungul ates- and led to a book

on the subject. From the idea of a

reg ional economy based on a wild har

vest and hunt to the broad concept of

ecodevelopmenr is but an intell ectual

leap, and it wasn't many years before

Dasmann made it . Hi s wildlife biolo

gis t's understandin g of the stern reali

ty of carrying capacity wouldn't admi t

of fantasies like sustainable growth.

"Ecodevelopment stresses that

hu man use of planet earrh mu st

respect the ecolog ical constrai nts

imposed by th e natural environ

ment ," he wrote in Calledby the \Vild.

N evertheless, Dasmann understood

that management policies that didn 't

acknowledge some human claims

to subsis tence in the countrys ide

around, or even within wild reserves

would likely be unenforceable, to say

nothing of being un just: A second

precept of ecodevelopment, he wrote,

is that it "must be direered to meet

ing the basic needs of the poorest peo

ple before paying atte nt ion to the

wantsof the eli te."

RAY DASM ANN'S poli tics were eco

logical, therefore unconvent ional, and

ahead of their time. I thought one of

his most salient ideas was a distinction

between "ecosystem" and "biosphere"

peoples, advanced in the early 197os:

Trad it ional "primitive" socieries .. .
occur wit hin a single ecosystem and
are subjec t co the ecological concrols
within an ecosystem .. . .Globally
domi nanc cultures draw upon the
resources of th e ent ire biosphere. . ..
Thi s makes possible a much more

complete disruption or destruction

of the components of an ecosystem
th an is possib le co an ecosystem
dependenc society.

Dasmann later regr~tted the over

simp lification inherent in th is distinc

tion. It sugges ted a symbiosis with the

biosphere on the parr of globally dom

inant cultu res and seemed to overlook

instances of overexploiration of

resources by tribal people. To clarify,

he added a further distin ction between

invaders and natives.

N aturally enough, Ray's thought

placed him in the vanguard of biore

gionalism, although he preferred th is

rose by other names. During his stint

at the IDCN, Dasmann, with Miklos

Udvardy, developed a map of the

world 's biot ic provinces. Irs primary

purpose was to provide the basis for a

strategic and representative program

of ecosystems preservation. The map

showed palpable terri tories, not

geopolitical enti ties. It depicted a

world not devoid of borders, exactly,

but wit h natu ral and permeable

bound aries. It was a first map of

planetary bioregions.

With ur-bioregiona list Peter

Berg, Dasmann co-authored

"Reinhabiting California," which

appeared in The Ecologist in 1976 and

introduced a timely and radical pro

gram for Californians and other bios

phere invader types to become native

to the ir ecosystems: "Reinhabirarion,"

they wrote,

means learning co live-in-place in

an area that has been disrupted and

injured through past exploitation... .

It involves applying for membership

in a biotic comm uni ry and ceasing co

be its exploite r... .Shifting co a rein

habicory sociery, however, requires

basic changes in presenc-day social

directions, economics, and politics.
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In th is era of globalization with

its catastrop hic technological hubri s

and extreme volat ility, reinhabitarion's

good sense becomes increasing ly obvi

ous and urgent .

When we first met in the late

1970S I asked Ray Dasmann if he felt

some sympathy with Prin ce Peter

Kropotkin, the anarchist prince and

Russian geographer who wrote Mutual

Aid. Ray's response, as I recall , was

a smile and a nod, yes. As affirmed

in Called by the Wild, Ray Dasmann

held freedom sacred: It was nothing

abstract or ideological to him , bur

some thing immanent that required

some where to live.

"W hen we chain and confine all

our wild count ry, eliminate the free

roaming animal life," he wrote, "Then

there will be no space left forrhar last

wild thing, the free human spirit." «

Reviewed by writer and former W ild

Eart h board member Stephanie Mills,

who lives in Michigan. Her books include

W hatever H appened to Ecology?

(1989), In Service of th e W ild

( 1995), and, most recently, Epicurean

Simplicit y (2002).

Wilderness and
Political Ecology
Aborigin al Influences and the
Original State of Nature

edited by Charles E. Kay

and Randy T. Simmons

University of Utah Press, 2002

342 pages, $45

DATA, INTERPRETATIONS of data,

and policy recommendations consti 

tute the pyramid of argument in most
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science-based advocacy work. Because

Charles E. Kay is well known for his

ant i-wilderness leanings, the explicit

anti-wilderness statements in his

chapter and afterword to Wilderness

and Political Ecology come as no sur

prise. (This anti -wilderness stance also

colors a chapt er writ ten by Th omas

W. Neumann, one of the other eight

contributors .) A reader may neverthe

less find value in the data presented

even the dat a int erpretations- whil e

comi ng to markedly different policy

conclusions.

Such was my experience in read

ing th is compendium of nine con

tr ibuted papers. I now have a deeper

understanding of current, historic,

and prehistoric ecologies in North

America; yet the importance I place

on designated wilderness as a real and

effective category of land "manage

ment " is at least as firm as before.

Learn ing that indigenous peoples

of California may well have hunted

elk, stu rgeon, and land- birthing pin 

nipeds (e.g., elephant seals) down to

"levels we mig ht consider worth y

of endangered species status today"

(jack M. Broughton in "Pre

Columbian Human Impact on

California Vert ebrates") actua lly

stre ng thens my resolve that human

influence be reduced to a minimum

in large and diverse reserves of land .

It is an ethical imperative.

What about chronologi cal

benchmarks for ecological restoration

or standards of what is natural? At

least two aut hors, Paul Mart in and

Gerald W illiams , sugg est that a

benchmark of 13,000 years ago-that '

is, prior to any hu man entry onto this

continent-merits consideration. A

Pleistocene benchm ark rises above the

current academic scuffles about what

America was truly like (in terms of

hu man, bison, passenger pigeon, etc.

popul ation levels) pre- and post

14 9 2 . And it reconfigures on-th e

g round management issues. To set

fire or not to set fire, to hunt or not

to hunt ungul ates: each debate pre

sumes some level of human manipu 

lat ion as natural. A Pleistocene

benchm ark shifts the grow ing edge of

management questions toward rewil 

ding for evolut ion: that is, toward

reintroduction of the key landscape

shapers (or their surroga tes) that were

hunted to extinctio n by the early

Clovis culture and restorat ion of eco

log ical processes that shaped N orth

America's natural diversity.

Paul Mart in's lead chapter in

the volume argues that early hum an

invaders of th is cont inent were the

capstone cause of the end- Pleistocene

"extinction of the massive" some

13 ,0 0 0 years ago. In his final chapter

and afterword, Charles Kay refines this

overkill theory in insig htful and eco

logically persuasive ways. For example,

Kay's contention that herbivores in

America's landscapes were traditional

ly regul ated "top down" (by predators,

including human predators), rather

than "bottom up" (by food or resource '

lim its), actually enhances the likeli

hood that spear- and atlatl-wielding

humans could have caused extinctions .

This is because top-down regul ation

by native canids, cats, and bears would

have presented the early human

invaders with a much smaller popula

tion of large herbivores than previous

ly surmised.

Similarly, Kay sugg ests that it is

actually quite easy to kill even a bull

mamm oth . Our Western standards

of what constitu tes a fair hunt have

heretofore prevented us from seeing



the obvious: a wise PaleoIndi an would

aim for the gut, and then simply fol

low the wounded beast until it suc

cumbed to internal infection. Cool

marshes and bogs would have been

sought by the fever-driven animals

in their final days or hours.

Kay's argument that PaleoIndi ans

need only have hunted to ext inction

the largest herbivores (say, the mam

moth s and mastodons and ground

sloths) is likewise intriguing . Th e

ensuing "trophic cascade"-aS hunting

pressure shifted onto the remaining

smaller creatures- would have inten

sified predat ion by sabertooths and

their ilk on the remaining herbivores,

which in Kay's view might have dr iv

en those creatures over the edge .

Kay's inte rpretations, if not his

polemics, would surely be more help

ful if he would add a Pleistocene

benchm ark for what is natural to his

early and late histor ic benchm arks.

Scenarios that propose low num bers of

passenger pigeons prior to 1492 may

be interestin g, but I also want to hear

what those birds were doing prior to

1 3,0 0 0 B.P. Who was eating pigeon

food (acorns and other nuts) back

then, and who was eating whoever

was eating acorns?

Similarly, I can in no way see

how Kay concludes that, for plants,

"10,000 years is more than enough

time for evolution to work." Popu

lations and comm unities of plant s

surely have shifted in thai: tim e, but

maladaptive traits? Likely not. Indeed,

today's problem of shrub "invasion"

in the semiarid and arid lands of the

American West owes to the influx of

domestic grazers (cattle, sheep, and

horses) with out the comm ensurate

return of predators who could hold

those populations in check and rein-

troduction of browsers (camels,

ground sloth s, and mastodons) who

would relish creosotebush, mesqu ite,

and other native shrubs ignored by

th e grazers. «

Reuieuedby Conn ie Barlow, author of

Th e Gh osts of Evolurion and other sci

ence books, as well asa halfdozen"essays

in Wild Earth ondeep timeand euolu

tionary ecology.

The Adirondacks
Wild Island of Hope

by Gary A. Randorf

with a foreword by Bill McKibben

J ohns Hopkins University Press, 2002

202 pages, $22 .95

G AR Y RANDORF has been married

to Ne w York's Adi rondack Mountains

for more than 30 years. As a natural

ist, conservat ionist, photographer, and

writer, this protean lover of the woods

and rivers has prob ably hoofed and

paddled more miles in th e region than

any man , woman, or beast alive, with

the possible exception of legendary

97-year-old Adirondack guide

Clarence Petty. Randorfs much-ant ici

pated book of words and photographs ,

The Adirondacks: \Vild Island of Hope,

represents a tru e life's work-a life

immersed in his subject matter.

Randorf is quick to say he had

his share of luck. He arrived in the

Adirondacks around the time Governor

Nelson Rockefeller was creating the

Adirondack Park Agency (APA). In

1972, the APA hired Randorf as a "nat

ural resources planner." Soon he was

exploring the wilderness in the compa

ny of the park's foremost natural ists and

conservationists-including Petry, as

well as Greenleaf Chase, George Davis,

and others. Eventua lly he stood among

them as an equal.

Where luck ended and genius

began was th e day Rand orf first

slipped a camera into his backpack .

Th e Ad iron dack photos he bagged

over three decades form th e heart of

th is book . They're brilliant. Part of

th e reason is Randorf's eye- that of

an art ist. Moreover, thi s photogra

phe r travels swiftly and light .

Whereas other g reat im age-makers

of th e region have tended to lug

heavy tripods and large-format

cam eras and lenses into the wilds,

Randorf-a wiry man full of ener

gy- has work ed with light 35 mm

equip ment . This allowed him to

bu stl e up and down mountains and

arou nd th e sho res of lakes at extraor

dinary speed . The upshot is th at

Rand orf managed to be at the right

place in th e right light on an

asto unding number of occasions.

Am ong the hundred photographs

in The Adirondacks: \Vild Island of

Hope, it 's hard to pick favorites. I sup

pose mine, aside from the obligatory

mouth-watering landscapes, are por 

traits that convey a sense of intimacy:
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Afternoon light flatters the High Peaks Wilderness,

from The Adirondacks: Wild Island of Hope

a solitary woman on a summer day,

taking in a view of rhe Pharaoh Lake

Wi lderness; a swirling backwater of

rhe Ausable; leaves afloat on Lake

Lila; a young moose in tall grass; a

red-jacketed hike r in a winter land

scape of virtual black-and -white;

cross-country skiers seen at long dis

tance, making their way across a

snow-covered lake. The Adi rondacks

shine in all seasons. Only two photo

graphs, one showing the view from

Crane Mountain and the oth er the

summi t of Cascade, were shot in

black-and-white. Th ey're stunners.

Randorf s tome combines the

visual pleasures of a coffee table book

with a substantial text. About one

thi rd consists of auto biography; anoth

er third celebrates the natural wonders

of the region and surveys its history;

and finally, because Randorf, now

senior counselor to the Adirondack

Counci l, is a dogged and devoted con

servationist, a third of the book con

fronts the rampant development and

chronic air pollution that th reaten

wildlife and people across the park's

six-mi llion-odd acres.

Faults? The book has few. More

thoro ugh examinations of the park's

history can be found in the works of

distinguished Adirondack historians

such as Philip Terrie and Barbara

McMarti n. No doubt the author, in

giving the broad view, has strayed into

a sweeping generalizat ion or two. As a

lover of fine photography, I regret that

the pages are not larger in size. Most

of the images are squeezed into less

than half a page. But these are minor

concerns. Randorfs images are g lori

ous, and their modest dimensions on

the page make this book affordable.

Hi s text reads like a love letter-the

best, most honest kind of love letter,

one that glows with genuine affection

while simultaneous ly addressing dark

issues tha t beg to be resolved. «

Reviewed by Edward Kanze, a natural

ist, author, and photographer who lives in

theAdirondacks along theSaranac River,

near Bloomingdale.

Living in the
Appalachian Forest
True Tales of Susta inable

Forestry

by Chris Bolgiano

Stackpole Books, 2002

200 pages, $18 .95

S USTAI N A BILITY IS a tricky term,

as Chris Bolgiano acknowledges:"liable

to a variety of definit ions, or, worse, to

being used with no definition at all.

But the ambiguity of this "buzzword

of the millennium, " as she calls it,

does not frighten her from seeking its

embodiment in the forests of her

chosen homeland, the southern

Appalachians. Those forests need such

attention. Having partially recovered

from the early-twentieth-cent ury rav

ages recounted in Bolgiano's 1998

book, The Appalachian Forest: A Search

for Roots and Renewal, our fragile south

eastern mountains are again the object

of growing pressure from the timber,

mining, and developm ent industries.

In my review of that earlier book (Wild

Earth, winter 1998-1999), I noted

that its discussion of land use was

restricted to publicly owned national

forests and national parks. Livingin the

Appalachian Forest may be seen as a

pendant volume which redresses that

imbalance by asking: Can people live

and work susrainably on the private

lands of the world's biologically richest

temperate hardwood forests?

Tha t the emp hasis here is on peo

ple seems appropriate not only to

Bolg iano's narrative and descrip tive

gifts, but also to the region that is her

focus. Appalachia is a byword for rural

poverty in America, and conservation

here, as in another poor and ecologi-
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cally sensitive zone, th e

tropics (see Michael

Soule, "Does Sustainable

Development Help

N ature ?" \Vild Earth,

winte r 2 0 0 0-20 01 , with

extensive bibliography),

has tradit ionally been

intertwined wit h social

and economic issues.

From her early chapter

on "The Landless" of the

reg ion to her concluding vignette

of Uk rainian imm igrants collecting

mushrooms on her Virginia property,

Bolgiano never loses sight of

Appalachians' dependence on the land

for livelihood . At the same time, she

makes clear her allegiance to the

region's land and wildlife with expres

sions of love for her own Virginia

property and a lengthy reversion to

'the topic of her firsr book, Mountain

Lion (1995).

These deep sympathies for the

human and non-human life of the

mou ntains dr ive her to seek out

explorers of "a new path, a middle

route between preservation and

exploitation." Through encounters

with dozens of Appalachian forest

dwellers and forest-workers, she covers

a wide spectrum of profitable forest

uses, seldom judging them outrig ht,

and giving their ambiguities full play.

Her examples include miners, land

holders, consulti ng foresters, horse

loggers, sawmill operators, a summer

camp owner, and a ginseng grower.

Three chapter titles, "Minimal

Measures," "JUSt How Beautiful is

Small?" and "Size Is as Size Does,"

indicate the importance of scale to sus

rainabiliry, The smallest businesses

described in Bolgiano's book tend to

be the most plausibly sustainable. The

largest and most lucra

tive, Addington

Enterprises' infamous

mountaintop-removal

mining in eastern

Kentucky (masquerad 

ing in places as an elk

restoration project), is

rhe most destructive .

T his patte rn sug

gests a need to dist in

guish the ecological

from the economic goal of susrainabili

ty, The ecological goal should be clear,

in general terms: to prevent degrada 

tion of species diversity and habitat as

defined by the best scient ific evidence

for pre-disturbance conditions . Living

in theAppalachian Forest shows us some

heartening attempts in this direction, .

but gives no assurance of their success.

Hanging over them all is the verdict of

the 'Reverend Dick Austin, conserva

tion theolog ian, forest owner, and one

of the most admirably thoughtful fig

ures in the book. "It 's unclear whether

there can be such a thing as sustainab le

forestry," Austin notes. "Most of what's

been done in its name has degraded

the forest. . . .N o one has shown a sus

tainable forest ry that I've seen, at least

in th is part of the country."

And what is the economicgoal of

sustainable forest use? If it is to enable

conscientious individuals or families

to earn some income from woodland

while respecting its non-material values

and preserving local folkways, Bolgiano

shows it may be possible. But if sus

tainable forestry rries to compete wirh

industrial logging , to make a signifi

cant contri butio n to the interna tional

supply of wood, it may be doomed to

failure. And if it seeks to rival destruc

tive non-t imber uses of forests-as sites

for mineral extraction or residential

development- its success seems equally

unlikely. Current demands upon forests

are simpl y too great to be met sustain

ably; the present trend of popula tion

and consumption growth will only

make sustainable forest use a more

vexing problem. As Bolgiano tells us:

"There is an int imate relationship

berween low impact and slow produc

tion." And elsewhere: "Scalesof con

sumption drive scales of impact on the

earth." The present scale of consump

tion, both of wood products and of

land, is incompa tib le with slow pro

duction, and hence with sustainable

forestry in any but small, experimental,

or exceptio nal instances. But such

insrances are often the seeds of larger

things, and Living in the Appalachian

Forest performs a useful function in

telling us where they stand . «

ReviewedbyJay Kardan, a writerand

conservationactivist f rom Palmyra, Virginia.

The Hidden
Connections
Integrating the Biological,
Cognitive, and Social

Dimensions of Life Into a
Science of Sustainability

by Fritjof Capra

Doubleday, 2 002

300 pages, 24.95

IN THE HiDDEN CO N NECTIONS,

physicist and educational theorist

Frirjof Capra calls on human communi

ties to better mimic the narural systems

in which we are embedded. H is synthe

sis of leading thinkers and original

insigh ts illuminates our fundamental

connection to the web of living sys-
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[ P O ET RY]

Sometimes

Sometimes it takes me awhile
to become one with the land.

For fifty years I walk eart h
this sam e way one foot at a
time this sameness quenching
thirst like wi nd drying a wet
mouth. There is nothing bu t
this thin shell of land over
my heart a heart like a tired
jackrabbit chang ing to wind
over bon e.

Som et im es the same ness of my
days feels like dry wind over
brittle rabbit-bush and stiff
cacti.
Again sun rises hot and high
hungry for moisture from my
open mouth. Dry wind sucks
my wet insides out like a
jackrabbit running to dust
over miles of creaki ng eart h .

tems-while drawing on technical sub

jects from quantum mechanics, chem

istry, and complexity theory, to the

Santiago Theory of Cognition and

biotechnology. (Those-who relish th is

discussion will want to read his earlier

book, The \Veb ofLife.)

Capra's overview of the world

economy as a tragic, single-minded

trend toward globalization is concise

and is clearly exemplifi ed in Am erica's

shifti ng emphasis from freedom to free

trade. His explana tion of ecological lit 

eracy and ecodesign as two key steps to

the building of sustainable communi

ties is pragmatic. By the end, The

Hidden Connections accompli shes a bold

goal: to develop a conceptual frame

work integrating the living systems

of biology, cogn it ion, and society.

Capra's wisdom puts flesh on the

bones of this systemi c approach (think

ing in terms of relat ionships, contex t,

patterns, and processes). N ature 's net

works, with their multiple feedback

loops, rule. As we better und erstand

them, we can let them do their glori

ous work. They serve all life, including

humans. Three billion years of success

ful coevolut ion is an impressive streak.

Nature displays unlimi ted develop

ment, diversification, innovation- and

demonstrates creativity in emergent

new orders. H urrian societies, too, can

have that if we are ecologically smarr.

The Hidden Connections makes

a contribution to the greatest chal

lenge of our tim e and of all time

the survival of life on Eart h . The

tasks required may appear over

whelm ing , but th ey are not impossi

ble when approached with a science

of ecological sustainabil it y, «

****

The dogs cat ch a jackrabbit
that is slow and heavy with
dog-saliva now.
I leap across g round shouting
like a crazywoman g rowl and
six dogs drop the blinking
g rey fur . The rabbit sta res
at me and I don 't know if she
is flying back to that other
pl ace where rabbits run like
air.

I make footprints blown back
into formless dust almos t be
fore I pass.
I walk towards horizon ge t ting
no closer to how bones lying
wh ite and silent sing with -
wind. I see change in mountains
riverbeds arroyos see th e
crumbl ing beauty of t ime-nibbled
bones and I pause and know
change is eterni ty.

~ Grace Deer

Reviewedby Randy Hayes, presidentof

the Rainf orest ActionNetwork.
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> ARO UND THE CAMPFIRE ,

FROM PAGE 3

Since the late 197os, the ranks of

the knobby tread crowd have mush

roomed, the agencies remain accom

modating to them, and the damage

to wildlands and to peace and qu iet

snowballs. Th e invent ion of all-terrain

vehicles (ATVs) and far more powerful

snowmobil es allows motor-riders to

penetrate even more rugged terrain.

Perhaps the greatest defeat for conser

vationists in the 197 0S was the failure

of the agencies to do their dury in

managing motorized recreation.

Things will only get worse until

conservationists are willing to go

toe-to-toe with the exhaust-breathers.

It seems that if we could direct

our evolution, most of us would opt

for wheels instead of legs.

'"""'"Dave Foreman

Sandia Mountains Wilderness Area

NOTES

1. Paul Sutter, 200 2, Driven Wild:.How the Fight
Agaimt AutomobileJ Launched the Modern
Wildernm Movement (Seattle : University of
Washington Press).

2. Susan L. Flader, 1979, Aldo Leopold and the
Wilderness Idea, The Living Wildernm
December: 4- 8.

3. Richard Ni xon, February 8, 1972 , Execut ive
Order 11644: Use of Off-Road Vehicles on
the Publ ic Lands, Federal Register 37 (27),
Wednesday, February 9 , 1972 .

4. National Forest SystemOff-R oadVehicle Manage
ment [Hue Paper, December 1974, U.S. Forest
Service, Recreational Management Sraff, 8.

5. David Sheridan, August 197 8, Off-R oad
VehicleJ on PublicLands. Draft Report to the
Council on Environmental Quality, 97 .

6. Sheridan, 89 .
7· Sheridan, 9Q--93·
8. Sheridan , 103-1 05.
9. "Inte rior Secretary Says Off-Road Vehicle

. Use Will Continue," Department of the
Inter ior N ews Release, May 26, 1977 .
Andru s also helped to weaken the BLM
wilderness inventory and argued the timber
indus try 's case dur ing RARE II.

10. OffRoad VehicleJ on PublicLand. 110 .

The opinions expressedin Campfireare my own, and
do not necessarily reflect official policy of the
Wildlands Project. - DF

> A WILDERNESS VIEW,

FROM PA GE 5

wilderness system to milli~ns of bik

ers will bring them into the wilder

ness fold as a pot ent pol itical force,

but th is expanded g roup of pot enti al

wilderness users will have no negative

effects on specific wilderness areas?

I don 't buy it. Unl ess th is mag ically

expanded wilderness movement can

leverage Congress to dramatically and

qui ckly bui ld out the Wi lderness

System, and the pertinent agencies

(U.S. Forest Service, N ation al Park

Service, Bureau of Land Management ,

Fish & Wildlife Service) can efficient

ly disperse and manage the increased

recreational traffic, the ecologi cal

effects of mountain bik ing in wilder

ness areas are likely to be significant.

Large numbers of new wilderness

users, whether hikers, bikers , or but

terfly watchers, cannot help bur nick

away at the int egrity and diversity

of America's last best wild places.

Yes, some research suggests that

bikes probably cause little more ero

sion and soil compaction than hikers,

and likely less than horses, which are

allowed in wilderness. Yes, some stud

ies suggest no discernible difference

in the way hikers and bikers disturb

wildlife in ind ividual encounters.

Approaching afoot or apedal, people

will cause animals to flush. But extra

polating those data points -into an

assumption of no harm ignores the

way technology can amplify human

effects on the natural world .

Which brings me back to my

encounter with the wilderness biker.

My gripe was not because he had

funny looking shorts or rippling

muscles or even that he lied (I th ink)

about not knowing his mode of trans-

porration was illegal. It was because

his bike madethe wilderness smaller. The

bike 's mechanical advantage allowed

him to move farth er and faster into

wild count ry. In this case, the road

less area was relatively small to begin

with , p roviding only modest habitat

security for wildlife. Welcoming

more people on machines would

shrink it further.

As conservationists wrestle with

these questions, it 's well to remind

ourselves that backcountry recreation,

a foundat ional and still valuable argu

ment for wilderness protection , is no

longer preeminent. Th e overarching

rationale for preserving wilderness is

to protect Nature's diversity.

Specifically, that translates to saving

the last refugia for wild creatu res like

grizzly bears and wolverines that need

secure, remote areas to thrive . It

means helping restore and connect

high-quality natural habitats where

martens and otters and other sensitive

species can flourish-and opposing

extractive or recreational uses that

may degrade those habitats .

Certainly everyone can agree that

internecine bickering among muscle

powered recreationists is counterpro

ductive. We can and should avoid it.

Th ere are ways to accommodate

appropriate recreational use of public

lands and maintain the integrity of

the National Wi lderness Preservation

System. In thinking about how best to

do that, every recreationist-whether

hiker , biker, horsepacker, or posey

sniffer-should not begin by asking,

"W hat 's best for ME?" but rather

"W hat's best for the bears?"

'""""' Tom Butler
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From Aristotle to Roger Tory Peterson, naturalists

have made lists, notes, and draw ings of the flowers,

birds, and beasts encountered in their wa nderings.

Along the way th e field gu ide was bo rn. Botanists and

hikers, land managers and hunters, schoolchildren and

artists- the roster is long of people who turn to a field

gu ide, asking, "What is this ?" Here's a sampling of

new natural histo ry hand books to add to your

bookshelf or, better, your backpack.

A Few New Field Guides

Butterflies of North America

byj im P. Brock and Kenn Kaufma»,

2003, Houghton Mifflin, 384 pages, $22

Part of the Kaufman Focus Guide

Series, this book joins a large stack of

butterfly guides to North America

(which only seems small next to the

mou nta in-high collection of bird

gu ides). Butterflies of North America

provides more than 2 ,3°0 images with

a convenient index that doubles as a

life list. Similar species are arranged

side-by-side for comparison along

with range maps.

gized "toads" make a living-whether

specializing on ants for food or arching

their bodies to collect rain:

Fish of Alberta by Michael Sullivan

and Amandafoynt, illustrated by Ian

Sheldon, 2003, Lone Pine Publishing,

176 pages, $14.95

Th is slim volume includes full-color

illustrations, a range map, and informa

tion on feeding , spawning, and popula

tion status for 5 6 species of fish found

in Alberta's lakes, rivers, and streams.

Includ es best sites for viewing.

precariously vulnerable to scarce rainfall

and agricultural warer competition.

Combining species accounts, land-use

history, and maps, this guide to the val

ley's avian diversity is both a call for

conservation and useful resource for

the birder heading afield.

The Wild Orchids of North

America, North of Mexico

by Paul Martin,Brown, drawings by Stan

Folsom, 2003, University Press of

Florida, 236 pages, $27.95

From the red helleborine, growing at

a single serpentine outcropping in

Vermont, to the two-keeled galeandra

recently discovered in a few remote

Everglades sites, orchids represent the

elegance and rarity of the plant king

dom. The \Vild Orchids gives the

botanisr an annotated checklist and key

to the 2 2 3 species in North America

the first such volume since 1924.

Birds of the Lahontan Valley:
A Guide to Nevada's Wetland

Oasis by Graham Chisholm and Larry

A. Neel, illustrations by Mimi Hoppe

Wolf, 2 0 0 2 , University of Nevada Press,

256 pages, $2 1.95

Deep in the arid Great Basin, the rem

nants of a vast Pleistocene lake form

a wetland refuge, home to more than

290 resident and migratory birds. This,

the lahontan Valley, makes a critical

stopover on the Pacific Flyway-and is

Introduction to Horned Lizards

of North America by \Vade C.

Sberbrooee, 2003, University of

California Press, 192 pages, $16.95

"[This is} the horned lizard bible

deluxe," wrote one reviewer of

the original version of this book

(Coevolution). Though it seems hard to

improve from there, the new edition

features revised, detailed species

accounts as well as fascinating infor

mation on how these rnuch-rnytholo-

Marine Life of the North
Atlantic: Canada to New
England by Andrewj. Afartinez and

CandaceStorm Martinez, 2003, Aqua

Quest, 272 pages, $30

Drawn from the aut hors' many years

of diving , th is book ident ifies over

200 species of fishes, invertebrates,

and plants with more than 3 50 color

photographs. Chapters focus on

sponges, anemones, corals, gastropods,

bivalves, lobsters, urchins, and other
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North Atlantic sea life. Natu ral histo

ry, habitat descript ions, and range

informationmake th is a valuable

guide, especially for scuba divers.

Carnivorous Plants of the

United State s and Canada

by Donald E. Schnell, 2 002, Timber

Press, 468 pages, $39.95

No minera ls? Eat flies. Such is the

biological genius of pi tcher plant s,

Venus flytraps, sundews, and other

carnivorous plant s that make a living

in acidic bogs, savannas, and wetlands

across the conti nent . Th is second edi

tion of Carnioorous Plants provides

color photographs, extensive descrip

tions, and distribution maps for all

45 North American species.

The Jepson Desert Manual:
Vascular Plants of South eastern
California edited by Bruce Baldwin et

al., 2002, University of California Press,

626 pages, I28 colorphotographs, $35

In the spirit of the great desert

botanist \XTillis Linn j epson, this man

ual provides excellent photographs

and an exhaust ive botanical key for the

native and naturalized vascular plant s

of California's southeastern deserts.

Based on the originalJ epson Manual,

this updated and streamlined version

is a true handbook for the-field.

Raptors of the World byJ ames

Ferguson-Lees and David A. Christie,

illustratedby Kim Franklin, David

Mead, and Philip Burton, 2 0 01 ,

Houghton Mifflin, 992 pages, 60

While you may not want to include

this book in your balloon trip around

the world (it tips the scale at a ballast

like five and a half pounds), it is the

definit ive identification guide to all

the birds of prey in the world. Each of

3 I 3 species is described thoroughly,

and every plumage and variation is

shown in more than 2,0 0 0 color illus

trations plus hundreds of black-and

white drawings and range maps.

Complete North American

Wildlife: A Photo Field Guide

by Gerard A. Bertrand, HarperCollins,

20° 3, 352 pages, $23;95

Too general for the taxonomist , thi s

guide should prove hand y for the

hik er or casual naturalist when it is

published thi s summer. Over 15 0 0

color photographs cover woodland,

meadow, mountain, and shoreline

encounte rs wit h birds, mammals,

fish, reptiles, amphibians, insects,

spiders, mollusks, wildflowers, trees ,

and shrubs.

Snakes of North America:
Eastern and Centr al Regions

by Alan Tennant, 200 3 , LoneStar Books,

614 pages, $29 ·95

Th is new edition provides photo- _

graphs and descriptions of all species

and subspecies of snakes of eastern and

central North America from Texas to

Manitoba and the eastern seaboard of

the conti nent.

RAPTORS
OF THE WORLD

JOU1X'S f C'IJ:'DOIl""Ll"n MKl David A. Chrisl~

m~.&lC"d br IGm FranLhn.lUVIdM~ and Philip fIunon

Birdwa tching in Vermont

by Ted Murin and Bryan Pfeiffer, 2002,

University Press of New England, 192

pages, $19. 95

Knowing where to go is half the game

in birdwatching. When if! the Green

Mountain State, this compact guide

gives the birder detailed descript ions

and maps for 120 hot spots for birds,

whether watching gli tte ring snow

-geese traveling north th rough the Lake

Champlain valley or searching for

Bicknell's thrush in an alpine fir forest.

Native Plants of Southern

Nevada : An Ethnobotany

by David Rhode, 2002, University of

Utah Press, 188 pages, $24 .95

Paiute and Shoshone peoples of the

Mojave Desert and southern Great

Basin are some of the continent 's origi

nal botanists. Their historical way of

life was based on harvesting wild plants

as they moved across the dry land

scapes, shifting with the seasons. Native

Plants of Southern Nevada arranges that

botanical knowledge into a photo field

guide that provides descriptions, habi

tats, and native uses- plus a list of

Paiute and Shoshone plant names.

Mu shrooms of Cape Cod and
the National Seashore by Arleen

Raines Bessette, \VilliarnJ. Neill, and

Alan E. Bessette, 200 1 , Syracuse

University Press, 174 pages, $26.95

Beyond the breakers and sandy beach

es, Cape Cod is home to a remarkable

mycoflora. Thi s identification guide

features 2 50 indigenous mushroom

species with color photographs and

description s. An introduction covers

habit ats-from pine and oak barrens,

to bogs, kett le ponds, and cedar

swamps-as well as basic mycology

and fungal anatomy.
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~ Beacon Press www.beacon.org

Your practical guide
for planting & growing

native plants.

"'.atrve
Plants.
oral

Check out om'
web service aud. llelVdirectory!

$16.00 PAPERBACK

Wherever books are sold

When Rachel (arson died of
cancer in 1964, her four books,
including the environmental
classic Silent Spring, had made
her one of the most famous
people in America . Lost Wood~,
a trove of previously unpub
lished wri tings, is a priceless
addition to our knowledge of
Rachel Carson, her environmen
talism, and her life.

TAt

ED ITED AND WIT H AN
I NTROD UCTION BY

Linda Lear

..THIS BOOK SHOULD BE REQUIRED READING."
-BiLL Sharp, New York Times Book Review

1-800 -52 0 - 6455
WWW . M I LKWEED .ORG

THE COLORS Of NATURE
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MIL KWE ED 0 ED IT IO N S

THE COLORS OF NATURE
cullureJ idenli/y, andIhe naluralworld
ALISON H. DEMING and
LAUREl E. SAVOY, editors

" [An] unprecedented and invaluable collection of forth right and
bracing essays by writers of 'diversec~ltural origins and disciplinary
backgrounds.' . . . Poets and scientists ardently and knowledgeably
discuss everything from parrots to eth nobo rany, and environmental
racism. A salient contribution to the increasingly important nature
writing canon."-Oonna Seaman, Book/ist

wild earth
Edited byTom Butler

"Bringing together the writings of scientists, activists, and writers,
this book contains some of the most provocative articles from the
conservation journal Wild Earth. "- ISLE

"Radical visions bloom like spidery wild orchids.. . . Th e book
closeswith some fine field essayson wild places and
critters."- WtUhington Post Book World

Propagation
Protocol Database

Your free
searchable database

of native plant
production methods.

www.nativeplantnetworkorg

NATlVEPLA I SMaterials Directory

Your handy gu ide
to more than 1,000 businesses,

researchers, agencies , and supplier
working with native plan ts

for conservation, restoration , reforestatio n
h igh way corridors, landscaping,

and private applications.
$20.00 + Shipping/Handling

Order you r subscription now
800-847-7377 (U.S.) Fax 208-885-3301

e-m ail : nat iveplan rs@u idah o .ed u
N ative Plants Journal

University of Idaho Press
PO Box 4444 16, M oscow ID 83844-44 16

VI SA · MasterCard · D iscover
One Year 530 ITw o Years 555

Library 560 IStudent $25
(Pleaseenclose copy of student 10 for rate.)
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Davis Te Selle

Reconnect
Restore
Rewild

(And revisit us
on the web if you
haven 't dropped
by lately!)

check out the
latest Wildlands
Project news

view Continental
MegaLinkage
maps

link to video
lecture by
Reed Noss

W hile we're planning for Nature's future, help us plan for ours.
By includ ing the Wildlands Project in your estate, you may achieve tax savings

and help ensure that your commi tme nt to protecting wilderness and wildlife con

tinues. Contac t Lina Miller to discuss ways tha t your charitable bequest to the

Wildlands Project can help leave a legacy to future generations, hum an and wild .

.--....." Wi ldlands Project, P.O. Box 455, Richmond, VT 05.477

802-434-4077 ext. 12 lina@wildlandsprojecLorg

Send check or lnte rnat lonal Money Ordor to:
Wildflower· Box 335 • Postal Station F

• Toronto· ON Canada· M4Y 2L7
www.wildflowermag.com

• Wildflower explores the art and
science of our botanical heritage from the
t ropical rain forests of Panama t o t he
mosses and lichens of the Arct ic t undra.

• Each 52-page quarterly iss ue of
Wildflower features news on wildflower
gardening, ecosystem estoration, rare
and common nat ive plant profi les, book

reviews, new book list ings, artwork,
photog raphy, botanizing travel accounts.

• USA & £)vUS EAS P",YAlJlE IN USD • CANADA PAYAeJLE IN CAD

D 1YR $35 4 ISSUES D 1YR $40 4 ISSUES

D 2 YRS $70 8 ISSUES D 2 YR5 $80 8 ISSUES

D Institutions $40 D Inst itutions $45
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GATHERINGS

Bird Lists Partners in Fl ight has released a new version of its "watch list" tallying
U.S. landbird species of conservation concern . Excluding waterfowl and shorebirds,
94 birds .have been included on the list, which can be viewed at the American Bird
Conservancy's website: www.abcbirds .org/pif/piCwatchJist.htm. National Audubon
Society has also released its "WatchList 2002"; see www.audub on.org/b ird/watchlist.

Religion Conference How can we build an economy that is just and honors all of
God's creat ion? This question is at the heart of "Enough For All: Sustainable Living in
a Global World," June 20-23, 2003, Seattle, Washington . This biannual conference is
open to anyone interested in how Christian communities can take a leadership role in
comb ining efforts for social justice and Nature protection. Speakers include Sally
McFague, Damu Smith, Michael Oleska, and David Korten. For more information,
visit www.webofcreation .org/ncc/conference or email cassand ra@toad.net.

s ]C E MEo uA N

PUBLICATIONS

SCB Annual Meeting The 17th Annual Meeting of the Society for Conservation
Biology will be held June 28-July 2, 2003, in Duluth, Minnesota, on the shores of Lake
Superior. The meet ing's theme, "Conservat ion of Land and Water Interactions," will
focus attention on water, forests, wetlands, the Great Lakes and other large lakes and
rivers of the world, marine and coastal systems, and associated biodiversity issues. The
scientific program will include plenary sessions, invited symposia, workshops, organ
ized discussions, poster sessions, and concurrent sessions of contr ibuted oral presenta
tions. Visit www.d.umn .edu/ce/conferences/scb2003/ for information.

Waterbird Plan A collaboration among numerous governmental agencies and
NGOs, Waterbird Conservation for the Americas: North American Waterbird Conservat ion

Plan, Version 1, has been released. The document provides a cont inental framework
for protecting species in North America, Central America, and the Caribbean . It sets
goals and priorities for monitor ing and regional actions related to conservation of
nesting, wintering, and migration hab itats. To obtain a free copy of the plan, visit
www.waterbirdconservation.org or write to waterbirds@fws.org.

Androscoggin Atlas The Appalachian Mounta in Club recently released An

Ecological Atlas of the Upper Androscoggin River Watershed. The document present s 35
maps that cover geology, soils, vegetation, wetlands, lakes, rivers, and wildlife-as well
as human impacts and land conservat ion needs-in the watershed upstream of the
confluence of the Androscoggin and Webb Rivers in Maine. The atlas is available for

free on CD-ROM; printed cop ies may also be requested from the aut hor, David
Publicover, 603-466-2721, ext. 200, dpublicover@amcinfo.org.

. Forest Protection Week Activists will gather in Washington, D.C., June 1-6,

2003, to brief and lobby members of Congress about the degradat ion of nationa l
forests and to alert officials to current legislative assaults on our federal public lands .
On June 4, the National Forest Protection Campaign will launch its Ten Most

Endangered Forests report at a press event with biologist E.O. Wilson. Anyone interest
ed in forest protection issues is welcome to attend; travel scholarships are available.
For more information contact National Field Director Anne Martin at 509-624-5657
or annem@americanlands .org.

Thirty-one back issues
are available, beginning
with our spring 1991
edition. For a more
complete listing, visit
www.wildlandsproject.org.
Order online or use the
reply form insert in th is
issue. See form for addi
tional publications.

Winter 2002-2003 • Freedom of the Seas Carl
Safina on Launching a Sea Ethic, viewpoints on
declining world fisheries, interview with Sylvia Earle,
From KillerWhales to Kelp byJames Estes, Restoring
Southern California's Kelp Forests, Bottom Trawls
Bulldoze Seafloor Habitat, Life in the Darkness of
Monterey Canyon, Field Talk on endangered right
whales, Conserving the Sea Using Lessons from the
Land, Using the ESA to Protect Imperiled Marine
Wildlife, marine protectedareas inOregon, Marine
Protected Areas Strategies for ~ova Scotia
Fall 2002 • Dave Foreman on overpopulation,
Paul Hawken on Commerce and Wilderness, Jay
Kardan on literary conservationists, John Elder
descends into Darkness and Memory, interview
with Mike Fay, John Terborgh asks whether the
"working" forest works for biodiversity, Steve
Stringham pleas for real sciencein grizzly recovery
efforts, Lyanda Haupt encounters a One-Eyed
Dunlin, Conserving Wildlands in Mexico, Benton
MacKaye's Progressive Vision, GaryNabhan's satire
on bioregional infi dels
Summer 2002 • Deep TIme Foreman on Paul
Shepard, [ohn McPhee helps us find our bearings,
Evolution's Second Chance by David Burney et aI.,
Connie Barlow saysgoodbyeto the eternalfrontier,
Reuniting Pangaea byYvonneBaski n,Jeff Bickarton
Reclamation, PaulShepard essay; Theodore Roszak
on ecopsychology, Terrence Frest on native snails,
Kathleen Dean Moore.essay, Dean Bennett tells the
story of Maine's Allagash Wilderness Waterway, a
proposal for Pennsylvania's Allegheny National
Forest, forum onfederal recreation fees
Spring 2002 • Extinction or Reeo,very? Causes
and Processes of Extinction by Dave Foreman, A
Fleet ofArks by Scott Russell Sanders, Quantifying
the Biodiversity Crisis, Learning from the Rocky
Mountain Locust, Passenger Pigeon Lice
Rediscovered, Wolves & the Ecological Recovery of.
Yellowstone, Canebrakes, Threats to the Black
Tailed Prairie Dog and A Plan for Conservation,
CaliforniaCondors inArizona, Moral Meaning of&
Today's Fight for the Endangered Species Act,
Wildlife Amendment ProtectsPrivate Lands
Fail/Winter 2001-2002 (combined issue) •
Citizen Science Thomas Fleischner on natural his
tory, Reed Noss considers whethercitizen scientists
are amateur naturalists, Rick Bonney suggests citi
zens collecting data help science, profiles of proj
ects that monitor birds, mammals, fish, butterflies
and more; Foreman on Early Awareness of
Extinction, Biological Crusts, Sonoran Jaguars,
Restoring Scotland's Caledonian Forest, Doug Scott
examines words oftheWilderness Act, a lament for
Florida, Pedaling Conservation Biology Across
America, Saving SchoolTrust Lands

BA CK ISSU E BONANZA!

We're now offering a full set of
back issues (less sold-out editions)

for $100 including shipping .

Call 802-434-4077
for more details or to order.

Transportation and Ecology Conference The Internationa l Conference on
Ecologyand Transportation, to be held in Lake Placid, New York, from August 24-29,
2003, will explore how ecosystems and transportation infrastructure interact, how to
restore habitat connectivity, and ways to reduce animal-vehicle collisions. Numerous
sponsors range from the Federal Highway Administration to Defenders of Wildlife.
For more information, visitwww.itre.ncsu.edu/cte/ icoet/index.html.
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DS PROJIECT P ERSPECTIVE

n ote s fro m the execut i ve d i r e c to r

Wolves Fall Prey to Politics

I WAS HOPING to not talk about

wolves in this column again for some

time, but two recent and pivotal find

ings-s-one based on poli tics, the other

based on conservation science-war

rant urgent discussion.

In mid-March the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (FWS) announc ed its

reclassification scheme for g ray wolves

under the Endangered Species Act

(ESA). Under the new rule, federal

protections for the wolf have been

removed altogether in some states and

reduced in most others. Much of the

count ry has been broken down into

three separate "Dist inct Population

Segments" (DPS), a bureaucratic term

used to delineate planning areas for

endangered species protection. Because

each DPS is made large enough to

include states with at least some

wolves, the FWS can claim victory,for

its gray wolf recovery program, even

though the species has been restored

to less than two percent of its historic

range in the lower 48 states.

The most absurd example of how

the new rule undermines wolf recovery

efforts is the new Eastern DPS, com

prised of no fewer than 2 I midwestern

and northeastern states. By lumping

the wolf-free Northeast together with

the wolf-inhabited Great Lakes region,

the Fish and Wildlife Service now

considers wolf recovery complete in

the East--despite the fact that not a
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single gray wolf pack exists east of

Michigan . As a result, the agency

will no longer consider reintroducing

wolves into additional portions of

their historic range, such as northern

New England.

Yet preliminary findings from

a new study commissioned by the

Wildlands Project suggest that natural

recolonization of the wolf in the

Northeast is highly unlikely. This

study, conducted by Dr. Carlos Carroll,

an ecologist with the Klamath Center

for Conservation Research, evaluates

the long-term potential for wolf recov

ery in northern New York, Vermont,

New Hampshire, and Maine.

Dr. Carroll 's findings confirm

what scientists have long known: the

forests of northern New England and

New York contain enough suitable

habitat to support roughly 2 ,0 0 0

wolves. Because of high wolf mortality

rates in Canada, however, the proba

bility of wolves dispersing into the

U.S. is extremely low. (Occasional

individuals might make it , but not

enough to form packs and avoid inter

breeding with coyotes.) Moreover, Dr.

Carroll finds that even if Canadian

wolf mortality rates were to be

reduced in the futur e, natural recolo

nization remains unlikely because

habitat connectivity between the two

countries is.increasingly compromised

by human development.

The bottom line is tha t without

an active gray wolf reintroduction pro

gram-and full ESA protections for

the species once it's here-ecologically

effective populations of wolves will not

be reestablished in the northeastern

United States in the forseeable future .

Wolf recovery will be limited to a few

token, geograph ically isolated popula

tions in a small handful of states.

The national debate on the futur e

of wolves is far from over. Already

a number of g roups, including the

Wildlands Project, have formally

petitioned the Fish and Wildlife

Service to establish a northeastern

Distinct Population Segment for wolf

recovery, and plans are unfolding to

challenge the new rule in the courts .

To be sure, much of this current bat

tle will be won based on an intimate

knowledge of obscure government

regula tions and fluency in legalese. To

win the war, however, conservationists

must work to shift the debate away

from abstract legal questions towards

more fundamental ones. Collectively,

we must ask: What is needed to cre

ate a society in which the wolf and

other imperiled creatures gain the

respect that they deserve?

"""'" Leanne Klyza Linck

4
For a variety of viewpoints on the new wolf

rule, visit the International Wolf Cen ter at

www.wolf.org/wolves/n ews/finaLrule.asp
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Natural
Cryogenics

KINGDOM Animalia

PHYLUM Cho rd ata

CLASS Amph ib ia

ORDER Anura

FAMILY Rani d ae

GENUS Rana

SPECIES sylvatica

illustration by Matt Bohan

N E ARLY VE RN AL P O OL S , sometimes still framed with ice, wood frogs

congregate in an explosive frenzy of breeding. To many, calling males suggest

the quacking of mallard ducks as they advert ise their availability. Males, in their

ardor, will att empt to clasp anyrhing in proximity-including other males, other

species of frogs, and floating debris..Females lay egg clusters of a thousand or more,

then immediately disperse to terrestrial habitats. Males follow within a week or two.

Th is sylvan species is usually found in moist woodlands. Sporting a charac.terist ic

robber's mask, a wood frog's body color otherwise can vary from tan to nearly black,

provid ing good camouflage in forest duff.

Unlike their Ranid (true frog) cousins that bury themselves in pond-bottom muck,

wood frogs typically overwinter in shallow burrows of leaf litt er. Th e ability to derive

glucose from st~red glycogen allows them to freeze solid and slowly defrost in spring to

begin another breeding cycle. A few other North American amphibian species have devel

oped this strategy, but Rana sylvatica is the only one to range north of the Arctic Circle. «

Text by Kevin Cross , Wi ld Eart h's art director. Matt Bohan is a[reelance medical

illustrator; wildlife artist, and photographer. His wildlifepaintings havebeen displayedin the

Adirondacks National Exhibition of American Watel"COlors, Watercolor U.S.A. 2000, and the

Colorado Bird Obseruatory'sAnnual Songbird Show. The May 2001 issue of American Art ist

f eaturedan article onhis watercolortechnique.



The South's mountains, rivers, streams, forests, swam
harbor an incredible diversity of life. That diversity is an inte.g
our ancestral landscape and our cultural heritage. We defencfoo
as humans to breathe clean air, to swim and fish in clean waters, and to
enjoy our great outdoors. We defend the rights of all creatures-great and
small-to exist in their native habitats as they have since the beginning of
time. As Southerners, we are proud of our roots that go back far into
time and deep into the earth.

Join us. Support us. Defend the Wild South.

WILD EARTH

P.o. BCl>
Moulton, AL 35650

256-974-6166
www.wildsouth.org

P.O. Box 455
Richmond, VT 05477 **MIXED ADC 030
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